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THERMAÍ,. ENERGY SYSTEIq SYNTHESTS.

G. M. TOSTEVIN.

SUMMARY.

Thermodynamics is a necessary but insufficient
science for the design of thermal energy
systems. A theorem for design is proposed
to overcome this insufficiency, The design
method requíres sj-mulation of the energy
functions of a real- system in the precise
terms of a radiant model system. A combination
of this design method with methods of numerical
optimisation leads to a discipline and

'procedure for system synthesis.
The synthesis procedure is formulated in unified
terms for both steady systems and time-varying
systems, with or without energy storage. The
key is a representation of system function on
a diagram of temperature co-ordinates and
energy-rates for each time-interval. Engineering
constraints and objective functions remain
process oriented. Computing methods are developed
directly from this formulation.
The engineering and optimising features of
synthesis are both demonstrated by an application
to solar heating systems. The synthesis methods
themselves are shown to be satisfactory but solar
design requires further study. The optimum (cost)
relation between solar collector area and storage
capacity is exposed.

Present limitations on the application of
system synthesis are outlined as a plan for
future work. The work will be justified by its
significance to professional engineering practice -promising an improved faculty for decision and
design in the field of thermal energy.
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THERMAL ENERGY SYSTEM'SYII{ITHESIS.

STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY.

This thesis contains no material which has
been accepted for the award to me of any
degree or diploma in any University and,
to the best of my knowledge and belief,
the thesis contains no material previously
published or written by another person
except where due reference is made in the
text of the thesis.

(c.M.Tostevin)
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Thermal Energy System Synthesis r^¡iIl be explained'
over a wide range of thought, from scientific
foundation to engineering practice- Rather than
take each aspect of synthesis as it arises through
this whole range of explanation, this thesis
presents its subject in four main progressive steps:

. An ARGUMENT to establish a basis for synthesis
in present thermodynamic knowledge - Section 2.

PRET'ACE

. A DEMoNSTRATIoN of the synthesis procedure
application to solar heating - Sections 13 to
Part D.

. A DIScIPLINE and formulation of the synthesis
procedure in its own terms - Sections 3 to 5, Part A.

. The PRAcrrcE of synthesis, particularly its
computing methods - Sections 6 to 11, Part B.

An intermediate commentary on the relation of the
work to thaL published by others is contained in
Section 12, Part C. The thesis concludes '"vith a
discussion of the effectiveness, the limitations
and the future of sYnthesis, Part E.

by an
16,

is
introduction

each
to

end

The style of writing in Parts A, B and D
deliberately instnuctionaL Xo support the
of synthesis into engineering practice.
Diagrams and tables are grouped at the end of
main section to which they refer. References
published workr âD index of definitions and a
glossary of symbolic names are included at the
of the thesis.
The work was done in the Department of l{echanical
Engineering of the university of Adelaide under the
supervision of Professor R.E.Luxton between February
lg75 and May L978. Professor Luxton's unfailing
enthusiasm ànd perceptive comment were of tremendous
support throughout the period and I am indeed grateful
to him.
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Although founded in the knowledge of Mechanical
Engineering, the discipline of synthesis
particularly makes that knowledge accessible
to methods of Operations Research. I appreciate
the discussions I have had with Professor R.B.Potts,
of the Department of Apptied Mathematics¡ orl those
methods.

I am indebted to the University for the use of
its central computer and f appreciated the
routine help given by the staff of the Computing
Centre. For hetp with editing I am grateful to
Mr. W.H.Schneider, also of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering. I value the opportunity
to have consulted with the staff of C.S.I.R.O.,
Division of Mechanical Engineering at Highett'
Victoria, about solar heating and to have
observed part of their experimental program.

G.M.TOSTEVIN.
19 May L978
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Most of our industrial history sterns from the
combustion of coal, gâs and oi1. Within little
more than a century, man has developed ingenious
methods of harnessing the thermal energy
reÌeased by combustion - for po$/er generation,
for transport and for the heatitg, cooling and
other needs of a modern industrial society. This
is the work of the professional Mechanical Engineer.

There has been much for him to learn and master -the physics and chemistry of materials,
thermodynamics, mechanics of material behaviour,
fabrication of machinery, lubrication and much
more. Each is a life's study on its own.
Yet to harness thermal energy the Mechanical
Engineer has to organise and apply the knowledge
of al-1 these disciplines ' together and
harmoniously - always in a way which is socially
and economically acceptable.

Great advances have been made in each of the
dísciplines individually. But in L972 I began
to realise that their integration into thermal
energy systems requires much more than a
knowledge of the individual subjects; that many
system design procedures have been merely 'handed
downr as the experience of 'practlcal' men; and
that design solutions are often subjective and
dependent on such experience. A wholly scíentific
procedure for system design did not appear to
exist and I could see that the Mechanical Engineer
had to accept the limitations of 'experiencedl
procedures to supplement his scientific training.
It appears that the results have been accepted
only because his whole activity evolved in, and
was continued in, a world of cheap and convenient
sources of energy.

In 1973, the worldrs energy situation rapidly changed-
Evaluation and introduction of less convenient energy
sources and their new technologies is now a necessary
part of system design. There is litt1e or no
experience to support such design and the need for
a scientific procedure is emphasised - if not
essential - for continued professional competence.
Such a procedure should be as soundly based as the
component disciplines it seeks to integrate.

I
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In surnmary, I consider that the 'experiencedfprocedures for design are ncr\â/ inadequate, perhaps
even misleadirg, in a world of changing energy
values and changing social expectaLions. This
Ieads me to pose the question

WHERE IS, AND WHAT IS, THE ULTTMATE

SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURE FOR THE DESIGN

OF THERMAL ENER.GY SYSTEMS?

If such a procedure can be found, the immediate
benefits would be qreater precision and certainty
in design. More importantly, iL would improve
the ability of the professional mechanical
engineer to make correct decisions about thermal
energy in many new situations.
The need for improved design methods has already
been outlined by others (e.g. Ref.3, Preface)
and some of the improved methods which have been
proposed witl be discussed later. (Sections 2"L2
and I2"L). In the meantime, however, those methods
do not appear to províde an ans\,rer to the above
question.
My search for a scientific procedure began in
1-975 in the science of thermodynamics. The essence
of such a procedure emerged in a particular
organisation of thennodynamic and mechanical
knowledge an organisation which is remarkably
compatible with methods of numerical optimisation.
In this dissertation, the resulting synthesis
procedure is shown to:
. Strip an engineered thermal energy system of
its machinery, its working substance and all other
physical constraints while sti11 (notionally)
preserving the essentíal energy functions of its
processes;
. Identify those essential energy functions in universal
scientific terms applicable to the stripped condition;
. While retaining the scientific identity of the
essential functions at all times, rebuild the system
back to a practical ì.eveI by a scientific procedure
by a disciplined segt¡ence of j-nformation and decision
processes which leads to (or synthesises) the optimal
system.
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The synthesis procedure is demonstrated to be
applicable in engineering practice to both steady
systems and time-varying systems. The optimal
capaci-ty for energy storage is readily specified
by the procedure for time-varying systems so the
functional- rol-es of storage are exposed and are
discussed at length. The procedure requires
that all its technical information should be
presented on a unified basis. Far from being
a handicap, however, such a unified information
base is shown to be the key to a wide application
of synthesis.
Two sets of limitations on the synthesis
procedure are explained. One set is merely
associated with the present state of development
and can be expected to be overcome with further
experience and with refinement of computing
methods. The second set appears to restrict the
use of synthesis in situations for which information
is uncertain and d.ecision criteria are not
precisely defined; and these limitations require
further research.
The second set of limitations does not restrict
the imminent use of synthesis for the design ofroptimalr thermal energy systems based on certain
knowledge. To that extent, the objective of
the work has been achieved - a scientific design
procedure for use by the engineering profession.
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2.0 A FOUNDATION FOR SYNTHESTS.

The starting point for synthesis is shown in this
section to be consol-idated in a theorem for
design of thermal energy systems. (p15) . The
reasoning to support the theorem is creative
rather than analytical - a deliberate construction
from elements of common knowledge.

Synthesis is shown to require a somewhat different
way of thinking than is usual in mechanical-
engineering - requiring a functional rather than
a process perspective. This section also introduces
and explains this 'reversed' point of view.
Much of the philosophical view which'forms the
foundation of the present work has existed for
at least forty years. Bridgman (nef.1,p5) asks,
among other questions, "Why is it that (thermodynamics)
is so impotent to deal with irreversible processes?",
and proceeds to explain a view of energy and
thermodynamics which has universal significance.
Such a philosophy is not used directly to develop
the argument which follows - but j-ts presence is
compellJ-ng. Reference is made where the connections
between the philosophy and argument are tangible.
2.L. Definitions .

"Ihermodynamics is the science which deals with
energy and its transformations and with relationships
between the properties of substances. " It includesI'the study of substances in dynamic motion".
(nef .2,p13) .

"Energy is the capacity, either latent or apparent,
to exert a force through a distance." (nef .2,pI5).
"Energy in various forms is considered to be a
companion of mass . . " (nef .2,pI6) . "When
changes in energy occur without mass transfer,
the energy is pictured as 'flowing' to or from the
mass under consideration the transi.tory
forms of energy are called heat ar'd uork
concepts not tied to mass . . " (Ref .2,pL7) .

"The system is a specified region, not necessarily
of constant volume, where transfers of energy
and/or mass are to be studied." "The actual
or hypothetical- envelope enclosing the system is
the boundary of the system." "The region outside
the system is the surroundings." (Ref.2,p22-23).
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"State is the condition of the system (or a part of
the system) at an instant of time as described
or measured by its properties. rr rrA process
occurs whenever a system undergoes either a change
in state or an energy transfer at a steady state."
(Ref.2, p26'27\ .

For the present, a thermal energy system is
defined as one across the boundary of v¡hich heat or
work or both are being transferred - with or without
transfer of other forms of energy or transfer of
mass. (Fi9.1,p20)
If a thermal energy system is to include more than
one process, each process will be considered to
occur within a separate region of the system.
Each process may then be visualised as a sub-system.
A st.eadg thermal energy system is defined as one for
which the transfers of heat or work or both occur at
a steady rate over a definite time-interval, Do
matter how large or small. A time-uarying system
is defined as one for which such transfers occur at
varying rates over a definite time-interval.
2.2. System Functions.
T}ne functíon of a thermal energy system (or syst_em
function) is defined as the purposeful effect of its
processes on its immediate surroundings; where
purpos¿ expresses the intention of the mechanical
èngineers who design and build the system.

A particular system function will be specified by the
quántity, direction and form of energy transferred
wittr or without a simultaneous transfer of mass.
Heat or internal energy or flow energy or work or a
combinatíon may, for example, be transferred in
various quantities in either direction. Internal
energy is defined (Ref .2,p16) as "energy of mass
composition" and "a fundamental axiom of modern
theimodynamics is that internal energy is a property
of matter". FIow energy is defined (Ref .2,p63) as
the pressure x volume property of a flow stream
(of matter).
Functions accompanied by a (purposeful) transfer
of mass are derived from a system defined as an
open system. (Ref.2,P60l - Functions without
(þurposeful) transfer of mass are derived from a
system def ined as a eLosed system. (Ret .2,p47) -

A purposeful transfer of energy
. into a system is defined as a sour.ce function and

. out of. a system is defined as a demand function'
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Either or both or a number of source and demand
functions may occur simultaneously at the boundary
of a system, each associated with a particular
process. (nig .2,p2L) .

Another kind of function associated with therheat sink' required for heat and work conversion
processes is defined as a residuaZ function.
The following generaL equation states the relation
between functions and processes of a thermal energy
system with a compressible working substance,
pressurê P, volume V;
Function Process
AQ - ^W = AE = A(U+PV)
This equation applies for alI steady systems where:
. 

^Q 
and AW are heat and work quantities, respectively,

transferred across the boundary to provide function.
. 

^E 
is the total change in all forms of energy within

the system.
. A(U+PV) is the change, due to the process, of the

sum of internal energy and flow energy of the
system's working substance.

Such an equation between function and process is
dictated by the First Law of Thermodynamics.
(nef .2,p45) .

Each different kind of thermal energy system will be
associated with a articular form of the general
equation, depending on purpose t e.g.

AQ = AU (PconstantrVconstant, W=0)
AQ = A(U+PV) (AW: 0)
AW = A(U+PV) (^O = 0)

^Q ^W 
: 

^(U+PV)More particularly, each function of a steady system
for a given time-interval may be defined by a
particular algebraic combination of the above terms.
Some examples are:
Closed System Functions
Purpose Demand Source Residual
Heating *QO =
Work +W :
Cooling .-QO =

Open System Functions
Heating
Work
Cooling

Signs refer

+I^f

- (uD+pDvD) =

to surroundings.

-Qs
-Qs
-W

+Q

+0
R

R

+ (uD+PDvD) -W

- (ur+ervr)
- (u*
+ (un
.. (UR

RV

RV

RV

+P

+P

+P

R

R

R-W
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Whatever the combinations of terms, a1l functions
of a thermal energy system are seen from the above
equations to require a transfer of heat or internal
energy, the latter usuaIly, but not necessarily,
accompanied by a transfer of flow energy for an open
system. Also transfers of work occur only with transfers
of heat or fl-ow energy. Thus transfers of heat and,/orinternal energy are seen as necessary components of all
system functions while transfers of work and,/or flow
energy are seen as optional components, depending on
purpose.

"Energy function" (Ref.1rp115) is a general term
defined for the present work as a nett transfer of
energy of any given form across the boundary of a
system. Energy functions necessarily occur as apart or a.s the whole of all system functions but
they are not confined to such (purposeful) functions.
Transfers of mass accompany transfers of (U+PV) in
the functions of an open system. (p5). Transfers ofpotential and kinetic energy accompanying such
transfers of mass may be determined separately
if required they are excluded from discussions
in the present work.
2.3. Thermodynamics a Basis for Design.
Engineers design thermal energy systems for
functions required by industry and commerce,
for power generatíon and refrigeration.

definite
e. g.

Design is the creative organisation and. specifícation
of the required system and j-ts processes from
knowledge of the
. thermodynamic processes t.hemselves, and the
. mechanics of the machinery needed to contain them.

Two observations may be made about t-he sufficiency
of thermodynamics for the design of thermal energy
systems:
(1) The best ther.modynamíc design provides the
required function with minimum expenditure of
"available energy" , (nef . 2,p83) , i. e. with minimrun
increase of "entropy". The best industz,iaZ design
provides the required function with minimum total
expenditure of a number of commodities available
energy, capital, materials and so on. Thus the
scale of uaLue, by which different design
sol-utions may be compared, is different. The
thermodynamic scale by itself gives insufficient, and
therefore possibly misleading, guidance for design in
industrial pract-i-ce.
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(2) Thermodynamics is based on a dual concept -that of the ideal and that of the real. The " ideaL
or perfect state" of a system is considered to be
one of "vanishing density" of its working substance
i.e. its density and pressure both approach zero.
(Ret.2,p3B) . Processes occurring in such a system
are defined by only a few thermodynamic variables;
and the system can be readily designed for a given
function because the end-result of a choice of
values for these variables is clearly determined.
Although obtainable in a laboratory (Jou1e's
experiment at low pressures), such systems of 'perfect'
state serve no purpose in industrial- practice - where
substantial densities and pressure of 'real'
working substances are indeed required for practical
function.
In addition to the few thermodynamic variables of
the rperfectr state, a designer of a practical
system of real processes must also choose the:
. Working substance and its chemical composit-ion
for each process (and usually there is a sequence
of processes) e.g. water, aíxr 9as or even a
mixture.
. Physical states of the working substance for each
process e.g. density or Phase.
. Physical- details of the ntachinery and materials
needed to contain and transport the working substance -
since these determine, for examPle, friction, turbulent
dissipation of energy or resistance to corrosion -

Thus a system of real processes gives rise to
many more variables than a system of 'perfectl
processes, al1 because of the presence and
containment of a real working substance. The
additional variables react with the thermal
processes themselves and with each other. The
complexities are now such that ther:modynamics no
longer suffices to determine the precise end-result
of a choice of values for all these variables.
Compared with a system of the rperfect stater,
design solutions are difficult to obtain - The
difficulty multiplies as the number of required
processes increases.
With the inadequacy of thermodynamics itself to
guide and deteimine design solutions precisely'
I.h"re j-s an apparent gap in scient-ífic procedure
for the desigñ- of thermal energy systems. In the
past, designérs have closed this gap with the
ãia of expãrience, experiment and intuition'
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2.4 A Proposition for Design.

It is my thesis that a wholly scientific
procedure potentía11y exists for the design of
thermal energy systems. It must be founded in
present thermodynamics but this will either
have to be extended or its insufficiency supplied
by other procedures.

The observations (1) and (2) on pages 7-8 may now
be summarised as follows:
(1) I¡Ihatever t.he inadequacy of the scaLe of uaLue
for design, the required functions of a system are
independent of such a scale because function is the
given requirement in design, no matter how it is
achieved.
(2) The functions of a system of rperfect statel
will be independent of the complexities arising
from a real working substance.
Although the (purposeful) functions of a real system
cannot be derived from a 'perfect state', it will be
shown shortly that energA functíons generally can
indeed be derived.
Thus a proposítion emerges
which the difficultY with
thermal energy sYstems can
The energy functions of a
expressed as preciselY the
a defíned 'perfect' model
of the scale of value for
of the working substance"

as a possible basis by
the design of
be overcome:

real system, when
same energy functions of

system, wiIl be independent
design and independent

here as it.
the

1l}ne proposition will be demonstrated
is expanded. The essential steps in
demonstration are:
( 1) Replace the usual engineer-ing consideration
of process by a consideration of function. (p5-7).
(2) Replace each energy function of each process in
a real èystem by precisely the same energy function
of a 'perfectr process. (Section 2-5) -

(3) Define the model system in which such 'perfect'
processes can occur. (section 2.6) .

(4) Express the energy function of each (real or
'perfect') process in terms of that model system.
(Section 2.7).
(5) Establish the relation between Lhe (purposeful)
functions of the real sysiem and the associated
energy functj.ons of the model system. (Section 2.8)
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At this point it should be saíd that the elements
of knowledge used to construct t}:,e proposit'Lon
are already well understood. It is rather the
explicit statement of the proposition, and the
purpose which it later serves, which appear to
be original.
It should also be said that the intention of the
py,opositíon is not the well known procedure of using
an 'ideal-' process as a simpli.f ied model of a real
proces's from which approxímate design solutions
are determÍned. (Ref.2.p38). By replacing process
with function, a precise eguivalence is maintained
between the real and 'perfect' situation.
2.5 Real and'Perfect' Processes.
A particular function of a real system will be
accompanied by energy functions assocíated with the
same (purposefut) process. The form and direction of
those energy functions will also be determined by
purpose.

The same energy functions may conceivably be provided
by a different process in a different system. The
only requirement is that the vatue and direction of
the energy functions should be the same in both systems,

If a tperfect' process can be uniquely determined to
provid.e precisely the same energy functions, each
pl:ocess of a real system may conceivably be replaced
by such a 'perfect' Process.
2.6. A Model SYstem.
While the 'perfect' thermodynamic state is approached
as the density and pressure in. a system approach
zero, processes in such a systêm are still dependent
on the molecular structure of the (residual) working
substance. If the 'perfect' processes are to be
independent of the working substance (proposition'p9)
it will have to be removed altogether.
The only thermal energy system which appears to
exist without a working substance is one in which
energy i.s transferred by radiation in an evacuated
space. The elementary form of such a 'radiant
system' of steady states is shown in Fig-3,p22. Th"
system comprises a 'couple' of identical tblack body'
eñitters/absorbers in an evacuated region. Radiation
between the bodies is confined to a linear path of
section area A. The nett transfer of energy (aN) in
unit-time for a steady system of this kínd is given



by the Stefan-Boltzmann
QN = o.A. (T14-T2'')

11

relation (Ref .2.pp404-411) as
(T1>T2 )

where T1 and T2 are the temperatures of the rblack
bodies' . Such a ther¡nal energy system is maintained
by a source function (heatr QS) and a given demand
function (heat, QD). The generaL equation (p6)
for such a steady, unit-time system without a
working substance is

QS=QD

The values of the
functions at the
are defined by

QE1 = QS
QE2 = QN = o.A. (r14-r24)

with direct.ion defined bY TI>T2

Generally, all energy functions of such a rradiant
system' may be exPressed as

Q = FUNC (TT ,SIZE)
where TT is the "state couple" (Ref-1'p84) of
'black body' temperatures and SIZE is a parameter,
the val-ue of which is equal to the area (A) of the
'black body' radiation openings. For the present
work, the êssential fact about such a system is
that for particular values of TT and 9, the value
of SIZE is preeiseLy determined.

Based on the foregoing explanation, a modeL sAstem
(as it applies to the present work) is defined
as one in which only 'perfect' radiant processes
between tblack body' couples can occur; with al1
energy functions precisely determined for each couple
by thè temperaturês and area of radiation openings.
the processes shall be steady and extend over a
defiñite time-interval, however large or small.

A network (or sequence) of processes may occur
in a model system, each process occurring between
a separate ,btack bodyt couple, such that an outgoing
energy function of one body is an incoming energy
funcLion of the next. (nig.4,p23) - The energy
funcLions of each coupler and therefore of the whole
network, will be precisely expïessed by the relations:

e = FUNC(TT,SIZE) .

incoming and outgoing energy
boundary (QE1 and QE2 respectively)

{
A',

ill
T,î

{

à
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2.7 Simulation of Energy Functions.
Recalling section 2.5,P10, it will now be said that
a process in a model system may be chosen to
'simulate' precisely the same energy functions (OE)
as those of each process in a real system. Such a
simulation in practice would require only
. 'connection' of the radiant paths of each
tblack bodyt couple in the same arrangement
the connected processes and energy functions
real system, and

AS
in the

. adjustment of the temperatures (rf and T2) of
bodiés and their SL?E (of openings) until the
direction and value of each QE is the same for
processes in both the real and model systems'

the
all

There is no intention to construct a physical model
to conduct such a simulation. But a mathematical
or "paper and pencil" procedure (Ref .IrP7) could
pr"=ü*ãbly be devised to do so. In fact it should
Ëe possible for a digital computer to take-up
the task readilY because
. only three variables, T1, T2 and SIZE, precisely
deteririne the value and direction of QE for all
bodies of the model sYstem, and
. the same set of variables will determine QE for
aII bodies in a whole network, ûo matter how
extensive.
For a given arrangement of processes and given
values of QE in the real system, the computer would
merely search for the particular combinations of
tempeiatures and areas of opelings which precisely
detärmine the equilibrium condition of the whole
(steady) modet Àystem. Thus a very large number
of relãtively simple arithmetical computations
will be required a task for which the digital
computer is ParticularlY suited.
A similar model view of a thermal energy system
is recorded by Bridgman (Ref.1,p79) as a
philosophical observation- His model is 'pairs"
äf "pie-ces of matter" and his observation is that,
for éuch a model, the "energy functions are
over-deter:mined" i.e. that "the number of possible
combinati-ons in different conditions of the various
substances is much greater than the number of the
aggregate of possible energy.functiottg"' The model

=!Ét"ñ for thã present work is a 'perfect' radiant
s-ystem, so chosàn as to exclude the working substance;
rña for such a model the energy functions are
precisely determined by values of TT and s\zE a1one.
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2.8. Syuthesis Simulation.
with the energy functions of a real system simulated
by the model ãystem and. wj.th the energy functions
o-t the model system indeperrdent of any working
substance it nolv remains to establish the relations
between such a simulation and the (purposeful)
functions of the real system. The propositíon (p9)
will only be demonstrated when this is done'

The diagram of the single-couple model system
(nig.3,p22) is now developed into a series of
dia[ramË of various real (steady) systems in each of
wfriãh a purposeful process occurs as follows:

. Thermal- conduction,

. Liquid cooling,

. Liquid to vaPour Phase-change'

. Gas exPansion for work, and

. Combustion of fuel for heating.

I

Þ-.

I

¡
.t,

¡i
t,

i
I

I

I

I

f'
{'¡
Írt
1,'

The diagrams are shown in Figs.5-10,PP24-29,
is inteñded to be self-explanatory in terms
diagram, Fig.S. Each diagram is shown as a
staie-coupLe i.e. as a single process which
between an initial and' a f-ina1 state of the
working substance.

and each
of the key
single

occurs
system's

In summary, the diagrams
real system is a member
systems such that:
(1) The form and direction of all system functions
is defined- by PurPose;
(2) The values of the system functions are related to
each other by a particular form of t.}l'e generaL
equdtí.on (p6) ;

(3) The process of each system is defined by the
values of a set of Parameters;
(4) Each system has an incoming and.an outgoíng
energy function (etrI and QE2 respectively), whíIe a
thírá- energy function (QE3) I ay occur depending on
purpose;
(6) Tf the value of one QE is given then the value(s) of
the other QE will be determined by the values of a set
ái- ¡r""tionaL pa'ametey,s (rig .5,p2!. .ttg Section 2.I0 'P16)wfriôfr includes the parameters of (3) above;
(7) The set of functional parameters is similar for all
systems such that a set of QE'TT and sIZE are always
iñcfuo.ed while up to five more parameters (Pl, P2, Cl'
c2 and pATH) rnay be included in the set depending on
purpose;

(Figs.5-10) show that each
of a family of similar
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(8) The values of al-l energy functions (QB) are
extracted for simulation in terms of the model- system.

One fact should be clarified at once the values
of the TT and SIZE parameters in a real system will
not be the same as the value of those parameters in
the model system. The requirement of sirnulation
is that the direction and value of the energy functions
(OE) be the same, regardless of how they are achieved.
Nevertheless L]ne pTesenee of the QE1, QE2, TT and SIZE
parameters of whatever value is shown by the diagrams
(ri_gs. 5-10) to be essentiaL f or the determination of
all (purposeful) functions of aLL thermal energy
systems, whatever the presence or combination of the
other functional- parameters.

It has been said (p12) that the simulation of the energy
functions (QE) of a real system could be taken-over
from the model system by a computer. If this is done,
the dependence of the simul-ation on the characteristic
'bIack body' radiation equation (p11) can be rel-axed -
in the senèe that a different equation of values of the
TT and SIZB parameters could be used, âs long as the
same direction and value of each QE is obtained.
A conlention will- be adopted for such a computer
simul-ation so that
. the direction of each QE will be defined by the
(purposeful) funcÈions of the real system;
. the value of each QE will be determined by a
correct equation of TT and SIZE; and
. the equat-ion (of TT and SIZE) will be the
one which prevails in the real system.

The demonstration of Ltre proposítion (p9) has
then reached the Point where
. the radiant model system wi1-l be set aside;
. a computer will maintain the simulation 6f both the
directiõn and value of the energy functions of the
real system; and

,¡
fri

ü I

. the temperatures associated with
will be those of each state-couPle
system itself.
Such a computer simulation of the functions of a
real system in terms of staÈe-couple temperatures
and energy functions is defined as a sgnthesis
simulatíán. The terms of a synthesis simulation
are to be known as TT,Q and the simulation is to
be accompanied bY:

the simulation
of the real
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. A definition of purpose.

. A (purposeful) set of functional parameters for
each state-coupl-e of the real system.

Like the model system from which it evolved, a
synthesis simulation will sti1l be independent of
the working substance because:
(1) For a particular combination of values of
TT and Q (for both the real and simulated systems)
the value of the parameter SIZE is 'over-determined'for all except the rperfectr radiant system, which
has no working substance;
(2\ The value of SIZE is therefore free to be
determined for aII other real systems by a
seLectíon of values of the set of other functional-
parameters associated with the given purpose
including the parameters of the working substance.

T}:e pz,oposition (p9) may now be stated as a
theorem for. desígn of thermal energy systems:

THE ENERGY FUNCTIONS OF A REAL SYSTEM, WHEN EXPRESSED
AS PRECISELY THE SAME ENERGY FUNCTiONS IN TERN1S OF
THE DEFINED SYNTHESIS SIMULATION, ARE INDEPENDENT OF
THE SCALE OF VALUE FOR DESIGN AND INDEPËNDENT OF THE
WORKING SUBSTANCE.
For the present work, the essential value of the
theorem is that is provides a method of functionalsimulation which is uníuersaL for aLL thermal
energy systems.

A synthesis simulation will apply to a network(or sequence) of real systems, where each 'sub-system'is an identifiable state-couple. It only requires that
the values of certain functional parameters be matched
at each point of connection. This is a practical
matter to be discussed in Part A.

2.9 Flow Energy and Viork.
A synthesis simulation will readily account for the
energy functions which occur in a real system as
transfers of heat or internal energy alone, without
the presence of flow energy. Such energy functions
will be determined directly frorn simple arithmetical
equations in 0 terms alone. A synthesis simulation
will not so readily account for flow energy or work
components of energy functions because the values of
such components must first be calculaLed j-n terms of
ol-her f unctj-onal parameters r ê.9. pressure. But the
series of diagrams (Figs.5-10,pp24-29) also ill-ustrates
the earlier dj-scussion (p7) about the refation of
dif f erent cornponents of energy functions as fol-lows:

I

lr-

I

¡
I

+

I
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(1) A steady system requires at least two energy
functions, each of which incl-udes a transfer of heat
or internal energy, with or without flow energy.
(2) Such transfers of heat or internal energy have
a certain continuity of direction through a system
even if their value changes due to flow energy or work.
(3) The presence, and direction of transfer, of flow
energy or work will be defined by purpose.
(4) The val.ue of flow energy or wor:k components will
either be a given requirement of design or the value
of the heat or internal energy component will be given.
In either situation the genera.L equation (p6) applies
and the value of the unknown component has to be
determined by a solution of that equaLion in terms of
the functional parameters.

A general view of the above rel-ationship is that energy
functions of heat and/or internal energy form an
essential continuum through a network (or sequence)
of processes in a real- system while
. flow energy is (purposefully) superimposed upon
such energy functions and
. work functions are (purposefully) localised at
particular state-coupIes. (Fig.11rp30) .

As such, flow energy and work may be accounted for
locaI1y and índependently of the synthesis simul-ation
being conducted in TT'Q terms alone. Such a view is
consistent with the fact that the synthesis simulation
is independent of the working substance because PV
and lü components of function can only be derived in
the presence of a (compressible) working substance.

2.I0. Functional Parameters.
Before leaving the subject of synthesis simulation
for the time being, its functional parameters
(Fig.5,p24) witl be fully defined as follows:-
Essential Parameters.
QE1, QE2, etc. Energy functions, at least two, the
value of one being given and the value of the other(s)
to be determined for each state-coupÌe of both the
real and simulated systems.
TT. The state-couple temperatures (t1, T2) of both
the real and simulated systems where TI>T2, TI=T2 or
T1<T2 depending on the process in the real system.

SIZE. The parameter (defining the 'size' of a process),
the r¡alue of which is determined for each state-couple
of t-he real system when the val-ues of the set of all
other functional parameters are known.
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State Parameters (additional to TT).
Pl, P2. The pressure of the working substance at
the initial and final states of the process in the
real system.

C1, C2. The physíca1 and chemical composition of
the working substarrce at the initial ancl final
states of the process in the real system, ê-9.
a knowledge of the composition as it determines
thermal cònductivity, specific heats and specific
enthalpy when the values of T and P are known.
PATH. A parameter to describe both the physical
and thermodynamic rroutet of the change of state of
the working substance i.e. the ¡route' by which
energy (and mass if applicable) is transferred
'thróugh' a process from the initial to the final
state. PATH should strictly be expressed ín terms
of the differential changes which occur in the values
of T, P and C during a process. But it may often be
more convenient to express PATH in familiar
engineering terms. In the thermal conduction
exámple (Fig.6,p25) PATH is merely the length of
the èonductor a simple factor of physical
construction. fn the gas expansion example
(Fig.9,p28) PATH may be considered to be determined
by i.tre'vatrre of a polytropic exponent n of an equation
oi state of the process such that PV"= constant.

The values of PATH may depend on values of other
functional parameters. The expression of PATH must
then includã such terms; and the use of the expression
in practice wilI require re-iterative procedures to
determine a solution for each process.

The parameters }IZE, C and. PATH may take a.na appropt"Late
foym as long as that form is defined for each state-
äouple and ãuch parameters correctly relate to each
othãr and to the other parameters Q, TT and P. Examples
are given in Part B, PPB2-83.

A knowledge of PATH for each process will be obtained
from the ãnalytical and experimental procedures of
mechanical engineering science- Such knowledge
may be expressed in any degree of detail - whether
as a mathèmatical model or as a set of experimental
data. Except where it is required for explanation
and demonstration in Parts B and D, the detailed
knowledge of process PATH is not a subject of !l'1"-thesis. It is expected that such knowledge will be
availabte for each process from a rrliable source.
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2.II Desiqn Procedure.
Thermodynamics generally views the effects of real
working substances as a degradation of what would
otherwise be ideal or 'perfect' processes. The
usefulness of the theorem for design (p15) is only
realised by taking a reversed point of view - that
the simulated 'perfect' energy functions can be
obtained by changes in the values of the functional
parameters associated with the real working
èubstance. This permits the synthesis simulation
to be maintained independently (in TT,Q terms alone)
as the additional variables of the real system are
introduced..

The procedure for system design w-iII be:-
(1) Specify the required fu.nctions of the system.
(2) Define the scaLe of uaLue for design.
(3) Define lJne arTangement of purposeful processes
of the real- system required to provide function.
(4) SimuLate (in TT,Q terms) the energy functions
of the same arrangement of processes-

terms which
design; and
parameters

(5) Eæamíne all combinations of TTrQ
can support the required functions of
determine the values of the functional
f or each combinatic¡n.
( 6 ) 14 e asuï'e the ' value ' of each combination
according to the scale of value for design.
(7) Selectrand adopt as the design soLution,
combination (of energy functions and values of
functional parameters) which ranks best on the
of value for design.

the
scale

I contend that this is already the basis of a
scientific procedure for the design of thermal
energy systèms. But it can be developed further.

2.I2. System Synthesis.
Recent attempts to formulate an improved method of
system design have
. started with a mathematical simulation of the
performance of the real system (Ref.3rp78),
. then subjected that mathematical simulation to
a proceduré for direct optimisation. (Ref.3,p104).
such a method is discussed further in section 12.I
(p108). Generalty I see that the method becomes
increasingly difficult, both to fo::.mulate and to
optimise,"aã the exLent or complexity or time
väriation of the real system increases. This is
the situation for which a scientific procedure is
most needed. Nevertheless, the method suggests an
improvement on the proced.ure fot design outlined above'
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The difficulty with mathematical simulation arises
mostly for the r:easons of thermodynamic complexity
outlined on page B. This complexity can be
reduced by changing to the synthesis simul-ation
described in Section 2.8. (pl4). Further, methods
of optimisation can conceivably be built into steps
5, 6 and 7 of the above procedure for design.
Those methods and those steps can be expected. to be
unified for all systems because they will all be
conducted in the universal (ft,q¡ terms of the
synthesis simulation. In this way the whole
procedure can be organised to converge progressively
to the one best desJ-gn solution. This is a
synthesis of the optimal system - "the ultimate in
design technique". (Ref.4,pI0) .

It is this synthesis procedure, for application
to all kinds of thermal energy systems, which I
consider to be the ansvler to my initial question
on page 2z "Where is, and what is, the ultimate
scientific procedure for the design of thermal
energy systems?" The remainder of this thesís
will ill-ustrate and demonstrate this answer.

2.l-3. Presentation.
"Thermal system design is gradualÌy emerging as an
identifiable discipline. " (nef.3,Px) . I support
this view that system synthesis requires a
special discipline of thought. This is mostly
due to the functional- rather than process
perspective required for the synthesis sÍmulation.
But it is also due to the inclusion (later) of
unified opt.imisation procedures.

Thermal Energy System Synthesis will therefore
be presented. as a separate discipline in its own
right and the text will change to an
instructional style. Some terms will be redefined,
some new terms will be established and the
discipline will be formulated in those terms.
This is not a departure from present thermodynamic
and mechanical knowledge only a particular
onganisatì,on needed for a scientific design
procedure.
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SURROUNDINGS
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PROCESS
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MODEL SYSTET4.

' PERFECT I RADIA}IT PROCESS.
STEADY SYSTEM, UNIT TI}TE.

Tt^¡o 'black body' emitters/absorbers ' Kirchhof f
construction, form- a single couple.
Eguilibrium temperatures Tl and T2, where TI > T2.
Openings in bodies same area A, with radiation
between the openings confined to a linear path.
Process: nett transfer of heat' 0N.

SURROUNDTNGS

QS OD

QEl QE2

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS.
Source, heat, QS
Demand, heat, QD
QS = QD (General
ENERGY FUNCTIONS.

(given)
Equation)

1-QS
2_QN

= o.A. (Tr"- T2't)
generaLly,
Ç = FUNC(TT,SIZE)

Incoming, QE
Outgoing, OE

( Stefan-Boltzmann)
oE t writing

where Q, TT and SIZE are parameters as follows:
O energy function.
TT sta't-e-couple temPeratures.
SIZE area A (for the 'perfect' radiant process)
Value of SIZE is precisely determined for particular
values of TT and Q.

EVACUATED REGION

SYSTEM

,r2T1
ON

----->

FTG 3
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MODEL SYSTEM.

NETV'IORK OF ' PERFECT I RADIANT PROCESSES.
STEADY SYSTEIVI, UNIT TII.'IE.

Four'black body' emitters/absorbers, Kirchhoff
construction, form three couPles.
Equilibrium temperatures T1, 12, T3 and T4,
where T1 > T3, T2 > T3 and T3 > T4-
Openings in bodies, area f or ea,;h couple being
A(1,3), A(2,3) and A(3r4), with radiation in
each couple confined to a linear path.
Processes: nett transfers of heat QN(1r2) 'QN(2,3) QN(3,4).

QEl
QSl

SURROUNDINGS QD

QS2

QF.2 QE4

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS.

Source l, heat, QSl
Source 2, heat, QS2
Demand, heat, QD (given)
QSI + QSZ = QD (General Equation)
ENERGY FUbICTIONS.

Incomj-ng,

Outgoing,

I
2
4

QE
QE
QE

0s1
QS2

QN
Q}T
QN

I
2
3

,
,

3
3
4,

ort writing generally as in Fig.3,
Q(1,3) = FUNC(TT(f,3),SIZE(1,3) )

Q(2, 3) = FUNC(TT(2,3),SIzE(2,3))
Q ( 3,4) = FUNC (TT ( 3 ,4) ,SIZE(3,4) )

All values of SIZE are precisely determined for
particular values of TT and Q for each state couple.

SYSTEM

TI

T4

T2

*
J

13
QN ( 3,4

EVACUATED
REGION

FIG 4
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KEY DIAGRAM FOR FIGS. 6

PURPOSEFUL PROCESS IN A WORKING SUBSTANCE.

STEADY SYSTEM, UNIT TIME.

10.

No other but the purposeful process occurs.
Changes of potential energy and kinetic energy
are nett zero in the unit time-
PROCESS:

Change of state
of working
substance 'accompanied by
transfer of mass
where necessary.

SURROUNDINGS

ENERGY FUNCTIONS

Incoming, QEI Outgoing, QE2

FUNCTIONAL PARAMETERS.

Single 'state couPIe' i.e.
thermodynamic states I and

QEI, QE2

TI tT2

SIZE

PL tP2

c.1 tc2

PATH

process occurs between
2.

A set of energy functions, at least two,
written as O in general expression.
Temperatures of working substance at states
1 and 2. Written as TT, the state'couple
temperatures.
Value determined when the values of all
other functional parameters are known.
Pressures of working substance at states
1 and 2.
Physical and chemical composition of the
working substance at states I and 2-

Physical and thermodynamic 'route' of the
change of state of the working substance.

STATE 2STATE I

SYSTEM

Pos'n 2Pos'n I

FIG 5
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REAL SYSTEM.

THERMAL CONDUCTION.

Refer Key Diagram, Fig.5.
Two bodies at TI and T2, Tl > 'I2.
Metal rod between bodies, rod section area A
(SIZE = A), various lenghts d (PATH = d).
Metal composition C (Cl = C2), thermal conductivity k.

PROCESS:

QN = (T1-T2).a.r
d

QS 0D

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS.
Source, heat, QS
Demand, heat, QD (given)
QS = QD (General Equation)

EI{ERGY FUNCTIONS.

QEI = QS
QE2 = QN

= FUNC (TTT SIZE TCTPATH)

For given values of QE2 and TT, value of SIZE is
determined by selection of values of C and PATH.

FIG 6
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REAL SYSTEM.

LIQUTD COOLING.

Refer Key Diagram' Fig.5.
Liquid mass M (SIZE = Iq) in container at position I
receives QS, moves straight to position 2, releases
QD and returns straight to position I, all in unit
time.
Liquid states T1, T2 and P (pf = P2) , T1 > T2.
Liquid composition C (cI = C2), specific heat CP.

PROCESS:

QN = (T1-T2) .M.CP

QS QD

SYSTEM F'UNCTIONS.

Source, heat, QS
Demand, heat, QD (given)
QS = QD (General Equation)

ENERGY FUNCTIONS.

F'UNC (TT , SI ZE ,P ,C)
For given values of QE2 and TT, value of SIZE is
determined by selection of values of C and P,
where P is required particularly to ensure that
the liquid does not change phase.

QS
QN

]=
)-

QE
QE

IVIASS RETURN

FIG 7
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REAL SYSTEM.

LIQUID TO VAPOUR PHASE CHANGE.

Refer l(ey Diagram' Fig.5.
Open System, container volume V.
Small volume of liquid mass M (SIZE = M) enters
(system and) container at position I, receives ÇS,
simultaneously evaporates to saturated vapour
(volume v) as container moves straight to position 2
Vapour leaves (system and) container at position 2
after which container returns empty to position t.
A1I in unit time.
Liquid state T1, PI
Vapour state T2, P2

Liquid composition CI' vapour composition
specific enthalpy change, Cl to C2, is h.

PROCESS:

HN M.h

(uz+ (PV) 2)U1
M_>

QS

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS.

(rr T2 and PI = P2=P)
C2,

---ù- M

f low energy, (u2+ (PV) 2) (given)
(GeneraI Equation)

Source,
Demand,
QS+Ul

heat, QSinternal and
= (uz+ (PV) 2)

ENERGY FUNCTTONS.

QEl =
QE'2 =
QE3 =

= FtrNC(TIrSIZF.,P'Cl-)
= FUNC (tr, St Z[.,P ,CL ,C2)
= QE2 QEI

U1
HN
QS

For given values of ÇF.2 and
then values of QEI and QE3)
of values of P, Cl and C2.

TT, value of SIZE (and
is determined by selection

HN
ENERGY AND
MASS TRANSFER__=___>

EMPTY RETURN

FIG 8
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REAL SYSTEM.

GAS EXPANSION FOR WORK.

Refer Key Diagram' Fig.5.
Open System, container of variable volume.
Gas mass M (SIZE = M) enters (system and) container
(volume Vl) at position l, simultaneously expands by
thermodynamic PATH as container moves to position 2
(volume V2). Gas leaves (system and) container at
position 2 afber which container returns empty to
position 1. AII in unit time.
Gas
Gas

state
state

1,
2, 'rt', il (rr > 12 and Pr > P2)

Gas composition, C (CI = C2)

PROCESS:

V2
[¡{ = X P.AV

V1

(ur+ (PV) 1)
M+

(u2+ (PV) 2)
*M

VJ

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS.
Source, internal and flow energy, (UI+(PV)I)
Demand, work, W (given)
Residual, internal and flow energy, (v2+ (PV) 2)
(U1+ (PV) 1) = ![ + (U2+ (PV) 2) (General Equation)

ENERGY FUNCTTO}TS.

QEl = (U1+ (PV) I) = FUNC (T1, SIZE.,P
082 = (V2+ (PV) 2) = FUNC (T2'SIzE,P
QE3 = V'I = FUNC (TT, SIZE. TP

For given values of QE3 and TT, value of SLZE (and
then values of QEI and QE2) is determined by
selection of values of PI, P2, C and PATH.

1,C)
2 rC')
\tP2rCrPATH)

EMPTY RETURN
<F-

ENERGY AND
MASS TRANSFE

FIG 9
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REAL SYSTEM.

COMBUSTION OF FUEL FOR HEATING.

Refer Key Diagram' Fig.5.
Open System, container of variable volume.
Air mass M (SIZE = M) enters (system and) container
(volume VI) at position I. Fuel mass m, specific
heating value u, also enters container at positíon I.
Simultaneous combustion of fuel to gas as container
moves to position 2 (volume V2), without work (W = 0).
Gas feaves (system and) container at position 2 after
which container returns empty to position I.
AIl Ín unit time.
Air state, TI, PI
Gas state, 12, P2

(r1 < r2)

Air composition C1, 9as composition C2,
reaction PATH, Cl Lo C2.
PROCESS:

Heat of Combustion
QC = FUNC (mru'PATH)

= FUNC (Uf 
'eRtH

(ut+ (PV) t)
M (uz+ (PV) 2)

-Þ Mtm

= (ut+ (PV) I)
= (U2+ (PV) 2)
=UF

m

QEI
QE2
QE3

SYSTEM FU}ICTIONS.
Source, internal energY of fuel, UF,

and internal and flow energy of air, (ut+(PV)l)
Demand, internal and flow ener-qy of gas, (vZ+ (PV) 2) (given)
ec + (ut+ (pv) t) = (uZ+ (PV) 2 ) (General Equation)

ENERGY FUNCTIONS.

= FUNC(TITSIZE,PITCI)
= FUNC (T2 , SI ZE,P2 ,C2)
= FUNC (QC, perH)
= FUNC ( (OBZ-0nI) ,PATH)
= FUNC (TT, SI ZE,PI,P2,CI,C2,PATH)

For given values of 082 and TT, value of SIZE and
values of QEI and QE3 are determined by selection
of values of PI'P2,CL,C2 and PATH.

ENERGY AND
MASS TRANSFER

-lF

EI\,IPTY RETURN

FIG 10



FLOW ENERGY AND WORK.

SUPERIMPOSED ON ENERGY FU}JCTIONS OF HEAT AND INTERNAL ENERGY.

Five processes, five state-couples, diagrammatic only.

SURROUNDINGS

QRl

U

*

w

Condenser

SYSTEM BOUNDARY

Cooling water

0R2UF oU

a

a

For example:
Furnace

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

Source, fuel, UF
Demand, work, Vü

Residual, heat, QRl & QR2
UF=I^1 +QRl +QR2

Boiler Engine

SYNTHES IS SII4ULATIO}¡

(¡)o

Accounts for aI1 energy functions in Q terms alone'
at aI1 points.
FLOW ENERGY

Accounted for as PV = FUNC(T,SIZETP,C) at points 4,5,6,7.
VIORK

Accounted f or as w = FUNC (TT , SIZE, P5 , F6 ,C5 ,C6, PATH) at
state-couple (5,6) alone.

FIG 11
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THER.I}4AL ENERGY SYSTEM SYNTHESTS

PART A

DISCIPLINE A METHOD OF TH]NKTNG
ABOUT THERMAL ENERGY SYSTEMS A}ID

THETR SYNTHESIS.
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3.0 SYSTEM STRUCTURE.

We have established a theorem as a sci-entific
starting point for synthesis and we have outlined
a plan to use the theorem. (Section 2). But we
still have a big task ahead of us to turn that plan
into a practical procedure. In this Part A we will
be content to formulate such a procedure in general
terms - leaving many of the practical details to be
taken-up l-ater in Part B.

Many of the terms established as part of the
foundation of synthesis will continue to be used.
But we will now develop some of them further.
At the outset there is a need to organise a basic
view of the ractive' structure of thermal energy
systems.

3.1. System Space.
A system has been defined previously as a physical
'region' within which processes are occuring. (p ).
A process or sequence of processes in a steady
system is maintained by a source function and a
demand function at the boundary. (p5).

In design, demand functions are a giuen reguirement
and source functions have to be derived from one or
more available sources of energy. We will nor¡I
abbreviate the names of such functions to demand
and so urce.
Between a given demand and all available energy
sources, many combinatj-ons of processes may
conceivably occur. The only requirement (for a
steady system) is that the general equations (p6)
be maintained not only for any combination of
processes between source and demand but also for
each process.

For synthesis, a thez,maL energy system (or system)
will be defined as a particular set of purposeful
processes which energy undergoes in its transition
from source to demand. No conflict is intended
with the earlier definition of a thermal energy
system (p5) because a physical region is still
required and transfers of heat or work or both sti1l
occur. But it is the functional erctivity of processes
in the region which is now to be emphasised, rather
than the region itself.
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The combined set of all possible systems between
a given demand and aIl available energy sources
will- be defined as the energy systems' feasibLe
space . (rig.A1,P36) . Any one system which f orms
a design solution must then be expected to be
found somewhere within that feasible space. For
example,
. the demand may be the heating needs of a factory'
. the source may be a supply of natural 9âs, and
. the necessary combustion and heat-transfer
processes are those which occur within the feasible
space to link the source to the demand.

Although shown diagrammatically as a circ.le
(nig.At,p36) , the limits of the feasible space
wil-I always be defined (or 'constrainedr) by the
scientific laws governing the system's processes.
When we engineer a system, the limits of the feasible
space will also be rconstrainedt by the technical
and physical characteristics of that engineering-
It is the whole set of such constraints, taken
together, which define the feasible space in relation
to the surroundings. Constraints are discussed
further in Section 4.6(p43) .

3.2. System Elements.
Man has to engineer his systems from a set of
available processes of which there appears to be
jusL two fundamental kinds:
. Processes which ehange the form of energy at
the boundary of a system, e.g. chemical to thermal
energy in combustion or flow energy to work in
steam expansion. These will be classified as
conuersion processes.
. Processes which exchange energy from one working
substance to another, ot from one phase of the same
working substance to another phaser €.9. heat from
furnace gas to water t ot condensation of steam to
water respectively. These will be classified as
eæehange pr¿ocesses.

Engineering applies these two fundamental kinds of
processes by building conuersion eLements e.g-
furnaces and steam engines and eæchange eLements
e.g. water-heaters and condensers. Such engíneering
eLements are built in a wide variety of shapes and
sizes. Thermal energy systems are then assembled
from a logical set of such elements, each element
having the capacity to contain and conduct one or
more part-.icular processes. We may use the wordtplantr to d.escribe such engineer:ing assemblies but
will always reserve the word 'systemr for the set of
processes which can occur (within such plant) between
source and demand.
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The extent to which processes can occur within
an element will be constrained by that elementrs
engineering e.g. a steam engine restricts its
(purposeful) process to one of steam expansion
and the rsize' of the cylinder restricts the
volume of steam which can be expanded during one
revolution.
The set of all possible processes which can occur
within an element will be defined as that element's
feasibLe fieLd. The whole feasible space of an
engineered thermal energy system will then be the
combined set of the feasible fields of its
component elements. The element fiel-ds must at
least connect with each other, if not overlap'
for continuity from source to demand. (Fi9.A2/I,P37)
Consistent with our names f.or the two kinds of
elements themselves, we will view the feasible
space as a combination of
. conversion fields and
. exchange fields.
3 .3 . Oper:ation and Control-.
A particular set of functions which are derived
from one or more of a (steady) system's processes
will be defined as a particular oper¿atíon of that
system.

Within the limits of the feasible space and each
element's feasible field a wide range of different
operations may be obtained. But it is a feature
of man's energy systems that he controls them -for stability, predictability and safety. We wiIl
view contv,oL as an additíonal set of imposed
constraints, made available through physical
engineering and often exercised by human decision,
to determj-ne a specific operation (of a system)
within the feasible space. (rig.A2/2,p37) .

3.4. Mechanical Work.
Most of manrs thermal energy systems are engineered
to obtain mechanical work e"g. steam power stations.
Many systems also utilise work to derive particular
heat functions e.g. refrigeration systems.

Most such industrial systems are continuous
thermodynamic 'cycles' of processes. (Ref.2,p55) .
But the mechanical work functions themselves are
localised to particular processes and those
processes will be contained in particular conversion
elements e.g. in a steam engine cylinder.
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Thus, when associated lvith a conversion element,
mechanical work is to be viewed as another
source or demand at a particular point on the
boundary of a system. The set of work functions
avail-able from a particular conversion element
will be related to the feasible field of that element;
and that field continues to be integrated with the
feasible fields of the other elements of such a
system. (nig.A3,p38).
3.5. Summary.
It is borne out in practice that man can
. engineer his required thermal energy systems
from an assembly of particular energy sources and
engineering elements, and
. control the operations of those systems to
maintain specific processes of energy transition
from source to demand - within a space made
feasíble both by the nature of the processes
themselves and by the engineering elements which
contain them.

This summarises the foregoing definitions and
upon this basic rspatial' view we will now develop
a method of system and space identification.

t
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AVAILABLE ENERGY SOUREES

REQUIRED THERMAL DEMÀNDS

SURROUNDINGS
ENERGY SYSTNMSI

FEASIBLE SPACE
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SOUREE

DEIVIAND

SET OF ELEMENT FIELDS DEFINES
THE SYSTEMIS FEÀSTBLE SPACE.

SOURCE

DEMAND

EONTROL OF EAEH ELEMENTIS OPERATTON
DETERMINES WHOLE SYSTEM OPERATTON.

CONVERSION
FTELD

EXEHANGE
FIELDS

FTG A2
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THERMAL IINERGY SYSTEM ENGINEERED FOR WORK

FUEL & AIR

BOILER

GAS EXHAUST

TURBTNE

WORK

COMBUSTTON

EVAPOR.A.TION

SUPERHEAT

EXPANSTON

WORK

DEMAND

HEAT

MECHANTCAL VIET^I

SOURCE

RESIDUAL
I SPATIAÍ, T VIBW

MOTOR PUMP

ELECTRIEITY

EONDENSER

RESTDUAL

ELEMENT
FIELDS

f^IORK

EONDENSATION &

HEAT EXCHANGE

.FIG A3
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4. O. SYSTEM TDENTIFICATTON.
We recall now the theorem for desiqn of thermal
energy systems. (Section 2.8,p15). Based on the
argiument by which it was established, l-he theorem
cañ now be described in general terms as follows:
(1) AII thermal energy systems are maintained
by a set of energy functions;
(2) AII systems can be expressed in the first
instance in terms of the state-couple temperatures
(TT) and the energy functions (QE) of their
component processes, i.e. in (TTrQ) terms of the
synthesj-s símulation ;

(3) The values of the SIZE parameters of on1y. a
'perfect' radiant system are precisely defined by
values <¡f the above (TTrQ) terms;
(4) The values of the SIZE parameters of all other
(real) systems are determined by a selection of the
values oi a set of functional parameters (p16)
additional to the above (fr'9¡ terms.
The (rr,Q) terms of the synthesis simulation will-
now be used to construct a visual fname of
refez,ence by which all systems, their feasible
=pâ"e and their operations will be identified,
4.I. Size, EnergY-rate and Time.
Up to the present, we have only spoken of steady
systems. The value of an energy function has been
dêtermi¡ed by the value of SIZE alone, the value of
all other functional parameters being known.
But most systems are required in practice to operate
with a demãnd source (or both) which vary with time.
The value of the energy functions of such time-varying
systems will strictly be instantaneous values,
räquiring integration over a particular time-interval.
For synthesis, howerzer, wê

. define the value of an energy function as an
energA-r,ate, considered to occur for a steady
systäm over a particular unit time-íntev'uaL (f)
however large or smaII, and
. use a numerical procedure for íntegration of
the values of such tsteady' energy-rates over an
eæl;ended time-interuaL (L). (Fig.A4 'p46) .

Thus a tj-me-varying system wilt be viewed as an
aggregate of steady systems so maintaining the
réIevance of all- previous definitions and
discussions, appticable as they are to steady systems.
But energy storage within a time-varying system
will be ãiscussed separately. (Section 5.9,p58).
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The first step in identifying a system in our
proposed new frame of reference is therefore to
specify its (notionally steady) enerqy-rate for
each unit time-i-nterval of the whole extended
time-interval. We adopt a convention that the
energy-rate to be specified for identification
will be L];'e demand-rate (AD) - given as a design
requirement for each unit time-interval, (I).
4.2. TT Diagram.
With QD specified for each f' the frame of
reference (for system identification) is reduced
to a method of identifying the state-couple
ternperatures (TT) of a1I processes between
source and demand. For the time being (Sections
to 4.4.) we will restrict the discussion 'of such
a method to a 'perfect' radiant system.

4.2

For any such system the highest and lowest
temperatures will be those at source and demand
respectively. This pair of temperatures can be
plotted as a point between two similar rectangular
co-ordinates representing the value of the high
(fHr¡ and low (TLO) temperature respectively.
(r'ig .A5/L.p47) . Provided their demand-rates (Oo)
and unit time-intervals (I) are the same, two
'perfect' systems identified by this one TT point
will be similar as far as the source and demand
functions are concerned.

Such a diagram (r'ig .Þ'5/L) of TT points plotted
bet-.ween THI and TLO co-ordinates will be called
a 'IT diagram. Each TT diagram applies to a
particular demand-rate (aD) and a particular
unit time-interval (I). Such a diagram completes
the identification of a rperfect' thermal energy
system in the first. instance.
Note that the space below the l-ine 00 ' (nig .A5/I)
is not available for plotting as it implies that
THI is l-ess than TLO. But a point on the Iine 00 '
may occur, to indicate that the values of the state
temperatures are equa1.

The scales of the co-ordinates (rur and TLO) shall
be the same and, unless noted to the contrary,
shall be graduated in DEG C, to represent measured
state ternperatures.

4.3 TT Trackinq.
While we can identify a whole rperfectr system by
a single TT point, such a system may j-ncl-ude a
sequence (or network) of dj-fferent processes
between source and demand. But each process also
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occurs betweeu its own pair of state-couple
temperatures so each process can also be
iclentified by its own TT point for the same
QD and I. (nig.A5/2'p47) . The whole set of
such process points must span between the TI{I
and TLO co-ordinates of the single point
originally plotted. (nig.A5/I). The co-ord'j-nates
of each extreme point must identify the state
temperatures of the processes at source (TTC)
and demand ('rto) respectively. The demand point
(TTD) will ah'ays be on the line 00' as it identif ies
the process which transfers the demand-rate (OD) to
the surroundings without (as far as the system
is concerned) any further reduction of temperature.
Having plotted the TT point for each process we
can nów visualise that energy 'tracks' across the
diagram from point to point, source to demand.
(f ig .A5/3,P47) . Such a tv'aek on a TT diagram
repiesents a particular operation of a particular
syètem for a given value of QD and I. In effect,
tñe track indicates the 'relocation' or rtransferr
of energy from one process to another within the
feasible space.
For each track through a sequence (or network) of
TT points, the energy-rates at the source, ât the
demãnd and through each point must meet the simple
arithmetical equations of continuity. Each point
is therefore associated with particular energy-rates
i.e. those of the energy functions of the process
represented by that point. In the 'perfec't' (no
loÈses to surioundings) system shown in Fig.A5/3

TTC TT2 TT1 TTD
QC =Q2 =Q1 =QD

4.4. Space Identification.
Fach process of a system will be able to exist only
iitfriit certain limils of temperature if (purposefull
;;;l;; iunction is to be maintaj-ned' rn a rperfect'
=í"t.* such limits of temperature will be determined-år.ry r,ry the tenperatures of the adjacent processes.
rñ"" ír, Ëig.A5/3, if the co-ordinates of TT1 and TTC

ãi" fj_>led, the co-ordinates of TT2 are limited by

THIl<TLc2<THI2<TLOC
TheuseoftheTTdiagramcanbeextendedtoindicate
such l-imits. (Fig .A57 4 "pa7) ' The 'areasr bounded
[V-lr,ã- limitins .9-91'ai-1ãtes wi'l be said to def ine
Lit" f easible Tr fi'eLd of each process ' The
combination of tire tt fields of all feasible processes
then defines the whole feasible space between source
and demand, for given QD and I'
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4 .5 . Real System Identif ic¿rtion.
The above method of identif-ì-cation of a 'perfectlradiant system on a TT diagram also applies to
real systerns provided a restriction is observed.

The restriction arises from the determination
of the initial- and final states of the working
substances in a real system. Such states are no
longer determined by temperature alone (as in arperfectr radiant system) but also by the
composition and pressure of the working substance
(parameters C and P, pL7) .

A convention is therefore adopted for each TT
diagram of a real system - that the working
substance and its pressure are to be decLared
for each process. Any particular TT point
will then continue to identify the process at
that point. Such a declaration is to be viewed
as part of the definition of rpur:pose' of a
process e.g. to evaporate water at atmospheric
pressure, a process which is then precisely
identified on TT diagram by:

THI = TLO = 100 DEG C

The synthesis procedure would be expected to
'search I for values of the C and P parameters,
had they not been declared. But their introduction
by declaration onJ-y changes the sequence and method
of such a search and does not in any vray inhibit
the outcome of the synthesis procedure.

The method of declaration (of C and P) wil-l be
shown in Part B (Section 8.2,p76) to be
compatible with the org'anisation of j-nformation
about engineering elements. Meanwhile, it is
essential for the maintenance of the TT diagranÌ -and the TT diagram is justified by the support
it gi-ves to the formulation of the whole synthesis
procedure in practice.
Some special details also apply to the TT diagram
of a real system:
(f) The TT fields of conversion processes are
fiæed upon the TT diagram by particular val-ues of
temperatures e.g. by maximum flame and minimum
permissible exhaust temperatures of a combustion
process at a point TTC such that

TLOCMIN<TLOC< THÏC< THI CMAX

(2) The TT fields of exchange processes are
determined upon the TT diagram by neLatiue values
of temperatures e.g. by minimum 'difference' and
'approachr l-imits of two adjacent heat transfer
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processes between points T'IN anri TT (N+1) such that
TLON+TDIT'<TIIÏN
THIN + TAPP < TFII (N+1)
TLON+TAPP<Tl,o(w+f¡

(3) Energy functions of heat Loss or heat gain (^ON)
may occur at each process (depending on the relative
temperature of the process surroundings) so that the
continuity of energy-rate through the process is then
disturbed, e.g. for a Process at TTN

Incoming Outgoing Loss
Q (N+1) = QN + 

^QNwhile for a whole sequence of processes between a
point rr (NMAX) a+d demand (TTD)

N=NluIAX
Q(NMAX) =QD + XAQN

N=1
(4) Relocation of heat and/or internal energy alone
from one TT point to another will be shown as si-ng1e
track lines on the TT diagranr. When accompanied by
a (purposeful) transfer of flow-energy (PV), however'
double lines will be shown. Recall (p16) that the
synthesis simulation requires separate accounting
fôr transfe::s of flow-energy and the double lines
merely indicate (visual-ly) that such accounting is
necessary.
(5) Transfers of all forms of energy at TT points of
source and demand are accounted for local]y, ât those
points alone. Such transfers are at once refl-ected in
the values of energy-rates within the system a-t those
points.
The general formulation of a real system in terns
of its TT diagram is given l-ater in Section 5.10(p60).

4.6. Physi-cal Constraints.
The (declared) working substance (C) and its
(declared) pressure (P) impose constraints upon
what would. otherwise be 'seen' by a synthesis
simulation (in TT,Q terms) as a 'perfect' radiant
process. These (C and P) parameters are defined
to be decLav'ed constv'ain1,s - values of which are
essential for the specification of 'purpose' of
a real process. The extent of the TT field of
a real þrocess will also only be determined when
values of these declared constraints are known.

The engíneering element which contains each real
procesã wiIl impose further constraints according
to the element's physical characteristics. The
SIZE of an elemerrt particularly constr:ains
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the value of its enercty-rates. Ttre details of
construction of an element wiIl constrain its
process to a particular physical or thennodylrami<:
PATH (p17) for what are otherwise giveu conditions.
These (SIZE and PATH) pa::ameters are defined as
element eonstraints,
All functional- rameters of the s thesis
S mu at on are no$/ accoun oÍt e ther as:
TT DiagrîaÌn: TT,Q where T).,T2 are the temperatures

of values of
or as

of the state-coup Ie and Q is the set
the energy functions at each process'
Constraints z Ci.,C2, PL 

'P2 ¡ Sf ZE and PATH where the
selecti-on(rr,9¡intention o f the simul-ation j-s to perntit a

of the values of such constraints for each
point -i-n t-he systemrs feasible space.
Two classes of constraint deserve identification:
(1) Constraints which restrict the feasible field
of an elementts process for either functional and/ot:
practical reasons, e.g. the minimum permissible
temperature of exhaust from a furnace to avoid
corrosj-on. These are defined as fieLd Limíl;s.
(2) Constraints which are associaLed with the
interconnection of fluid flow between two 'open-
systemr elements, e.g. the fluid mass flow-rate
connecting two heat-transfer processes. Such
connections require a knowledge of the temperature
composition (c) and pressure (P) of the fluid but
the connecting fluid is most often the process
worki.ng substance so the val-ues of these paramete.rs
are readily deterrnined. The process in eachtopen systemt element is always constrained by the
values of such interconnection parameters
def ined as sy stem constraints.
BuL aLL constraints are to be seen as having a tphysical'
effect on what would otherwise be a 'perfect'
radiant system determinable in TT, Q terms al-one.
All constraints actl.ng at a particul-ar process point
(TTN) on the TT diagram are ther:efore defined as the
set of physícaL constraints (PHYSN) acting at that
point.
4.7 . Unified Information.
A synthesis sinulation (in TT,Q terms) requires
that the effect of all possible values of all
physical constraints be determined for each process.
The differer.t kinds of constraints have already
been classified above. (Section 4.6). But the

(T) ,
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organization of constraints can be taken further by
. consolJ-dating them into a separate body of
.i-nformation about each kind of process or engineering
el-ement and
. ordering that information for each process
so that its use (as a set of constraints) by
synthesis simul-ation is facj-litated.

or element
a

This subject will- be discussed further in Part B.
(Sect.ion 8,p75) . In the meantime, ho',rüever, it may
be sa-id that all such information, for all processes
and all elements, becomes unified in its relation
to the TTrQ terms when such an organisation is
undertaken. The particul-ar organisation of
mechanical engineering knowledge on such a basis
is defined as a unified infcnmation base.

4.8. Summa

Startj-ng from the foundation establ-ished in
Section 2, we have deliberately created a
special visualisation and method of identificati.on
of the structure and operations of an engíneered
ther:mal energy system. Such a method is
summarised in the TT diagram of a simple heating
p1ant, Fig"A6(p4B), and in representative diagrams
for other common thermal systems, Fig.¡7 1p49) .

The TT'Q and time base of such a diagram provides
a complete unified frame of reference for tracking,
directing and accounting for energy movemerrt
through the systems' f easi-bIe space between
source and demand. Based as it is upon recognition
of just the six essential factors - source,
demand, energy-rates, state-couple temperatures'
engineering elements and their constrain{-s - it
applies equally well to all kinds of thermal
ener:gy systems in all kincls of situations.
It is an operationaL uieu of thermal energy systems.
Functional activity is emphasised while the
necessary tmechanics t of energy conversion, exchange
and transport are subordinated to those functj-ons -

It is upon this basic view of a thermal energy
system and the unified ínformation base that we
wilI now develop methods of decision and synthesis.
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THERMÀL ENERGY SYSTEM UNDER VÀRYING CONDITIONS

ENERGY-RATE
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H UNIT TIME-INTERVAL (I)

EXTENDED TIME-TNTERVAL (t)

INTEGRÀTED OVER THE WHOLE
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EXTQ

i=L

E o fi=I
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ELEMENTARY TT DIAGRAMS
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5.0 SYSTEM SYNTHESIS.

The world's power plants, propulsion engines,
heating and refrigeration installations demonstrate
that man can design and build thermal enelîgy
systems on a big scale. In each case he has
synthesised his system from avail-able resources
Lo produce what he wants.

So system synthesis is as old as thermal engineering
itself and this age and wealth of experience has
been the mainstay of its success. System synthesis
has, of course, been greatly supported by successful-
research, by the development of modern technologj-es
and by the new engineering elements evolved. from
them. Yet in this present age we must recognise
that our synthesis skill-s and most of the
available technology has been developed from
experience gained with sources of cheap energy.
We must al-so realise that such skills and technology
may be inadequate to cope with rapid changes
in worl-d energy resources. The time is ripe to
establish a universal discipline and skill for
thermal energy system synthesis - a skill which
can use al-1 past experience, present knowledge
and the result of future research but keep it all
subordinate to rational decision.
5.1. Planninq.
System synthesis is a form of
how to meet a required demand
energy resources.

detailed planning
from available

Planning neecls a clear objective if it is to have
meaning. More specifically, thermal energy
system synthesis needs a clear objective such as
lmaximise the use of indiginous fuel' or 'minimise
the total annual costr .

Planning and synthesis also need a source of
information or they will have no substance. Energy
system planning needs scientific, technical,
economic and sociological information about the
required demands ' energy sources, thermal processes,
engineering elements and 1L.he systemrs surroundings -

Our whole discussion of synthesis expects that
we start with, or first estabÌish, a rational
objectiue and a stock of sound information-
5 .2. An obi ective Pronosal.
Man synthesises his thermal energy systems by a
process of decision-making. Except for the most
eJ-ementary syst-ems, such decisions involve a
selective choice from many available combinations
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of energy sources, processes, elements and operations.
The decisions must be co-ordinated so that, first
and foremost, the system deinand is precisely
satisfied at all times.
From a functional point of view, all different
combinations which merely satísfy the demand will
be equivalent and they will each result in a
differenL uorkabLe system. (Ref.3rp11) .

Man lives by more than functional criteria, however,
and his systems will be judged according to their
fuel economy, cost economy, environmental effect'
safety, size, space, weight and so on. A I00 KW
plant may be functionally similar to a 50 KW plant'
if the demand does not exceed 50 KW, but an engineer
will usually be censured if he builds the large
plant when the smaller one will do. He strives then
to synthesise his energy systems so that, while stilf
functionally sound, they at least also lie within
acceptabJ-e limits of all the other prevailing
criteria. He nearly always achieves this.
Acceptable limits, while certainly narrowing t-Lre
range, will usually still leave many options open
for decision in system synthesis. Man appears to
be insufficiently equipped nrerely by his experience
to make these decisions. Frequently he may have
little more than research knowledge aboutr sâY' a new
energy source. Alternatively he may have such great
personal knowtedge of a particular process that -it
dominates his thinking - his synthesis may then
become subjective or even prone to inaclequate
decisions.
There are many
synthesised by
world each day
would seen good
rnethod for the
which replaces
objectivity.

thermal energy systems being
many people in all- parts of the
for all kinds of purposes. So j-t
to establish a general and universal

conduct of the whole procedure - one
its subjective aspects with rational-

Let us anticipate that, in any given case, there will
be just one, or only a smal-I number of equal
combinations of avaÍlabte energy sources, elements
and operations which most closely satisfy the
criter-i-a which define the planning objective-
Provided we have the essential planning information
about all these components, a wholly objective method
of synthesis shoulcl then lead us +e such an 'optimal'
solution.
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This present work proposes, from the outset, that
we should conduct a thermal energy system synthesis,
together with aII its information and decision
processes, in a way which continualÌy pursues
ancl finally identifies this optimal result.
We will now discuss the five príncipal steps of any
method of enerqy system synthesis before applying
them in such an objectiue method.

5.3. Five Steps of Synthesis.
Ir1an builds energy systems to meet a demand. AtI
methods of synthesis must therefore startr âs a
fit,st step, with a statement of that d.emand in terms
of a work-rate, or heat-rate at certain temperatures'
for each unit time-intervaf. Expressed over an
extended time-ínterval, aJ-I the unit values define
a whole demand pz,ofiLe for which the energy system
must be engineered and operated. (e.g. Fig.A4 ,p46) .
Apart from its demand-rates, a system will also
usually be required to supply the demand in a
certain physical medium e.g. electricity or hot
water, and at a certain location, all of which
is essential information for the start of synthesis.
The second step is to expose the quantity and
quality of aII the energA sou?ces poLentially
avaitable to meet all or part of a system demand
profile. Many of these will be primary sources,
e.g. natural gas, requiring conversion processes
as the first stage of their transition to the
demand. Other energy sources may already exist
in a thermal form, ê.g. hot water from an unre-lated
industrial process.

The thív,d step is to lj-nk each of the available
energy sources to the demand with the minimum
number of conversion and exchange processes needed
to prov.ide the required functions , e . g. combustj.on
to hot 9âsr then hot gas to hot water for transport'
then hot water to hot air for the demand. (fig.A6'p48)
We define each different set of energy sources and
processes as a particular system configuration.
The fouz,th step is the nomination of engineeríng
eLements for the processes in each configuration,
matching the required functions io the physical
and technical characteristics of both the elements
themselves and their interconnection.
ill:e fífth step is to s eLecú one configuration, its
elements and its particular set of operations from
the whole set of all feasible combinations so that
the system to be built and operated is precisely
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operationally,
over the whole

to meet the
specified
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5.4. Unified Synthesis Informatiotr.
The first four steps in synthesis are a collection
and assembly of information about the demand
profile, energy sources, processes' elements
and their configurations. There is no short cut
to this j-n any method of synthesis. What we can
do, however, is organise that information in a
way which specially facilitates configuration
assembly in the first place while simultaneously
making it readily accessible to the fifth step
of seÌection and decision. This is the whole
reason for creating the unified and operational
view of thermal energy systems in Sections 3 and 4

The first two steps of synthesis are concerned
with information which is to be obtained from a
system's surroundings. We defíne this as
erternaL information - over which a system has
little or no control and over which, for: synthesis,
we have little or no power of decision. The third
and fourth steps are concerned with information
over which , for synthesis, we do have the power
of decision within the lirnits of maintaining the
required f unctions. We define this as intev'naL
information. It includes all the technical
information previously organised on a unified
base and defined as physical constraints. (p  ) .
It now afso includes whatever addítional technical,
economic or soci.ological- information is associated
with each element, and which may be required for
evaluation of objectivity during the synthesis
procedure.

We will defer until Part B an explanation of horv
external and internal information is to be managed
in practice. But at this stage it will be saicl
LhaL aLL such information will be org.anised on the
unified basis. All information will theu be
available for common use in atl synthesis procedures.

The first four steps of synthesis involve professional
decisj-on-making only to the extent that a piece of
information or its assembly is, or is not, correct
and should t or should not, be admit+-ed " Nevertheless
ttrose steps are a fundamentally irnportant preparatory
ta.sk.
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Enginee::i.ng organisations garther information
f::om research and experience over a long period
to suit their own needs. While we are proposing
that it shotild all be brought to a unifietf basis
for objective synthesis, we can perhaps foresee
a second major benefit in the rationa-lisation
of all thermal energy information generally.
5.5. Objective Function.
The fifth step of synthesis is the one with v¡hich
we are most concerned. When this stage has been
reached¡ we may have a large number of alternative
configurations to consider - each configuration
having a large number of alternative feasible
operations for: each unit time-interval. We have
to decide on just one combination of possibilities
from this very J-arge number. Of course we can
enlist a computer to help our processíng but,
more fundamentallyr w€ first have to establ.ish
a basis by which we u'iIl make our decisions.
Such a basis is the scaLe of uaLue for design
ínti:oduced in Section 2 (p7 .) but we will now
devel.op it further.
We Lrave already stated (p51) that man is expected
to synthesise his energy systems within limits
of prevailing criteria. We have also stated
that, instead of just meeting limits r w€ propose
to synthesise the most oirjecl-ive system in terms
of specific criteria.
Let it be said at the outsei- that, except for
criteria of the simple yes/no kind, all those of
signif:'-cance to objective synthesis will have to
be defined in numerical terms. Economic criteria
can, for example, be expressed as costs. In turn,
if an energy system is to be evaluated objectively
against those criteria then it must be measurable
in the same numerical- terms, o.9. the cost of
operation per hour.
Whatever the p Lanning criter,ía so long as \,ve can
measure a system in terms of such crj-teria, and
as long as that measure is a rel-iab1e and orderly
numerical functíon for all feasible systems ¡ w€
can establish an objective target or direction
for synthesis. We define such a method of
measurement as Li;re objectiue function and recognise
that the most objeci:ive or ¡optimal' thermal energy
system will be the one which minimises (or maximises)
the value of that objective function.
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The essential procedr.rre at the start of the fifth
step of synthesis is then:
. Recognise the significant planning criteria.
. Define them numerically.
. Establish the objective function in their terms "

All this is a most important professional task,
multi-disciplinary if necessary, upon which the
success of the subsequent synthesis procedure
will reIy.
VJe witl confine the present work to objective
functions of a single expression and defer the
consideration of synthesis for simultaneous
multiple objectives.
5 .6 . Obj ective Values .

lrle can anticipate that, depending ou the planning
criteria, many or most parts of a thermal energy
system, its energy sources, its engineering and its
operations will contribute in some way to the
objectj-ve function, ê.9. fuel consumption in terms
of its cost will contribute to an objective cost
function. In establish-ì-ng the ob jective function
we will therefore deliberately construct it from
a number.of small components, one for each element
in each configuratj-on. Alt such components are to
be unified by the planning criteria. Subject to
the physical constraints of that element, \,ve may
then formulate an objective function for each
element and compute an objective value for each
TTrQ point of operation in a synthesis sj-mulation.
We can then add the objective values of all TT
points on a system track to obtain an obiectíue
uaLue (V) for the whole operation represented by
that track r e .9. ! = V1+V2+V3+VC (nig.AB 'p62) .

Formulation of the objective function for each
element will require professional skill and
experience - a knowledge of both the planning
criteria and the engineering elements. Nevertheless
it can remain a wholly Iogical and numerical process
by which the objective value of any system track
can be readily determined. The essence of correct
formulation of the objectj-ve function is that it be
complete; and that the terms of each of its
components be organised on a common numerical base
which itself measures the planning criteria.
5 .7 . I-iel.d Search.
The relation between the objective values of
different alternatjve system tracks wilI measure
the rel-ative approach of each track to the planning
criteria. In the fif 'th step of synthesis, for each
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urlit time-interval (I) and its d.emand-rate (OD)
we can then conceivablY
. search the whol.e feasible space of every
configuration in sequence in incremental TT steps,

in. evaluate the objective
turn and finallY

val-ue of each track

. identify and record the track of minimum (or
maximum) óUiective value as a principal decision
of synthesis, i.e. the one identifying the system
which most closely meets the planning criteria.
Such a procedure is defined as a fieLd search and
decision sequence a method of numerical
optimisation. (Fig.AB,P62) .

Two classes of decisions may be seen to apply
during a field search:
. Itrechanístie decisions are those which result'
particularly from the action of field limits, e.9.
ät a certaiñ temperature a process must stop and,
when it does stop, j-ts f unction must be zeto.
Such decisions must take priority over all other
possible clecisions when they are encountered in a
synthesis procedure.
. TacticaL deeísions are those which result from
objectivity, e.g. that a particular system track
haã an infãrior objective value to another track
and hence is rejected as a synthesis solution.
Such decisions are competitive and may be made
at any time during the synthesis procedure'
As all feasible systems can be represented and
identified on the same unified (ff,Q) base, different
(alternative) configurations may be searched
concurrentty for the same demand-rate ancl unit
time-interval. Tactical decisions can also
be macle at any time based on the objective values
of tracks of different configurations.
If we are concerned only with one unit time-
interval, ot with a steady system (for which the
source, demand and surrounding conditions are
constant for the whole extended time-interval)
the fielcl search and decision sequence completes
the synthesis. The optimal energy source, system
confi-guration, objective values and vafues of aI1
constiaints (engiñeering elements, operations and
control parameters) will be defined by the most
objective track"
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5 .8 . Evc¡lutionary Search.
l4ost -industrial thermal energy systems are time-
varying systems for which the value of the demand
or source functions (or both) change from one
unit time to another. (Section 4.I,p39).
Vühile the field search will find the most objective
system for one unit time-interval, under such
changing conditions it can be expected to find a
di.f ferent sol-ution f or the next unit time. If the
change from one solution to another could occur
without physical constraint, the whole set of
unit-time solutions evolved for the whole demand
profile would then constitute the optimal system
specifjcation. We will define this as a freeeuoLution and later use the concep+' for a special
purpose. (Sect-ion L0.2,p91) .

In practice, however, the physical constraints of
a thermal energy system may have only limited
ability to adjust to such rfree' operation as
external conditions change. The !freer operation
ffây, in fact, be achieved at times when the values
of the constraints are \^/e11 matched to the optimal
condition. Otherwise, âs conditions change, the
most objective system to be found with the fj-eld
search wil-l merely be the best available within thetfixedt physical constraints of the systemrs
engíneering. Yet we still have to seek and iclentify
the optimal system in such a situation.
While stiIl conducting the field search for each
unit t.ime-interval, and while still identifyíng
the most objective system (and its operation) for
that time¡ wê now
. conduc't an additional search
whoJ-e exLended time-interval,

repeatedly over the

. integrate the most object-ive value obtained f-or
each unit time-interval into an eætended obiectiue
DaLue,
. incrementally change the values of the physical-
constraints for each repetition of the search and
finally
. identify the set of physical constraints and
unit-time operatJ-ons for a particular configuration,
aI1 of v¿hích minimises (or maximises) tfre extended
objective va1ue.
Such a procedure is defined as aî euoLutionary
seq.Tch - aLso a method of. numerical opti.misation.
(Formulation, Fi9.A9,p63) .
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In summary, the task of the evolutionary searchj-s to evolve the physical altd operating characteristics
of the system wh:Lch, when bui1t, wj-lI most closely
meet Lhe planning criteria when considered over the
whole extended time-interval.
Mechanistic and tactical decisions still apply
within the fielcl search for each unit time-interval.
Other mechanistic decisions now apply to integrated
aspects of system operations and other tactical-
decisions may be made accorcling to the extended
objective values. In addition I euoLutionary
deeísíons now have to be made abouL the extent and
direction of change of physical- constraints during
the evolutionary search.

Satisfactory completion of the evolutionary search
defines the energy sources, system configurati-on,
objective values and values of all- constraints,
operations and control parameters al-I of which
determine the 'optimal' synthesis solution.
5.9. Energy Storage.
For a time-varying system, the notion of adjustíng
the val-ues of the physical constraints to obtair:
the desired rfree' operation from time to time,
permits the introduction of the concept of energy
storage. We could, for example, synthesise antoptimal' system to operate steadily at the same
conditions, its constraints continually well
matched, storing its output in a terminal
accumulator from which a varying demand can draw
at wiIl. It only requires us to ensure that
the accumulated output ís equal to the integrated
demand over the whole extended time-interval.
Alternatively , í1 an energy suppJ-y is variable
or interruptible r \d€ could store etlergy at the
source so that any variation in supply would have
no effect on operation within the system itself.
Thus in general, wê malr s¡p.ct to
. 'normalj.se' the engineering and operation of a
thermal- enerEy system between its source and a
storage point whil.e
. the system operîation must continue to respond
to any change in demand below that point of storage.

It is a decision to be made during the first four
steps of synthesi-s whether or not, in principle'
energy storage is to be admj-tted to a system
configur¿'tion" If sor it becomes part of that-
configuration at a particular point (on the TT
track) ancl both the field search and evolutionary
search must tal<e it into account.
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The presence and effect of s;torage is predictable
in thermal and technical equations as for any other
engineering element although, uulike many of them,
it must include the integrated effect of time. l-or
synt-hesis, the information abou'L such a s'borage
elernent and its constraints is also to be expressed
in the unified (TT,Q) terms of the TT diagram
such that:
. For uni-t time-intervals I and extended time-interval
L where 1<I<L.
. For thotr energy storage at points TTK, between
elements at TTN and TT(N+f¡.
. Storage TT Field limits are

TLOK < THIK
TLON < TLOK < TLo (N+I)
THIN < THIK < THr (ll+r¡

. Nett heat (0K) transferred to or from storage in
a particular unit time-interval is

QK = Q (N+I) (QN+AQN) AQK

i"e. the simple equation of arithmetical continui-ty,
where AQK is the rheat loss' to surroundings.
. Energy in storage QSTO (I) at a particular unit
time-interval (i=I) is

i=I
QSTO(I):QSro(1) +tQKi

i=I
O<QSTO(I) <QSTOMAX

where QSTO(1) is the energy in storage at the start
of. the extendecl time-interval and QSTOMAX is an
arbitrary maxirnum limit of storage.
. rHeat lossr from storage in a particular unit
tirne-interval is

AgK = FUNC (TTK,PHYSK,SURR)

where PHYSK is the set of physical constraints
(mainly those of the working substance and engineering
construction) of the storage element and SURR are the
surroundings conditions (maj-nly the ambient temperature) .

For synthesis then I energA storage is seen from the
above relations to be defined as an arithmetícaT
aecumulatLon of energy, the quanLity and temperatures
of which are t-o be determined from the integrated
functíons of elements to which the storage element
is conneer-.ed. The functional role of storage is
discussed further in Part B (Sect-ion 10.5'p93).
Hot water storage is discussed in Part D (Section 15.5,
pt24).
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The capacity of the storage el-ement i 5 derived
automaticatly from the evoluti<)nary search" As the
physical- constraints of the system above storage
ãrã incrementall.y 'tightenêd' , demands which would
otherwise be excessive have to be met by storage.
Alt.ernatively, if a source is intermittent, âs the
physícal constraints of its conversion element
ãre incrementally 'relaxed', supply in excess of
demand may be accumufated in storage.
Energy storagie v¡i1t affect the objective values
of othei system elements at al-l times by the changes
it makes to their energ]¡-rates. But the objective
value of the storage element itself will usually
await the derivation of its capacity and then
contribute directly to the extendecl objective
value of the system configuration. (Formulation,
Fig.AI0,p6a) .

The specification of energy storage, iÎ admitted
to a system configuration, is an essential part
of the synthesis solution for tj.me-varying systenLs.

5. 10" General Formulation.
Everything that has been discussed can now be
consolidated into a gener'aL formuLation'
Figs.All ,AI2 and Tab1e AI, (p65--67) .

The general formulation is the essence of the
discipline I¡/e have created in Part A for a unified
synthesis procedure. Based as it is on the
fõundation developed in Section 2, it applies to the
desígn of aII kinds of thermal energy systems for
whicñ the planning criteria are defined numerically.
The formulation is an essential step required at
this stage to translate the discipline into
computer programs required to conduct the procedure
in practice.
5. 11. Summarv.
vte should not allow the details of the formulation
to obscure the basic principles of the synthesis
p::ocedure. They may be expressed in simple terms
as follows:
. Reduce a thermal energy system to a simulation
of its energy functions in universal (TT'Q) terms
free of all- physical constraints.
. Organise the knowled.ge of the effects
constraints on a coillmon basis - unified
TT,O) terms of the simulation.

of
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. Establish an olcjective function by which the
design of the system can be evaluated.
. !ùhile maintaining the simulation at all times,
add the necessary physical constraint-s by a
disciplined sequence of mechanistic, tactical
and evolutionary decisions so that the 'optimall
system is ultimately synthesised.

LeL us no$/ apply these principles to practice.
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THI
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CONFIG: FIG A8
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TTI

THI

TltC
TT3

TTK EVOLVED TO ÎIME T
IT2 = TTK

CONFfG: FIG À8 + STORII

UNIT lIl4E: ITTD
DEMAND-R,ATE¡ QD

TLO

EVOLUTIONARY SEAREH WITH SÎORE:
CHANGING OD AND/OR TTD EAEH T.
ELEMENT ÀND SYSTEM CONSTR.ETNTS IMPOSED.
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EXTENDED OBJECTIVE VAÍ,UE: EXTV - +vK
RE-EXEEUTE O\ZER WHOLE L T¡TTH INCREMENTED EONSTRÀINTS,
EVOLVING DTFFER.ENT STORE AND VK.
MOST OBJECTIVE SET OF CONSTRAINTS: EXTV*
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THERMAL ENERGY SYSTEM SYNTHESIS.

GENERAL FORMULATION.

STEADY SYSTEM, UNIT TIME.
TRACK SEOUENCE

TTDrTTlr . . ,TTNT . .TTC

TT,O RELATIONS

TTD < TLOI < TLON <
TTD<THII<THIN<THIC
0<QD(QN<QC
EXCTTANGE ELEME}ITS

THI

FIELD LIMITS
TLON > TLONMIN
TLON + TDIFN < THIN < THINMAX
THIN + TAPPN < THI (N-T)
TLoN+TAPPN<TLO(N-T)
ENERGY-R.ATES
QN=Q(N-l) +^Q(N-I)
aQN = FUNC (TTNTPHYSNTSURR)
QN < ONMAX

OBJECTIVE VALUE
VN = FUNC (TTN'QN'PHYSN'SURRTOBJN)

CONVERSTON ELEMENT

FIELD LIMITS
TLOC > TLOCMIN
TLOC + TDTFC < THIC < THICMAX

ENERGY-RATES
N=NMAX

Q (NI{AX) = QD f E 
^QN 

= QC AQ (NIvlAX)
N=I

QC = FUNC (ffCTPHYSC'SURR)
QC < QCMAX

OBJECTIVE VALUE
vc = FUNC (TtC TOCTPHYSC T SURRTOBJC)

TRACK VALUE
N=NI4AX

VJ=VC+IVN
N=1

DETERMINE VJMIN BY FIELD SEARCH

SYNTHESIS SOLUTION, STEADY SYSTEM

FOR GIVEN TTD AND QD, MINIMISE V

TLO

IDENTIFIES OPTIMAL SYSTEM.
J=JÌ'IAX

J=I

TIME: I
DE}4AND-RATE: QD

rr (N+I)

lDIFC

TAPPN

TTl
CONFIG:

TTD

,TTC

D

TTN

J

,'/Q*

vrf = MrN [vturn]

FIG AII
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THERMAL ENERGY SYSTEM SYNTHESIS.
GENERAL FORMULATION.

TIME-VARYING SYSTEM.

TT¡{E SEQUENCE

I<I(L
ENERGY STORAGE

TTC

rr (N+1) -- ,of,

FIELD LIMITS
TLOK < THTK
TLON<TLOK<TLO(w+r¡
THIN < THIK < THr (W+r¡
EACH UNIT TIME-TNTERVAL
QK = Q(n+r¡ - (QN+^QN) -^0K
AQK = FUNC (TTK,PHYSKTSURR)

L

TTK
THI

TTN
CONFTG: J
TIIV1ES: L,2,3

QD2
QD3

I
I

AT TIIVIE I TDl DEMAND-RATES:QDI
qsto(r)=Qsto(l)+rQK

i=I
0<QSTO(I) <QSTOMAX
AT TIT{E L

TTD2

QSTO(L) = Qsro(l) FOR BALANCE ovER THE WHOLE L
OBJECTIVE VALUE OF STORAGE
VK = FUNC (QSTOIÍAX,PHYSKTOBJK)

!{HOLE CONFIGURATION
FIELD SEARCH CONDUCTED IN EACH UNIT TIME.INTERVAL (FIG AIl)
hIITH THE EFFECT OF CONSTRAINTS, GENERALLY:
EXCHANGE ELEMENTS
QN = FUNC (TTN,PHYSN,PHYS (n-r) ,pHyS (N+1) ,SURR)
QNMIN<QN<QNMAX
CONVERSION ELEMENT
QC = FUNC (TTC TPHYSC,PHYS (Nt"lAX) , SURR)
QCMIN<QC<QCMAX
EXTENDED OBJECTTVE VALUE

f-tI -I¡EXTVJ=XVJMIN(I) + VK
T-1
-L-I

EXTVJMIN DETERMINED BY N=NI'IAX
EVOLUTTONARY SEARCH OF pHySC AND [eHVSn] N=I
SYNTHESIS SOLUTION. TIME-VARYING SYSTEM

I=L
FOR GIVEN þro 1r¡ AND eD (I) l MINIMISE EXTV

I=l
J=JI4AX

TDENTIF'IES OPTIMAL SYSTET{.

I
TTD3

TLO

EXTV* = MrN [UXrV.rUrU] J=l

FIG A12
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THERMAL IINtrP.GY SYSTEM SYNTHESIS.

GENERAL FORM.UI,ATÏON .

Refer Figs" All, AL2 (PP65-66)
SYMBOI,IC NAMES "

EXTVJ
FUNC

ï
J
L
OBJ-
PHYS-

o-

QSro(r)
SURR

TT-
TAPP-
TDIF-
V-
VJ
v*

Subscripts.

Extended objective va1ue, configuratíon J.
Numerical function of:
Unít-time identifier.
Source/conf iguration identif ier.
Extended time-interval.
Objective information.
Set of physical constraints.
Heat-rate, or energy-rate for synthesis
generally.
Energy in storage element at time T.

Conditions in system (or element) surroundings'
State-couple temperatures of process or element'
Minimum temperature aPProach.
Minimum temperature difference-
Objective value.
Track value, configuration J.

'Optimal' value of objective function.

indicates frequent use of symbol with subscript'

c
D

K

¡4AX

MIN
N

Conversion element.
Demand.
Storage element.
Maximum value of:
Minimum value of:
Exchange element.

Refer also to the glossarY, P175.

TABI,E 41.



THERMAL ENERGY SYSTEM SYNTHESIS

PART B

PRACTICE A COMPUTER.BASED
PROCEDURE FOR SYNTHESIS.



6 . O SYNTFIESIS IN PRÀCTICE

Thermal energy system synthesis is practised
all over the world every day as a continuing
occupation for thousands of professionaf
engineers in the design offices of electricity
undertakings, shipyards, chemical industries and
many others. Each group of people conducts a
procedure of synthesis in its o\^/n'wav, r,vith its
own information for all kinds of tasl<s - frorn
big new systems to srrìall alterations of ol-d
systerns. On the one hand then, all the
substance and activity of synthesis already
exists even if its practical methods are diffuse.
On the other hand, there are other groups of
people who alreadlz apply rnethods like our objective
synthesis procedure in practice. They ilâY, for
exanple, prepare an optimal flight plan for an
airways operation from origirr to destination in
the sarße way that \.^/e propose to find the optimal
enerqy track frorn source to demand. They will
start with a geographical chart while we have to
compose a plan of our feasj-ble TT space from
technical equations. They may have to optimise
a large number of different air operations over
a period as \Á/e may have to synthesise for an
extended time-j.nterval. Exactly like ours, their
planning objectives may be technical or economic
or sociological.
The present work brings the rnethods of the second
kincr of activity to the substance of the first kind'
the key being the organisation of thermal energl/
systerns in unified, operational terms.

Bvery application of such operational methocls
must be based on its own particular professional
disciplines but they aII have three essential
practical tasks in common:
. Information management,. Objective processing of information, and
" J\n executive specification.
Thermal Energy Systern Synt-hesis is based on the
clíscipline of mechanical engíneering and the
disci.pline just cleveloped in Part À for numerica,l
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opt-imisation. It is strictly within these
disciplines that we will not'¿ develop procedures
for the three practical tasks -- all suitable for
a digiLal computer. But first a note about
setting ob jecti-ves.

6.l-. Ob jectives.
Planning objectives originate in man and society
according to their many needs and motives but
objectives usually need a single executive
authority to define them. In the past, one man
alone has made energy decisions for his own home,
a company for its factory and a government for its
people. In each case the authoriLy has been the olle
with the power, resources and leadershíp needed to
build and operate the required energy system - and
their objectives have been almost entirely economic.
This is now changing as energy resources dwindle
and planning authorities have to contend to a
greater degree with ethical and political factors.
But it will not change the fact that before synthesis
we must co-operate with the appropriate authority
and help him define a meaningful energy objective.
Energy planni-ng objectives mainly need directional
definition and limits , e.g. minimise one aspect and
limit another to a certain maximum. We can compose
any rational objective like this from any number
of terms so long as vüe have a common numerical
measure for them.

If we set loose objectives the synthesis procedure
will not converge to a definite or small set of
solutions; it will simply tell us that there are a
lar:ge number of 'equal' solutions. If we set
objectives which are too restrictive, the procedure
will teII us that there is no feasible solution-
Poor objective setting will- not always bring a
failure of the method - rather it will mean that
the procedure itself can help redefine an objective
from the results of early trial-s. This provides an
important aid to the exploration of new energy
systems.

One common industrial objective seeks to build an
energy system which meets its demand with minimum
total- annual owning and operating cost in terms
of a company's cost equation. For example, the
objective function for its energy system may be
constructed as follows:

V : CAPITAL COST X CPC
+ FUEL COST
+ OPBRATTNG PO!{ER COST
+ OPERATING LABOUR COST
+ MAINTENANCE COST
+ O\/ERHEAD COST
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where all costs are measured in the same units and
CPC is the company's required gross annual percentage
charge on capital investment of this kind. As we
have seen, (p55), the equation has to be further
broken down into objective functions for each system
element. An example is given in Part D, Table D6,pI60.

6 .2. Extended Ti.me-Interval.
The choice of an extended time-interval for synthesis
depends on the objective. Long-term energy
planning frây, for example, require synthesis for a
period of 25 years while one year is usually the
minimum suitable for technical synthesis of
land-based thermal energy systems. This is due to
their exposure to, perhaps even to their dependence
orr¡ seasonal climatic changes. A year has been the
usual basis for technical planning of thermal energy
systems.
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7 "O EXTER}]AL ]NFOR¡ATION

lVe have to obtaj.n and express the detail of the
demand, Lhe available energy sources and the systetn
surroundings as essential Input Data for synthesis.
This is all eætennal information. Neither we nor
the enerEy system have any control over it and j-t
can be expected- to be different for every case of
synthes-i-s. Our main task is to see that it is
corr:ect, complete and compatible wíth our unified
discipline "

7 .L. Dernand.
The r,vhole profite of the system demand over the
extended time-interval- is to be derived from
technical knowledge of the system's service, whether
it is an industrial process, a ship or a city
building. The present work is not concerned with its
calculation - it requires no change to customary
engineer-i-ng rnethods. I'Vhether heat-rate or work-rate
or a combination of both, each is stated as a
single factor in KI,ù for each point of demand during
each unit time-j-nterval, specifying also 'the
physical rnedium required at each dernand point
and the temperature to be maintained at a thermal
demand point. A system required to supp11' both
electric power atrd process heating may, for example,
have its demancl stated for a one hour unit time-
interval- , :.200 to 1300 ' as:

TI}48 ELEC WATER IIEAT TE}IP
1200 450 KIVE 50 KI^ITH 45 DEG C

Demancl is a gíuen requirement of design and, as
such, is expressed as variable Tnput Data for
synthesis.
While v¡e have defined rdemand' as a condition imposed
on a systerir from its surrouudings, $/e lvill of ten use
the v¡ord 'Ioadt to def ine the energy-rate at v¡hich a
system or one of j-ts elements is actually working
within its feasible space.

7 .2. Energy Sources.
The qualities of primitive thermal- energy sources like
coal and oil can be readily stated in terms of their
combustion chemistry. Except for minor variations due
to source of supply, their heating value -is virtually
fixed. Unless they are subject to variable
consumption limits, just one set of figures is often
sufficient to define then.r for the whole synthesis
periocl, € .9 . heat j ng value, wat-er content and ash .

fnformation like this is fixed Input Data.

i

¡

I

I

$'
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The quantity and/or quality of some elìergy souLces
may vary, however, and their detail-s must then be
stated for each unit tine-interval. \'Ja-ste-heat
energy sources and solar energy are in this
category. The latter for example nay need' at least
a predicted value of radiation on a horizontal
plane at the system locality for each day and hour
of the year. This must be stated as varia]¡l-e Input
Datar e.9.

DAY TI¡'{E RAD}T HORTZ
23 I'IAY 1200 730 W PER SQ I\1

{

Þ-

¡
I

t

t
)

I
Iwhile the geographical Position,

geometric changes in radiation on
j-s taken into the synthesis as aIì
Input Data.

for computatjon of
other surfaces,
itern of fixed

7 .3. Surroundinqs.
I'Iany thermal energy processes and their elernents
are influenced by the thermal conditions of their
surround.ings. An engine's performance mav vary
with a-ir density, a condenser with sea-water
temperature, a solar collector with ambient air
temþerature and so on. All elements also experience
somã degree of heat gain or loss to the surroundings.
These eifects must be taken into account in synthesis
and we will see later that they have to be included
in characteristic technical equations for each system
efem.ent. The relevanL surrouncling conditions
required by these equations ¡nust then all be included
as variable Input Data at each unit time-interval, e.g

TII\,18 TEI{P AMB
1200 25 DEG C

7.4. Obiective Data.
Sometimes the external information from which a
systernrs objective value is calculated may change
d.üring the period of synthesis. The cost of fuel'
for exampfe, may change seasonally. Although it is
not to be confused with the technical information
just discussed and without which a system cannot be
áefined, variable objective information such as this
must also form part of the Input Data at each unit
time-interval.
7 .5. Input Data As sembly and Time-fntervals.
All items of Input Data for synthesis are tabulated
in an orderly array of figures - fixed data in an
initial list; variable data in a separate row for
each unit time-interval with a separate column for
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eacih parameter. An example is included in Part D,
Table D5,p159. 'Ihe computer can help compile this
array from a variety of sources of informatj-on.
The synthesis procedure will- take each variable
Input Data value .as a constant (or mean) for each
unit time-ínterval " The unit time-interval must
therefore be selected small enough to ensure that
these mean values give a suffi-ciently precì-se
synthesis solution. On the other hand, unnecessarily
smaIl unit time-j-nt-ervals are to be avoided as they
merely prolong the procedure rvithout benefit. Unit
time-intervals certaj-nly need be no smaller than
those needecl to span signifi.cant variations in input
data; recall, in the extreme case of no variation,
the extended time-interval itself becomes the
single unit time-interval.
Setting the unit time-interval may require some
experience with the kind of system being studied
but, in any case of doubt or where a lot of repetitive
studies are involved, conLrolled tests can be made
by reconstituting the Input Data and observing the
effect. It has been customary to base the technical
planning, design and operation of commercial thermal
energy systems on unit time-interval-s of one hour
over an annual extended time-interval-.
If only typicaL input data j-s used to represent
sub-periods of the extended time-interval, computations
from isuch data must be appropriately amplified. For
example, a procedure using hourly data for a typical
single day of each month in the year requires
multiplication of its accumulation parameters, by a
'days per month' factor. The use of typical input
data must be shown to be valid for a particular
objective or the precision of the synthesis result
must be qualified.

¡
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8.O INTERNAI, INFOzu{ATION

Information about ener:gy convellsion and exchange
processes atrd their eugineering elements must be
ãompiled in advance as a catalog of lcnowledge.
This is pernaneRL internaL infonmal;ion, frorn
which all synthesis procedures can draw at will-.
The essential requirement is that al-l- such
information must be compiled on the unified base
in terms of TT,Q and the other functioual parameters
of the synthesis simul-ation. (Section 2-L0 'pl6) .

8.1. Thermal Processes.
The catalog begins with a list of all the differen'b
ilre::mal prócesses v/e want to consider - classified
by their (purposeful) f unct.ion and worl<ing substance.
Some examples are:
FUNCTIOI{ VJORKING SUBSTANCE

Conversion

:

{

Þ*

1

II

I

I

I

l

I

i

combustion
compress ion
expansion
Exchange
evaporation
cond.ensation
heat transfer

various
various
steam

gases
refrigerants

Iwater to steam
various refrigerants
air

Scientific information about each process or
'farnily' of similar processes can be organised
in the terns of TT,Q and physical constraints'
Some examples are shown in Table BI, pB2' Note
that the constraints shown in Table BI are only
those which arise f rom the earth's gravi.ty and
atmosphere - because the constra-ints resulting
from the engineering elements have not yet been
added to the Processes.
l.fany therrnal processes occur in mixtures of flui-ds,
the indívidual components of rvhich have different
properties; air and water is an important example '
We shall view a process in a mixture as trvo or
more separate coincident processes for each fluid'
each process conf orm:Lng to its own constraints '
The fòrmation of cfouds as air is lifted, for
exaniple, is a combination of an air expansion
procãss and a water condensation process i the trvo
þro""sses have coincident temperatures at saturation
ãnd a ¡6r.al energy-rate whictr is the net sum of that
derived f r:om each Process.
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If the knowledge about thertnal- processes has been
scientifically established, their PATH parameters
1pf?) may be defined by anaì-ytical equations.
Analytical information is not essential for
synthesis, however, and ernpirical informati.on
can be used, either in equations or numerical
al:rays.
8.2. Enq i-neerinq Elernents .

For practical use in synthesis, the above information
about thermal processes must be accompanied by
i.nformation about the eng;ineering elements which
contajn them. This brings materíal and STZE
constraints to both the TT fields and their
(functional) energy-raLes. Each process PATFI
equation is changed. Additional 0 terms occur,
such as 'heat loss I to surroundings and
tnattspo:t,t energy requirecl to transfer fluids from
one process to another e.g. pumoing from a
condenser to a boiler.
Though still- classified by the (purposeful) function
of its process and the working substance, each
different physical form of an element will now have
its own identity and characterisl*ic constraj.nts.
Each form of an element should therefore strictly
be cataloged separately. But two factors can
reduce this need:
. Where the elements are of similar construction, and
the differences in values of constraints arise from
specific changes ín detaiLs of const-ructj-on, the
efements may be cataloged as a similar 'f amiJ-y' .

Air heating coils with different details of their
extended surface is an example. Such a 'family'
caLalog may also incl-ude the effect of changes
in the working substance e.g. a refrigeration
compressor wíth dif f erent (but similar) refr-ì-gerants.
. Professional selection may reduce the need to
catalog many el-ements where their functions are
known Lo be inferior to that of other el-ements in
atl- situations e.g. a co-current sheIl-and-tube
heat exchanger may be omitted in favour of a similar
but counter-current heat exchanger.

Unless the applications of synthesis require a
Iarge amount of analytical information, it may be
sufficient to simplify an element's PATH equation
by using simple uumerical factors. An ultimate
sirnplification for a conversion element may, for
example, ì¡e a single number for the element's
'efficiency' over the whole fietd of operation.
But such simplification cannot be taken too far,
because the synthesis procedure may then show that

1

I
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the:re are many 'equal-' solutions . Synthesis
ex¡rects a sufficient and realistic level of
for.mulation to support its search for an optimum.

Many engineering elements contain a sequence of
p,lrþo"eiul processes ' the function of the whole
ðf rfri.f, cañ be identified in terms of the elementrs
state-couple I SIZ:ll and PATH parameters. Depending
entirely ón the intention of a synthesis procedure -
whether we al:e designing an engine itself or whether
the engine is a minor auxiliary in a much larger
system - we may choose to catalog information about
sùch elemenLs l-n which various processes are combined'
The procedure is quite general and can be adapted to
the information which is either available or
appropríate.
Heat exchangers are colnmon elements irr thermal
systems and each heat exchanger combiues two
côincident exchange processes - The general
formulation (p60) for two such processes at TTN
and TT (N+1) is

QN : FUNC (TTN,PHYSN'SURR)
e {u+r¡ = FUNC (TT (N+I) ,PHYS (N+1) 

'SURR)
But for two coincident processes, with 'heat losses'
omitted for simplicity, QN = q(u+1) so that the
above two equations may be combined as

I'UNC (rrN,pHysN,suRR) = FUNC (TT(N+I),PHYS (Nr-I)'SURR)

This 'combined' equation expresses a complícated_
heat transfer relãtion peculiar to the details of
the physical contact between the processes. This

"qntii-ðt is often, but need not be, simplified
fór practical use. part of the simplification is
a cIássification of combinations of exchange
processes \,re expect to use in thermal energy
systems e.g. waier/water heat exchangers, waLer/aír
cåoling "oít= and steam/wat.er condensers. Combined
heat tiansfer coefficients (cu) are published for
such engineering elements where

QN = Q (N+1)
= FUNC (TTN,TT (N+1) ,SLZE 'PATH'SURR) âRd

where SIZE = Contact Area and PATH = CU'

such heat transfer coefficients form the basis of. the
functional information cataloged for such elements '
It is stitl possible to formulate cu in terms of
system constraints which may cause i_t= value to vary
elg. fluid flow-rates- For heat exchangers it-is
atão convenient to reduce their FUNC(TTN,TT(N+I) )

to FUNC (TTHX) where
THIHX = THI (N+1) THIN
TLOHX = TLO (N+f ) TLON
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lleat exchangers are also subject to approach
temperature limits as shown in the general
formulation. (p6 5) .

Examples of a catalog of information about some
engineering elements are shov¿n in Table 82, (pB3) .Other, more detailed examples are given inPart D, (p138) .

8.3.. Constraints.
We have to arrange the information about each
element in a way which quickly determines theeffects on (purposeful) function of a choice of
values of constraints dur:ing a synthesis procedure.
A certain order of assembly must therefore be
observed as follows:-
(1) Elernent constraints to the extentpositively limit the TT fielcl.

that they

(2) System constraints which may be dictated by
connected 'open systemr elements.
(3) Declared constraints, pressure ancl composition.
( 4 ) PATH , equation or empirical info::mation .

(5) SIZE (of the element) the values of all
other parameters being known.
!{hile fulI knowledge of the effect of constraints
on elen.ent equations forms part of our catalog ofinLernal information, the values of the constraints
do not - they are a subject of decision and
evolution in the synthesis procedure itself.
8.4. Suppler¡entarv fnformation.
l,lost elements wiIl also have other factors associateo
with their existence and operation which, while notpart of their functional performance, must still_ be
cataloged as internal inf ormation about that el_ement-.
Only then can its contríbution to all kincls of
synthesis objectives. be properly cornputed. physical
data e.g. space and weight, and economtc data e.g.
present costs, are examples of this. AII these
detail-s must be exp::essed in supplementary equations
or tables. Examples are given in Part D, Tabl_e D6,
p160.

8.5. ob ecti.ve Value Factors.
Apart from technical, physi-cal and economic
definition, the whole point of cataloging the
information for each element in unrfied, terms is
easy, quick assembly into different configuratj-ons
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followed by ready computati.on of an elementrs
objecLive value during a synthesis procedure.

Depending on each particular synthesis objective, a
whole variety of details of an element may contribute
to this cotnputation. I'or most common industrial
objectives, however, these details falI into three
main groups dominated by the el-ement's size, its
utilisation and its a9ê, for example:-
Size: apart from particularly constraining the
õTéñent's maximum energy-rate, sets items like
space, weight, installa1-ion and capital costs.
Uti-lisation: sets items like fuel and other
consumables, operating labour, auxiliary power and
their associated costs
Age: sets items like maintenance ' repair,
ieplacement and their costs.

For any synthesis objective the information must
be sufficient to compute each item's contribution
to the element!s objective value at any stage.
In turn, it is convenient to formulate these
contributions into three obiectiue uaLue factoz's 'one for each of the above groups. During synthesis
then, the objective val-ue is readily obtained by
multiplying these factors by the size, utilisation
or age derived for the el-ement at any point in the
procedure. For example:
GAS FIRED AlR IJEATING FURNACE
ANNUAL OPERATION 8760 HOURS
FURNACE VOLUME STZE KWTI]
CAPITAL COST CAP $ PER KWTH

. CPC PER CENT
CENTS PER MJ
. $ PER KWTH PER YEAR

VS = (Cap x CpC) /8760
VU : GAS
VA = RPR/8760
from which the objective value of the element
in terms of cost per hour of operation may be readily
computed from the main variables SIZE and Q during
the procedure as:
v = ((VS+VA) x SIZE) + (VU X ç/rc})
This kind of assembly aids the supervision and
unification of the computer program.

8.6. Element Subroutines.
All internal information must be cataloged
methodically so that i't can be easily identified,
located, read, used and corrected. We can achj-eve
all this, and at the same time keep it immediately

ANNUA-T, CAPITAL RATE
FUEL RÀTE GAS
REPATR RATE RPR
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ready for use in synthesis, by compiling it i-nto
computer program subroutines, one subroutine for
each element. All subroutines are to be compatj-ble,
in unified terms, for rapid assembly inb.o different
combinations of elements.

There will be a large number of subroutines if all
the available thermal processes and their engineering
elements are to be cataloged. Each must be researched,
compiled, tested and corrected with professional
skill before it is made available for synthesis.
Each is a complete catalog of technical, physical,
economic and all other supplernentary information
about the element, all compiled in terms of TT'Q
and physical constraints. Changes in system
constraints, e.g. pressures of a compressible
working fluid, or element constraints, e.g. the
surface extension of a heating coil, may be
tabulated in a readily searched numerical array
if the effects of the constraínts are not otherwise
expressed in characteristic equations.

Each element subroutine will have its o\ún coded
identity and a descriptive text in English. Each
will use the same computer language, the same
dictionary of names and syntbols, the same format
and the same sequence of information and computation
steps. Each step will also include a descriptive
text in English. The essential'composition of an
element subroutine is:
. fdentity, and ordered parameter list.
. Date1ine, being the d.ate of last change or

correction.
. Element description in English.
. Dimensions of arrays.
. Informat.ion limits, if any.
. Operati-ng field limits in TT terms and the

(mechanistic) decisíon to make the element
'not feasible | if those limits are exceeded.

. Imposition of system constraints, if applicable.

. Information base, its origin, in English.

. Physical data. (supplementary information) .

. Cost data. (supplementary information).

. Objective Value Factors, being the formulation
of all factors contributing to computation of
V for a particular synthesis objective.

. Shutdown and low l-imit conditions, with the
(mechanistic) decision to comply.
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. Set declared constraints, if applicable.

. Equation, or array of information, relating all
functional parameters in the form:

Q = FUNC (TT, SIZE ,PI ,P2 ,CL,C2, PATH)

. Computation of the values of the element's
functional parameters and objective value for
given TT,Q conditions and for the three basic
situations of a synthesis procedure:
1. No system constraints and no constraint on

element SIZE. (free evolution, p57). Compute
value of SIZE.

2. Element not operating.
3. System constraints and

by evolutionary search.
of energy-rates.

SIZE imposed
Compute values

element
(ps7).

8. '7 . Summarv.
The whole collection of subroutines forms the
Iibrary of knowledge (of internal information)
from which thermal energy systems will be
synthesised. It is to be built and maintained
with great professional care and ski11.
Tf the task of organising engineering and objective
knowledge on this basis seems daunting, let us
realise that once done it is done forever.
Provided it is properly maintained, the whole store
of existing information, and the incoming result of
new research, will at once become accessibÌe t'c rapid
computer management, technical evaluation and system
synthesis.
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THERMAL PROCESSES.

CATALO G IN TT. O TERMS - EXA¡,IPLES.

UNTT TTME, NO LOSSES, NO ENGINEERING.

COMBUSTION.

QC = FUNC (TTC ,STZE,C,PATH)
= HEAT.RATE

THIC
TLOC
STZE
c
PATH

= FLAME TEMPERATURE
= AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE
= FUEL MASS_RATE
= AIR/FUEL COMPOSITION
= CHEMICAL EQUATIONS OF COMBUSTION

SI ZE

EXPANSION.
SUPERHEATED STEAM.

QR = FUNC (ÎTC, SIZE rPl,P2,CIrC2 rPATH)
= ENERGY-RATE OF EXHAUST STEAM

= STEAM MASS-RATE
= INITIAL STEAM PRESSURE
= FINAL STEAM PRESSURE
= INITTAL AND FINAL STEAM CO}4POSITION
= THERMoDyNAMTc EeuATroN oF srATE (or sTEAl4)

FIELD LIMITS:
TLOC > SATIJRATION TET4PERATURE AT P2

FLOW ENERGY AND WORK:
PV = FUNC (T, SI ZE,P ,C) AT THIC,Pl, Cl AND TLOC,P2 ,C2
W = FUNC (TTC ,SLZE,PI,P2 ,CL,C2,PATH)
FUNC = FUNCTION DERIVED FROM STEA}Í CHART

CONDENSATION.
SATURATED REFRIGERANT.

QN = FUNC (TTN ,STZE,PN,CI,C2)
= HEAT-RATE

SIZE = CONDENSATE MASS-RATE
PN = CONDENSING PRESSURE
CL,C2 = REFRIGERANT COI1POSITION, VAPOUR AND LIQUID

FIELD LIMITS:
THIN = SATURATION TE}4PERÄ'TURE AT PN
TLON = THIN
FUNC = FUNCTION DERTVED FROM REFRIGERANT TABLE

P1
P2
cI,c2
PATH

TABLE 81
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ENGINEERING ELEI"IE}JTS .

CATALOG I}T TT, O TERI{S EXAMPLES.

FUR}JACE, OIL-FIRED, ON/OFF BURNER.

QC

THIC
TLOC
SIZE
c
PATH

= FUNC (TTC , SIZE, C , PATH)
= COMBUSTIO}I HEAT-RATE
: FLAME TEMPERÀTURE
= A}{BIENT ATR TEMPERATURE
= BURNER FUEL-RATE
= SPECIFIC HEATING VALUE O!' FUEL
= COMBUSTTON EFFICIENCY

FIELD LIMITS:
QC < QCMAX (LII4ITED BY FUR}TACE VOLUME)

STEAM ENGTNE CYLINDER, SPEED GOVERNED, BACK PRESSURE.

T^I = FUNC (TTC ,STZE }L,P2 ,CL,C2, PATFI)
: INDICATED I^IORK-RATE

INLET STEAI4 TEMPERATUF.E
EXHAUST STEAM TEI{PERATURE
INLET AND EXHAUST STEA}4 PRESSURES
INLET AND EXHAUST STEAM CONDITION
CYLINDER VOLUME (AREA AND STROKE)
FUNCTION OF TIIE II¡DICATOR DIAGRAI'I

THïC =
TLOC =
PL,P2 =cI,c2 =
SIZE =
PATH =

(DRYNESS)

FIELD LIMITS:
PI < P1MAX (LIMITED BY CYLTNDER CONSTRUCTIO}J)

ENERGY-RATE OF EXHAUST STEAM:
QR = FUNC (TLOC tSrZE tP2,C2)

REFRIG. CONDENSER, SAmL. t SHET,L & TUBE, COOLING VIATER.

QN = FUIIC (TTN, TT (N-I), SIZE,PN tCL,C2,PATH, SURR)
= HEAT-RÄ.TE TO COOLING I^IATER

REFRTGERA,NT
COOLING WATER
CONDENSER SURFACE AREA
CONDENSING PRESSURE
REFRIGERANT CONDITION, VAPOUR AND LIQUID
CONDENSING/HEAT TRANSFER COEFFTCTENT
AMBIENT TEMPERÀTURE (OUTNN¡TNES HEAT LOSS)

TTN
Tr (N-1)
SIZE =
PN=
CL tC2 =
PATH =
SURR =
FIELD LIMTTS:
THIN = SATURATION TEI{PERA'TURE A.T PN
TLON = THIN
THIN > THr (l\l-1) + TAPP
TAPP = I-{INII{UM APPROACH TEMPERATURE

TABLE 82
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9.O UNIT-TIIVJE PROCEDURE

System synthesis can proceed once its objective is
formulated and the external and internal information
is assemlcled. The procedure is conducted by an
eæecutiue (computer) progran which, although alrvalrs
sirnilar in 1ogic, requires special preparation for
each system according to the energy sources and
conf igurations avaj-Iabl-e to it. For the time being
we will exclude discussion of the evolutionary
search of a time-varying s}/stem. !'fe rvill confine
the procedure to a steady system of constant source
and dernand which in any event occurs for all
systems within each unj-t time-interval.
9. ]. Configuration Assembly.
Comnon engineering perception can link avaílable
energy sources to the required demand in a variety
of ways, each with a necessary minimum number of
conversion or tratrsfer processes. Strictly, all
sources and aII feasible confiEurations can be
examined but pr:ofessionally acceptable rules of
experience can reduce this for expediency. Some
source-configurations may be rejected out.right
as non-objective but all others are to be
presented to the synthesis procedure, each as a
separate, numbered configuration in its own
executive program step. For example:
souRcE/coI.lFIGl{uI'iBER J:l
GAS-FIRED FURNACE AT TTC
GAS/T{ATER HEAT EXCFIANGE TT3/IT2
IÍATER/AIR HEAT EXCHANGE '.rÎ2/TTL
HOT AIR DE}'IA}JD AT TTD

This specifies the configuration in Fig.BI,pBT'
taking gas as Lhe energy source, heating vrater for
energy transport and finally heating air at the
point of demand" Note that the whole track
sequerlce is defined from one TT point to the next.
As al-t element subroutines are compiled on a common
TTrQ base, their assembly into varj-ous configurations
is only a matter of establishing and linking their
. feasible fields on the TT d,iagram,. track continuity relations in Q terms, and
. system constraints where applícable.
Ultimately the computer can be expected to support
this task, particularly rvhen rnultiple tracks
are being considered. At present, however, it is
a manuaf task which is greatly supported by vi-sual
representation on the TT cliagram and the unified
formulation of element subroutines. (rig.B1) .

(GASHT)
(HXGW)
( HXWA )
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9.2" Field Search.
For each configuration, the feasible TT field of
each element is divided. irrto an incremental
temperature grid. Starting from the demand point
TTD, which is given and fixed, the field search then
connects all grid points in each element field in
sequence to examine each feasible system track
between source and demand. Objective values
are computed for each element at each grid point
and added to make up the track values for a1I
combinations. The lowest (or highest) track value
identifies the physical detail and the operating
conditions of the most objective system obtainable
from the configuration. The field search embodies
the whole pattern of decisions needed to identify
the configuration's most objecti-ve operation as
rapidly as possible.
The essential steps of the field search procedure
are shown in Fig.B2rpSB for the configuration of
Fig.B1,pB7. In practice, the developing track
value (VJ) is progressively tested against the
developing bounds of BEST VJ' to abort the search
procedure as soon as its result is inferior-
iests and indicators are also included for special
conditions like non-feasibility, system shutdown
and. equal solutions.
9.3. Solution and SPecification.
The executive program conducts a field search like
this for each configuration. The program continually
compares the result of each of them to select one
coniiguration and its most objective track as the
unit-Lime synthesis solution. The whole procedure
is a logical sequence of informed (mechanistic and
tactical) decisions to synthesise the most
objective system by rapid, progressíve elimination
of inferior systems.

On completion, every detail of
associated with the TTrQ track
of the solution, incl.uding aII
in its el-ements' subroutines,
executive specificationr ê.9.

Energy Source, identity, consumption, cost.
Errgineering elements, identity, interconnection,
opérating temperatures and energy-rates, sizes
añd other physical characteristics, fixed costs.
Working substances, pressures r fluid flow-rates
and cont-roI parameters generally.
Operating times, oPerating costs.

information
and configuration
the information

is available as an
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This is a specification of the one combination
of all these variables which meets the system
demand most objectively. ft is the essence of
an engineering speci.fication for subsequent
detail design, construction and operation.
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ORGANISATION OF FIELD SEARCH

HXGW FIEI,D
HXVíA FIELD

90

70
THI
DEG C

50

30

10
10 30

souRcE/coNFTGURATTON

50 70
TLO DEG C

GASHT FIELD

90

CONSTRAINTS

Q3=Q2 FM3=FM2

QC=
FUNC (rtC, PHYSC, SURR)
FOR REOUIRED Q3

GAS HEAT/VüATER/AIR/HEATING DEMAND

FIELD TRACK

DEMAND lTD GIVEN
TDEL GIVEN

RATE

QD GTVEN

DELIVERY THI I=TTD+TDEL
TLOI=TTD

Q1=QD

rIX$IA
tHDlqax=9 O

THf 2MIN=THI 1+TAPP
TLO2MIN=TLOI+TAPP
THI2 > TLO2+TDIF

FIELD LI¡{ITS Q2=QL

HXGW
iHr-3tqex=9 o
THI 3MIN=THf 2+TAPP
TLO3MIN=TLO2+TAPP
THI3 > TLO3+TDIF
GASHT
THfCMAX=90
TLOCMIN=52
THIC > TLOC+TDTF

FIELD LTMITS

SEARCFI ILICREI4EI{T: TTf NCR = 5 DEG C

THI 3=THIC
TLO3=TLOC

TT2

TTD

I

TTC
TT3

CONFIG: J, BELOW

UNIT TÏME: I
DEMAND-RATE: OD

LOSSES EXCLUDED. FM = FLOWRATE. FIG 81



FIELD SEARCH

REFER FIG BI

8B

NO

yEs

ENTER DEMJAND TTD,OD F'ROM TNPUT DATA

FIX TTl,Ql
SET TT SEARCH INCREMENTS

DEFINE HXIIIA FIEÍ,D

SEAREH HXVilA FTELD
DO * THT2
DO * TLO2

FTNI,D
XCEEDF:

CALL HXAhT SUBROUTINE
ENTER TT2,QI

RETURN TT2 tQ2 rV2 rPHYS2

SET CONSTFå,TNT FM2

DEFINE HXGT^7 FIE

DEFINE GASI{T FIELD

SEARCH HXGT{ FIELD
DO * 1Hr3
DO * T1,r)3

CONT I D FTG B2 I
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ylrsFIELD
ED

FM3=FM2

CALL IIXGT,tr SURROUTINE
I1NTER TT3 , Q3

RETURN TT3,Q3 rV3, PHYS3

CALL GÀSI{T SUFROUTINE
ENTER TT3,Q3

RETURN TTe TQC,VC TPHYSC

VJ = V1+V2+V3+VE

MORIi
OBJE

STORE VJ AND TRAEK DNTATL
Yns

vFs

NO

* CONTIT{UE SEARCII

SPBCTFY BEST \/J
AND TTS DETATLS

FTG R2 2
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IO.O EXTENDED.TIME PROCEDURE

Vthen the system demand-rate varies with
field search is still conducted for each
configuration in each unit time-interval
objective results are accumulated until
extended time-interval is examined.

time, the

but the
the whole

The series of field searches is initially conducted
as a fz,ee euolutíon which allows independent element
and system constraints to adjust freely to their
most objective value from one unit time-inter:val
to the next¡ e.g. element sízes and control
conditions. Although such a 'free' system can be
approached in practice by only a few limited
adaptive measures ' the free evolution neverthel-ess
establishes a datum condition for each configuration.
Seek.ing¡ âs it does, the most objective element
sizes and oper:ating conditions throughout the
period, the free evolution wiIl indicate datum
values for element sizes and controls from which
a subsequent evol-utionary search of these const-raints
should start.
The evolutionary search then begins by imposing
these datum size and control values in each
configuration and executes the series of field
searches again through the extended time-interval'
In the same way that one set of element sizes and
controls accompanies one particular system track
in free evolution, just one track will match
source to demand when particular values of these
constraints are imposed. The field searches are'
in fact, greatly curtailed during this imposed
evolutj-on because they are aborted as soon as a
track is found to be unmatched. Generally there
will be just one solution for a matched track of
each configuration in each unit time-interval
and, again, the objective results for each are
accumulated. for the whole extended time-inte::va1.

The evolutionary search continues by incrementally
changing the configuration constraints in a logì-cal
pattern about their datum values, then executing
ãnother imposed evolution through the whole extended
time-interval. This continues until the most
objective accumulated resul.t is obtained for every
configuration. The executive program continually
maintains an objective comparison of these results.
Upon comptetion of the search, the most objective
sóurce/configuration, its TTrQ operating track for
each unit time, its physical engineering constraints
and its objective val-ues are specì-fied as the synthesis
solution.
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10 .1. Synthesis Classification.
When demand-rat-es vary through the extended
time-interval, the synthesis solution may
conceivably sel-ect from the available energy sources
and configurations in three basically different
ways, Fig.B3,p97:
A. Either/Or. One single energy source and

configuration operating throughout the whole
period.

B. Alternate. One or nore energy sources and
their configurations, changing from one to the
other from time to time for functional or
objective reasons.

C. Combined. One or more energy sources. operating
together through a combined configuration
throughout the period.

At the time of configuration assembly, common
engineering perception will often indicate which
class of synthesi-s solution to pursue for a
particular objective. If necessary, all configurations
of all classes can be examined.

The executive program sequence is different for each
class, âs follows:
A. Comparison and selection of configurations awaj-ts

the accumulation of objective resufts for the
whole extended time-interval.

B. Comparison and selection of separate
configurations which are permitted to operate
alternately is made at the end of each unit,
or other defined time-interval. If a Class A
configuration is also feasible, it may be
examined concurrently.

C. Objective results are accumulated to the end of
the extended time-interval- for the common part
of the configuration between the demand point
and point of combj-nation. Comparison and
selection of the separate source/configurations
above the point of combination is made at the
end of each unit time-interval - the selected
result is then added to the former accumulation.

I0.2, Free Evolution.
The whole purpose of the initial free evolution is
the examination of behaviour of constraints for each
confíguration as TTrQ condítions change through
the extended time-interval and then to set datum
values for their subsequent evol.utionary search.
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The essential computing steps of the free evolution
are shown in Fig"R4rp98. Tn practice, a special
condition has to be recognised for Classes B and C
in which a particular configuration is excl-uded
by another through the whole period, thus evolving
zero datum element sizes. It has to be given at
least a rsecond chancer after setting its cornpetitors'
imposed sizes to their own datum and re-trying the
free evolution for the excluded configuration.
It may then correctllz appear as the most objective
configuration at some times and thereby correctly
derive datum sizes ior its elements.
I0 .3. Datum Settinq.
Datum values for element sizes, controls and other
engineering constraints can be derived directly
during the free evolution on an objective or
functional basis according to any strategy we like
to set in the executive program. Datum setting of
element sizes at a maximurn value corresponding
to maximum demand is a simple example.

The closer the datum is set to the values later
found in the synthesis solution, the shorter will
be the evolutionary search. This provides an
incentive to program the datum-setting strategies
with as much rational thought, experience and care
as the case allows. Such discretionary control-
ís to be used only with great professional skill,
howeverr âs it must not restrict the effectiveness
of the evolutionary search - only improve its
efficiency. If in any doubt, though, it is
necessary to study the whol-e behaviour of the r¡alue
of a1l constraints as they change through the free
evolution before setting datum values.
There is no practical need to search constraints that
are seen to have litt1e effect on system operation
or objective. On the other hand, physical element
sizes are by far the most significant constraints
in systems of rvidely varying energy sources or
derrrand profile; so the value of SIZE will usually
require to be searched. Computer methods can be
expected to be developed for exanining the free
evolution, for setting datum values and for planning
the evolut.ionary sea::ch.

The design of the evol-utionary search pattern itself
has to be co-ord.inated with the datum setting
strategy. RecalI, however, that no evolutionary
search and no datum setl-ing is req;ired for steady
systems which wiIl be entirely resolved by the free
evol-ution itself .
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i"O. 4. Imposed Evolution.
Physical sizes, cont::ols and other constraints
are imposed on each el-ement of each
confiquration during the evolutionary search,
initially at their datum values. Element
subroutiñes compute the energy-rates and objective
value corresponding to the imposed size and
constraints at each TT condition of field search.
The computed energy-rates are tested at once for a
match tõ the required energy-rate at the TT point,
within the tolerance of the TT fietd search increment.
Matche-d tracks are admitted and their objective
solutj-ons accumulated or compared, Classes A or
B and c respectively. unmatched tracks are rejected"
Failure to obtain a match or the occurrence of a
multi-match within any configuration in any unit
time-interval is immediately indicated and stops
the procedure until the condition is resol-ved.

Depending on the range of r,'ariation of system
enãrgy-rates in relation to imposed element sizes
ttrrough the extended time-interval, a match may not
þe obtained within a configuration without some adaptive
measures. Three of those particularly available in
practice are:
. Multi-unit elements, some units being shut-down
at times of reduced energy-rate;
. Deliberate physical control of system cc¡nstraínl-s,
particutarly the flow-rates, temperatures or
þressnre= of fluids which interconnect adjoining
elements;
. Intermittent operation of the energy source or
conversion element where this can be tolerated
at the point of demand.
The need for some or all of these adaptive measures
will be indicated by the behaviour of the values of
constraints through the free evolution. Such
measures can be readily detailed into each
configuration,s executive program step if required.
The essential computing steps for each configuration
in the imposed evolution, without energy storagie,
are shown in Fig.85'P99.
10.5. Energy Storaqe.
Storage is defined (p59) as the arithmetical
accumulatíon of energy during times of excess at
a point on a system track from which it is utilised
laler during times of deficiency at that point.
One physical analogy is an expanding and contracting
volume-of hot water but it may take any equivaient
form in practice thermal, mechanical or chemical.
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Engineering perception will identify physical
opportunities for storage and include them in each
appropriate configuration assembly, specifying
the TT track point of storagie and corresponding
working substance.

As demand-rates vary through the extended
time-interval, t--he extent of system storage
utilisation becomes a function of the operations
on the supply side of the store-point, more
particularly a function of the element sizes rvhich
are irnposed above that poinL. durinE the evolutionary
search. As element sizes are reduced, for example,
maximum supply energy-rates will be decreased and
the system has to utilise stored energy aL times of
high demand. Over the whole storage period, however,
the supply-side elements must at least be able to
rnake-up at times of low demand the total energy
drawn from store, otherwise the configuration at the
imposed conditions is not feasible. This is
aetiue stoz,age, ân additional element essential
to confiEuration feasibility, derived from the
evolutionary search strictly on a functíonaZ basis.
A different condition of system energy storage may
occur when a configuration includes a storage
elernent merely to accumulate surplus energy derived
from a particular source, Iater to release it to
the demand, but which is not essential to system
operation if an alternative energy source is
available, e.g. Class B or C. This is passiue stonage,
also to be derived from the evolutionary search but
strictly on an objectiue, not functional, basis.
Computing procedures are different for active and
passive storage:
. Active storage requires Input Data entry in

reverse time sequence - working backwards through
the extended time-interval. It also requires
verification that the nett delivery to store is at
least equal to the nett- draw from store over the
whole period t ot some other defined store period.
It also requires re-iteration through the period'
(to rnake the storage computation continuous) if the
period. ends with nett storage unsatisfied. All
this is needed to 'tie-up I the function of active
storage before it, or its accompanying configuration
can be examined objectirzely.

. Passive storage requires Input Data entry in
forv¡ard time sequence. Verification of the
equation of delivery and draw is not required as
a clraw occurs only when storage is in fact
available. Similarly, re-iteration through the
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extended time-interval- is not required, merely
the indication of any store excess at the end
of the period and a small objective adjustment
made if required.
Both procedures are necessary if a single
(Class g or C) configuration contains a single
storage element to support one source actively
and another passively. The passive procedure
is executed first and then the active procedure,
both for the same set of constraints.

These storage strategies are detailed into the
executive program in each of the configuration steps
to which storage is adrnitted and in the accumulation
step exercised at the end of the extended ti-me-interval.
The capacJ-ty or size of storage evolve<1, its objective
value and its corresponding contribution to the
accumulated objective result of each configuration
is specified at the end of each irnposed evolution.
An,example of passive storag'e is inclined in the
demonstration to foIlow in Part D.

10.6. Evolutionary Search.
The imposed evolution is executed again and again
with incrementally changed, imposed physical
constraints until the most objective set of values
is found for each configuration.
Imposed constraints, particularly element sizes,
are changed from their datum by a designed
evolutionary search pattern. An elementary
pattern shown in Fig.86,p100, is an initial tstraddlel
test of two constraints for improved objectivity'
incrementally above and below their datum values,
fol-l-owed by movement of the straddle in the direction
of irnprovement. The increments can be set at will,
e.g. I0% of datum sizes or 5 DEG C of control-
temperature. Element sizes should strictly be
changed one at a t.ime, but initially thj-s can be
done in trvo principal groups on a simple
functional basis:
. Between demand and storagie, elernent sizes remain

at their datum, ê.g. to meet maximum demand.
. Between storage and source, element sizes change

together in similar proportion.
The evoluLionary search pattern for Class A
rnust change the constraints of each configuration
simultaneously for each imposed evolution. The
pattern for Class B and C (competitive) cases must
change constraints in one configu-ration at a time.
Configurations are not re-searched v¡hen the pattern
straddles imposed conditíons which have already been
searched.
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The resul-ts of changes imposed during the
evolutionary search nay be recorded in terms of
objecti''re sensitivity. Such results may then be
used either: to change the increments or to re-direct
the search pattern according to a logical strategy
founded in sound knolledge of the thermal processes
involved. In any case of doubt, however, the
evolutionary search shoul-d be exhaustive over a
rvide range. The subject is further discussed in
Part C, plt0.
The essential computing steps of the evoluLionary
search are shown in Fig.B7,p101.
10.7. Synthesis Solution.
When the evolutionary search i-s satisfied for all
configura'bions the most objective accurnulated
result identifies one energy source/confiç¡uration,
its storage, physical engj-neering, controls,
operations and objective values as the synthesis
solution. If necessary the evolutionary search
pattern can be executed again about this solution
in smaller increments to refine its detai-1. \{ithin
the limits of the available information and the
precision of its processing, rve wil-I regard this
most objective solution as L}:re optínaL "Astemfor Èhe given demand and objective.
In practice, rather than store in the computer the
large amount of detail as the solution evolves, it
is convenient to execute the program agaJ-n, with
the solut-ion constraints imposed, particularly to
obtain the executive engineering speci-fication.
10. B. Summary.
The computing pr:ocedures just outlined are a
practical expression of the discipline and formulation
of thermal energlz system synthesis developed in
Part A. They are universally applicable and made
possíble only by organisation of our knowledge and
decision-making on a unified basis. It is a premise
of the present work (pI) that the effort of such
organisation is not only justified but necessary
for professional engineering practice in a world
of rapidly changing energy values.
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II.O COMPUTING DEVELOPMENT

Computing began as soon as the synthesis discipline
\iüas formulated in November 7.975. (Ref .8) . AI1 the
essential procedures were programmed and a good
system synthesis achieved by July L976. (nef.9).
nxperience with subsequent test and demonstration
programs brought refinement.
The work is writLen in I'ORTRAN, a1l composed
executed from an interactive visual terminal
operating with INTERCOM on the University of
CDC6400 computer.

and

Adelaide

11.I. Developmen t Program.
Development was based on a synthesis.which involved:
. An annual space/air heating demand--
. Thro available energy sources.
. One configuration a combustion process followed

by four heat exchange processes and no storage.
The other configuration a radiant heating source
and two heat exchange processes, with active
storage.

. An objective to build and operate the energy
system which rninimises total annual owning
and operating cost.

This needs all the procedures just outlined for
information handling and synthesis so it became
a complete prototype of an executive computer
program.

The development program is supported by three
special subroutines for common use by all
configurations during their field search:
TACDEC, for (tactical) decision on the most
objective track, subject to prior minimisation
of active storage if it applies, and for recording
the selected track details.
STOADJ , f.or adjustment of energy storage levels
and temperatures , for applying thermal losses and
applying capacíty lj-ntits.
MATCH, for testing an elementls match to the system
energy-rate during imposed evolutions.
The development program also includes a number
of special al-gorithms and sub-procedures, most of
which are required in all executi','e programs:
. Input Data testing.
- Amplif ication of typical Tnr:ut Data.
. Free and Irnposed Evolution control- -
. Evolutionary Search Pattern control.
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Imposed constraint setting and testing.
Demand Limits and Store Limits.
Field Search control.
Zero Demand condition.
Intermittent operation.
Multi-unit element operation.
System Control: Flow-rates, temperatures' pressures-
Energy Source 'shutr condition.
Mismatch and Multimatch identification.
Operating Hour:s computation.
Cost computation.
Storage evolution control.
Conf iguration non-feasibilitY.
Constraint Datum setting.
Free Evol-ution re-trY.
Evolutionary Search stoPs.

Apart from essential output-fi.Ie headings,
informative messages and a specification of the
synthesis solution, the development program is
equipped to trace the detail procedure by
writing many output options, exercised in four
Ievels. This is needed for examining, testing
and proving each stage of an executive program.
during assembly, for examPle:
. Values of selected parameters presented to TACDEC

in each configuration during the field search.
. Specifj-cation of the most objective track of each

configuration in each unit time-interval, J-ncluding
specification of tracks of equal objective value or
multimatch.

. Values of constraints and accumulating parameters
at the end of each unit time-interval through the
whole extended time-interval.

. Summary of the most objective result, overall and
for each configuration, evolved to the end of
each free or imposed evolution.

Re-imposition of a synthesis solution to obtain its
fu1l executive engineering specification for the
whole extended time-interval is also exercised as
an output option.
The development program required subroutines for
two conversion efements and two heat exchange
elements. With these it totall-ed 20000 words of
FORTRAN, requiring 15 CP seconds to compile on the
CDC6400 before execution.

LL.2. Execution-Time Control.
Proqram execution-time increases with smaller unit
time-intervals oL smaller search increments or
both" On the other hand, smaller unit time-intervals
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and search increments increase the precision of
the synthesis sol-ution. The additional cost and delay
for piecision therefore has to be justified and it
is very often limited by the precision of the Input
Data itself.
Unit-time setting has already been discussed, (p7a) .
The use of a short assembty of typical input clata
keeps execution time short during initial program
assèmbly and testing. It then only requires
attachment of a fulI Input Data assembly (and change
of clata amplifying factors) to execute a final
synthesis result. A typical 24 hour day for example
mãy be sufficient to work-up a program which will
Iater compute a result of 8760 hours in a full year.

The free evolution accounts for almost the whole
execution-time for a steady system and 502-70%
of the time for a time-varying sysLem. Although
the free evolution,s unconstrai-ned field searches
are shortened by developing bounds, they are
potentially exhaustive. The number of TT tracks
Lo be examined increases rapidly with the number of
elements in a configuration and improved program
strategies are certainl-v required with more than
four elements. The time spent on field searches
can, horvever, always be control-led by the choice
of TT increments. Initially they can be coarse
(about one-fifth of each element's field range)
and later be refined for greater precision as the
synthesis solution is evolved and the field
is reduced.

Time spent on field searches is not great during
imposeä evolutions aS unmatched tracks are quickll'
rejected. Execution-time is then most sensitive
to the setting of the increments of change in
constraints durj_ng the evol-utionary search. smal1
increments require a larger number of impose<1
evol_utions to traverse from their original datum
to the most objective solution. Again, these search
steps can be set coarse initially (about one-fifth
of ãatum values) and then refined for precision'

Execution-time is readily controlled by a detail
in the executive program which facilitates changes
in Lhe setting of time-intervals and search
increments. The development program was entirely
built with short, amplified data and coarse
(one-fifth) search incrernents requiring about
15 Cp seconds execution-time. changing to data and
search precision sufficient for commerciai space
heating (hourly values for a typical day in each
month), execution-time increased to about 400 CP

seconds.
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11.3. Prog ram Testinq.
The sheer task of creating the prototype executive
program generated an acute sensitivity to
procedural irregularity. It appears to expose
itself at once in erratic behaviour of the value of
the objective function, either that found wÍthin a
configuration itself during its fietd searches or
within acctrmulated values during the evolutionary
searçh. This at once suggest.s a valuable practical
test on a program - plotting or tabulating
objective values and its main contributing factors
for examination over a wide rangie of program
execution followed by diagnosis of any irregularity.
Conversely, it cannot be said that a regular and/or
explicable plot of these values guarantees that a
program procedure is correct - it- may, for exarnple,
breach the discipline of mechanical engineering.
Program composj-ti-on and application is, however,
a pr:ofessior:a1 task and the plot of values is
equatly subject to examination from an engineering
point of view. A regular plot of outpnt values
d.epends on a degree of regularity in componeut
functions but this is to be expected in thermal.
energy systems whose processes are founded in
physical nature even though highty constrained
by their engineering.
All executive programs and their subroutines also
require elementary tests of their decision structure
and their numerical computation. A set of Test
Input Data serves well for this, with values
speciaÌIy chosen to give easy manual checkíng of
solutions. It is good practice, however, to use a
special test program to verify the behaviour of
each element subroutine independently before
attaching it to an executive program.

Apart from the regularity tests applied to a
synthesis program, the quest.ion arises of independent
mathema.tical proof of the computing procedure.
Contrary to early expectation (Ref.7) such a proof
has not been developed. Mat-hematical
testing would presumably mean the compilation of a
large number of simultaneous equations, one for
each system element and its interconnecting fluid
flow at certain imposed conditions, finding the
solution for each unit-time and integrating over the
extended time-interval. It is demonstrated in
Part D that the mechanism of synthesis provides a
similar solution to that obtained from such a
mathematical method for a partícu1ar synthesis
program. But a general method of mathematical
tesiing would appear to be as big a task as synthesis
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itself for even simple systems and simple objectives.
Such a method is therefore considere<l redundant
in the face of a direc'b engineering examination of
the behaviour of the synthesis program. Independent
proof of the numerical optimisation of a synthesis
program would presumably require the substitution
of artif-icia1 for real subroutines to generate
special proof patterns of objective values.
Unless the proof is of similar nature to the
behaviour of the real system, however, it would
appear to be of little value. It seems better to
expose the synthesis program itself to direct
numez,icaZ examination in familiar engineering values.
The abqve examinations are demonstrated in Part D.

11.4. Present Limitations.
Computing times are too Ïrigh at present to synthesise
with reasonabl-e precision a solution from more than
two or three configurations, each of three or four
elements, with TT increments finer than one-tenth
of their field and with more than three hundred
representative unit time-intervals. CDC6400
execution times of up to 800 CP seconds are then
experienced. Improved search efficiency, with
mathematical programming of the field search and
with highly directed methods of evolutionary
search I are required either for useful precision
from cases with a high count of combinations or
high precision from a lower count. Methods of
optimisation of engineering consl-raints within
element subroutines are also required.
No matter how well self-protected from computing
error, the present individual composition of
executive progirams for each case of synthesis
bring the risk of error of omission. Failure to
include or search appropriate configurations or
element subroutines and fail-ure to include solne
components contributing to their objective values
are examples of this. It can be said that Lhis
is the concern and work of the professional
engineer but much of it could be taken up by a
supervisory computing program. It wiIl become
essential for handling large subroutine libraries,
assembling multiple configurations and handling
Iarge synthesis tasks.
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PART C

COMMENTARY THE RELATTON OF
THE WORK TO TFIAT OF OTHERS.



12.A. COMMENTARY.

Up to this point, the exposition of the d-iscipline
aãd proceduie for synthesis has Seen based largely
on slep by step creative argument, reinforced by
the präctical ãemands of formul-at-ing an¿ building
the computer proglîam. That it works in practice
for a pãrticnlar appl.icat-ion is demonstrated in
Part D. With this much in hand, however, it j-s
now time to comutent critically on the relation of
this method of synthesis to similar work by others.

L2.I. Published Work"
The present v¡ork began with the notion that a
discíplined method of synthesis for an optimal
systeir shoul-d exist; because methods for workable
s-ystems already exist and they should therefore
oí.r:-y require proper organisation an¿ direction to
briig tiiem to- optimality. other published work,
now to be discussed, gave insight to many aspects
of the task. But such work stopped well short
of a method suitable for the design of a time-varying
system in all j-ts engineer j-ng detail " Nevertheless,
t-he insights were valuable and all contributed to a
more demánding specification of what is required and
a resolve to find a solution. (Ref.7).

Reference has already been made (pIB) to stoecker
(Ref .3). He emphasises tl:e difference between
'iworkable" and i'optimum" systems - (nef . 3 rpIl) ' For
optimisation he exptains the need first to be able to
. numerically or mathematically model the performance
of each engineering component (nef .3,p451 ,

. simulate the performance of the whole system in
terrns of a solulion of such model equations (Ref "3,p78) '
. formulate än "objective function" in terms of all
the independent variables (Ref-3'p106) and

. write all the system constraints (nef.3rpl06) '

Stoecker shows how to organise the engj-neering knowledge
of various systems on suãh a basis. But he recoguises
that it is oiten difficult and "o'e of the gaps in
knowledge . to develop the constraint equations in
á "y=t"ñatic manner". (Ret.3,pl12). By contT"s!.wilh
lrtåt approach, the present method of synthesis distinctly
="p.r-iä= its simulãtion of the energy functions
(iñ TT,e terms alone) from simulation of the effects of
the cotrãtr"ints (the engineering elements and
working substances) I all organised, however' upon

108
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the same TTrQ basis. The cc,nstraints acting on
each el-ement or its interconnection with other
el-ements then remain rrprocess oriented'r whil-e
stj-ll maintaining compatibility for assembly
into any kind of feasible system configuration.
It appears to provide a systematic method required
to close tLre ttgap" while maintaining both an
operational and engineering insight, rather than
an analytical insight, into the thermal- system
being opti-mised. The textbook goes on to describe
many classical methods of optim-isation, each
applicable to different classes of problem and
therefore relatively local in scope and usefulness.
It also restricts its consideration to steady
systems. (Ref .3,pB0) .

Beveridge & Schechter (Ref.4) formulate the problem
of optímisation gener:ally as a definition of an
ob jective f unction in terms of a1l its variabJ-es,
a statement of all the restrictions to which it is
subjected and choice of a technique to find its
optimal value. While this exposition in general.
terms is excellent for understanding the nature of
the task, such generality in application can well
obscure the nature of the problem itsel-f . The
Authors clearly recognise, however, that each
application must be properly organisecl in its o\À/n
\day. For thermal- systern synthesis thenr wê have
the choice of organising the knowledge of mechanical
engineering on an exclusive basis for each problem
or on a fundamental basis for general application
to all problems. Vüe may see the latter as an
important professional discipline.
Beveridge & Schechter (Ref.4) draw a clear
distinction between analytical and numerical methods
of optimisation - the former being suitable only for.
objective functions which can be expressed
mathematically in terms of al-I the available
technical- and economic information, are continuous
and readily differentiated. While t-his may be
possible for many local aspects of thermal energy
systems or even for whole systems to which gross
simplifying assumptions are applied, i.t is not
possible for the general practical situation
where information may be available only in
experimental or empirical form and where discrete
fu-nctions of engineering and economic practice
commonly occur. On the contrary, the text
(Ref.4,Ch.6) indicates that numerical- methods
could wel-I be applied to the optimisation of whole
Lhermal energy systems provid.ed:
. All technical information is organised in a vray

which correctly represents system operation and
its engineeríng, i.e. that the design 'modef is
complete and correct.
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T.he organisat.ion witl admit aIl objective
informátion without restriction and theu permit
reacly computati-on of a single value of the
objective function for given values of all- the
system variables.
The organisation particularly lends itself to
logical numericaf search procedures.
The nature of the objective function
i.e. that it has onIY one Peak value
region of search for an oPtimum.

IS
in

unimodal,
the

Organisation of thermal energy systems in terms
of the synthesis simulation proved to be the
key to this. The unified information methods
and the objectively directed search and
decision procedures followed from it.
The validity of logical search procedures depends on
an understanding of the nature of the objective
function. Composed as it usually is f.or thermal
systems from cornpeting factors, it can be expected
to be unimodal. Indeed, "the property of unimodality
seems to be the rule rather than the exception".
(Ref"4,p146). It is not a problem with the steady
system, unit-time procedure as the field search is
potentially exhaustive. If unimodal-ity is not
ãssured during the evolutionary search, hov/ever, the
sear:ch must be deliberately executed over a wide
range of the objective function to establj-sh the
fact. If there is any indication of more than
one peak, each region must be separately searched.

Hendry, Rudd and Seader (Ref.5) surveyed and
summarised the state of the art of chemical process
synilresis in 1973. Irlore than fifty contributions
aie reviewed, and techniques and applications are
classified. The Authors identify a particular
class of chen-ical systems which they name "Energy
Transfer l{etworks" - sj.milar to our t}rermal energy
systems . (Ref " 5 ,PB) . Bear:ing in mind o.u::
pieconceived notion for a solution, one of the
ieviewed papers of the above class stood alone to
indicate an approach to the present work. King,
Gantz and Barnés (Ref-6) proposed a method of
evolutionary system synthesis, "applied . as a
succession õf alterations involving idenLifícation
of that portion of the most recent process which
could be changted to greatest advantaga, followed
by generation of the appropriate change for that
põrlion of the process and by an analysis of the
n"w pto.ess". (nef.5rP6). In our present terms it
could l¡e sai<1 that they started with a workable
configuration of work.rl¡le element sizes and
conduðted a heuristically directed computer search
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not only to ad-just tl-re element sizes but also to
change the configuration itsel-f " Though these
practices may concej-vably be applied to all-
systems, the actual procedures wj.lI be excl-usive
to each parti-cular system being studied. Perhaps
this is usual for chemical systems any\,vay and
perhaps it accounts for the Author's conclusion
that the val-ue of their work l-i.es more in "helpingthe design engineer to structure his thinking
better, rather than in the prospect of an ultimate
total.Iy computerised synthesiser". (net .6,p282) .
By contrast, our present method of synthesis
confines the action of heuristics, âs a ma'tter
of expedienc¡¡ onJ-y, to initial- conf iguration
assembly (p.84,) and to the strategies for datum
setting in the free evolution, (p,92) . In that
way the heuristics remain iden'tifiable and clear
of the procedure itself, leaving the computation
and search procedures of synthesis to be soleIy
directed by objectivity and remain coÍìmon to aII
system configurations. Nevertheless the importance
of the paper to the present work is its suggestion
of successive change to an inj-tial system, the
essence of our own evolut.ionary search. Note,
however, that we use the concept only for synthesis
of time-varying systerns.

All the foregoing publications played a part in
organising the present work out of a prior basic
knowledge of thermal engineering and a convictj-on
that a fundamentally disciplined approach to
thermal system synthesis should exist.
Another published paper has particularly contributed
to the subject of sysl-em synthesis since the
formulaticn of the present work:
Duff (Ref.19) outlines a method of selecting
optj-mal components for solar thermal systems.
It is a synthesis procedure which assembles a system
from sub-system stages. The sub-system assetnbly
can then be subjected to the principles of dynamic
programmirg, with each si-age being reduced to a set
of optimum sub-systems by, sây, direct search.

It is impli-ed that such a method wj.ll be able to
achieve everything we expect from our o\,vn method
of synthesi-s. But it depends on a "concise
parametric representation that conveys all the
performance information about the sub-systems
thus far put together". (Ref.19,p246) . The
formulatinn of such a "parametric represen'L.ation"
is not supported by any genera-l organisation or
discipline - so the details of the meLhod can be
expected to be different for each kind of system.
The rnethod (Ref .19) still apears to be one of
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'mathematical simulation and direct optimisat-j-on'
which is made more tractable by dynamic programming.
Nevertheless the papel: highlights the power of
dynamic programming to reduce what would. otherwise
be a difficult combinatorial problem - a subject
which will find application to our field searctt
procedure when the number of elements is high.
The paper is confined to steady systems but says
that the method wiIl be extended to "explicitly
accqunt for . dynamic considerations". (Ref .\9 ,p253)

There is considerable activity in modelling and
optimisation of energy 'resource systems' (of supply
and demand) on a worl-d or regional scale. (nef .20) .

Its techniques are stimulating and prom-ise considerable
help with the future extension of synthesis. But
such work at present appears to have Iittle direct
application to system synthesis at engineering leve1.

L2.2. Search for oriqinalitv.
Tn an attempt to establish the originality of the
present work, a computer search was made on
21st December , ).977 , from the National Library of
Australia of the following data files:
SSIE. Smithsonian Science Information Exchange'
records since July I974.
ENERGYLINE. Energy information from "Environment
Abstracts", I97I to 1975, and from "Energy
Information Abstracts", since January L976.
NTIS . United States "Goverrrment Reports,
Announcements and Index", since 1964.
COMPENDEX. Engineering and technological literature
from "Engineering Index", since I970.
SCISEARCH. Science and Lechnological literature
from "science Citation Index", since L974.

A total of 465 abstracts were retrieved from the
above data files within various search profiles
made up from the fol.lowing key-words:
Thermal Energy System Synthesis
Th,ermo-dynamic Power Process Optimum
Thermonuclear Steam Operatitrn Optimal

Heating Optimisation
Cooling
Refri geratíon
Nuclear
Solar

,l
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The applications to which these abstracts refer
can be classified as follows:
Central Power Generation
Chemical Processes
Nuclear Reactors
Automatic Control
El.ectrical Systems
Solar EnergY
Bu-i-ldings' EnergY SYstems
Energy Conservation
Miscellaneous
Virtually all abstracts report on work which is
concerned with a parLicular subject or a
particular: application, rather than a general
äpplication to all thermal energy systems. of the
fãw which indicate a degree of generality, none
proposes a method similar to the present synthesis
þroãedure atthough papers by Duff (e.9. Ref.19,
ãiscussed on p111) are prominent. Nevertheless
many of the abstracts indicate opportunities for
comþarison of the present method of synthesis
witir other methods of thermal system optimisa'tion.
such a comparative study has not been undertaken
a particulãr method of demonstratio¡ has been chosen
instead. (Part. D) .

wit.hin the context of the present work a search of
the following specific key-rvords gave "zero"
return from all data files:
Functional Simulation.
State-couPIe.
Energy Function.
Temperature Co-ordinates and Energy-rate.
Also, Do publication of the p::esent method of
synthesis has been found by search of _informationi; the Library of the University of Aclelaide and
j.n the State Library of South Australia.
As far as can be reasonably determined, therefore/
the present work is original except where
reference is made.
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THER}4-AL BNERGY SYSTEM SYNTI{ESIS

PART I)

DEMONSTRATION SYNTHESIS OF AN
OPTIMÄ.L SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM.
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{13. O SYNTHESIS EXAMTNATTON.

At any level of its development, and for any
particular application, \de must be prepared to
demonstrate and not merely assert that our
procedure for system synthesis conforms to the
disciplines of mechanical engineering and numerical
optimisation within understandable and acceptable
limits. This embraces the program tests already
outlined (p105) but extend.s much further, to examine
the whole professional competence of. the procedure
for a given case.

For the present work, the synthesis procedure had
to be demonstrated at least at the leve1 of a
complete pr:ototype within the computing limitations
already outlined (p106). It had to include system
and space identification in TT,Q terms, unified
engineering information, numerical objective settj-ng
and ultimate synthesis of both steady and time-varying
systems, with or without energy storage, The
prototype application had to l:e a practical, useful
therrnal energy system incorporating all these features,
not significantly affected by the computing
limi.tations and to which the resul-ts of the synthesis
procedure could be readily referred. A so1ar,
storage and auxiliary heating system fulfils these
requirements and is used to demonstrate the work here.

The solar heating system is programmed as a single
configuration, combined energy source, class c
case for synthesis, r,sith passive storage" The
mechaníca1 engineering discipline of synthesis is
demonstrated by relating the behaviour of the system
predicted by the program to that:
I. Simulated by an entirely independent computer

program of foreign origin,
2. Measured on an experimental plant.
The program's optimising discipline is demonstrated
by reconciling changes in the synthesis solution
with controlled changes in both the objective function
and the physical constraints for such a system.

I

iì

I

But first a note about
source.

solar heating as an energy

11s
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14 . O SOLAR ENERGY FOR ËIEATING

The earth receives a, J-arge quantity of solar
energy each day but this energy has relatively
poor quatity. For any partj.cular geographical
Iocation it is diffuse and intermittent.
Nevertheless it can be harnessed as heat and
blended with many industrial and commerciaf
energy systems in the interests of fuel
conservation.
L4.I. Solar Radiation.
One side of the earth continually receives solar
radiation at a beam intensity of about 1.3 KW per
SQ.M, distrik¡uted in a spectrum from ultra-violet
to infra-red, peaked at visible waveleugths.
(nef .l-0,p27) . The atmospher:e absorbs and scatters
a large proportion, reducing the maximum intensity
of direct radíation reaching the earthrs surface
to about 0.9 KW per SQ.M, hâIf visible and half
infra-red. (nef . 10rp3B) . The scattered proportion
is not all lost, however, and can add a diffuse
radiation component of up to about 0.1I KW per SQ.M
at the surface. (Ret.10,p3B). The total- radiation
which could be received on a horizontal surface ín
a clear atmosphere with the sunrs beam normal to
the surface is then a little more than 1 KW per
SQ.l-1 - geometrically l-ess on surfaces of other
inclination and orientation.
During the day as the sun moves through the skY'
the geometric relation between the solar beam and
any fixed surface continually changes. The
reduction due to absorption and scatterj-ng also
changes with the obliquity of the beam to the
atmosphere. Nevertheless the direct, diffuse and
total radiat-ion received on a given sur:face in a
given location with a clear sky can be predicted
ás a function of annual date and time of day. (net.tt)
Such 'clear sky' radiation is interrupted by cloudy
weather, however, and although the consequent floss'
of radiation overr say, a particular month cannot
be predicted, with certainty it can be estimated
from local long-term records if they are available.
l-4.2. FIat P1ate SoIar CoIlectors.
Surfaces exposed to solar radietion are heated by
its absorption. Temperatures rise until the incoming
energy-rate equates outgoing energy-rates, the
latter either as heat removal or losses. FIat plate
solar collectors are Eood absorbing surfaces which
readily transfer useful heat to a water circui.t
(usual-Iy) and which are otherv¡ise built Lo min:-mise
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radiation, convection and conduction losses.
(Ref .L2,pL20) . They are usually installed in
pipe-connected arrays on a surface of fixed
inclination and orientation appropriate to their
location and duty - often directed towards the
highest point on the celestial equator for good
all-round annual heat collection. Their characteristic
performance equations have been well- formulated and
testecl, (nef .I3) . The useful heat-rate available
from a collector of particular construction used
in the present demonstration is, for example:
0 = G x A x (0.61 3.07 (TD,ic) .0036 (TD)z/G)
where TD = ( (THIC+TL]C) /2) (TAMB-3)

O is useful heat-rate' KWTH
TIIIC is water outlet temP. ' DEG C '

TLOC is water inl-et temP. , DEG C
TAMB is ambient air temP., DEG C

G is total solar radiation on collector
surface , K\I/SQ M

A is coll-ector area, SQ M

The important facts are that the collector heat-
rate
. varies directly with solar radiation and
. varies inversely with water temperatures

Iosses domj-nating at high temperatures.

14.3. Solar Heatinq Svstem.
The energy available to a system from a solar
source, using flat plate col-lectors as a conversion
element, will vary through the day according to
the time and weather. When used for a definite
industrial- demand profile, therefore, solar heatíng
must work in combination with another auxiliary
energy source or energy storage or both. Various
configurations are appropriate, depending on the
relation of the energy sources to the demand, ancl
that of Fig. D1,pIJ,9, is suited to a solar/sLoted/
auxiliary water heating system suitable for
industrial demands up to about 70 DEG c. (nef .12,p215) .

It will- be used for the present demonstration.

There are many combinations of variables by which
a system configuration like this can meet a given
heating demand profile, for example
. large collector areas at high temperatures, ot

small collector areas at l-ow temperatures, each
with relativety high use of auxiliary energy t or

. moder:ate collector: areas at moderate temperatul:es
with relatively low use of auxiliary energy, or

. excess collector areas and energy storage during
mid-day periods to meet night, early morning or
late afternoon demands with lower use of
auxiliary energy.
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Superimposing the continual daily and annual
variation of solar radiation on these features,
a designer has quite a problem to decide which
particular combination of collector area, storage
capacity and temperatures he should specify for
a given case. It is a professional engineering
task, to which we will apply our method of
optimal system synthesis.

I

I
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15. O ENGTNEERING DEMONSTRATION

Analytical and experimental research of solar heating
has intensifi.ed during the last few years as the
world becomes conscious of its limited fuel
inventory. Improved radiation predictions, improved
cotlection at higher temperatures and irnproved
energy storage methods are important areas of
fundamental research. At the same time, system
simulation programs and tests on working systems
are mak-i-ng significant contributions to
applications research and we wil-I use some of them
here to demonstrate the engineering aspects of our
synthesis procedure. On a broad front, aI1- this
activity can be expected to bring more decisive
utilisation of solar heating in industry and
commerce in the future.
15 .1. Experimental P1ant.
The Australian CSIRO Division of Mechanical
Engineering is operating a 30 KWTH solar, storage
and electric auxitiary heating plant at Highett,
Victoria. (nef.14). Commissioned in L976, it is
ínitially being used to test a mathematical-
simulatíon of its flat plate collectors over a
wide range of conditions. It is fully instrumented
for automatic logging of all significant radiatíon,
temperature and fl-ow measurements at 5 or 10 minute
intervats; so a continuous record of performance for
the whole system and each of its elements can be
readily obtained. While its physical engineering
is conveyed by the plant schematic, Fig.D2,P130,
some explanatJ-on is needed of its intended method
of operation.
Whenever solar radiation is sufficient to raise
the col-lector outlet water temperature above
inlet temperature r a pumped water circuit transports
heat from the collectors to the store tank, dL
a fixed fl-ow-rate. (1977) . Once the pump is running,
the collector outlet temperature therefore varies
with the sol-ar radiation and the energy collected.
Collection temperatures and flow*rate are readily
measured from the water circuit at the positions
marked, Fig .D2 ,p 130 .

Although there will be a degree of mixing, hot water
may be expected generally to accumulate in the upper
part of the store tank, stratj-fied from colder water
at the bottom. Measurement of tank water temperatures
at four levels gives a measure of bhe heat in store
above the bo{-tom temperature.
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Energy is transported from store to load heat-
exchanger by a second pumped water circuit,
connected through the auxiliary heater, and also
(L977 ) operating with a fixed florv-rate. Variation
in system deraand is met by autornatic control of a
modulating store bypass valve and auxiliary heater
steps in sequence, for examPle:
. Heat-exchanger inlet temperatures less than store

outl-et are met with part bypass and heater shut-
. Heat-exchanger inlet temperatures equal to store

outlet are rnet with no bypass and heater shut.
. Heat-exchanger inlet temperatures higher than

store outlet are met with no bypass and heater
operating.

. When there is no energy in store above the heat-
exchanger outlet temperature (indicated by an
equal or lolver store outlet temperature) the demand
is met with full bypass and heater operating.

A cooling tower and ttrird pumped water circuit loads
Lhe heat-exchanger. The tower circuit also works at
fixed conditions at present (L977 ) but coul-d be
programmed later to simulate a given demand profile.
The TT diagram of such a systern, unconstrained by any
parti-cu1ar element sizes or controls, initially shorvs
the whole feasible space of system operations.
(rig.D3,p13I) . A synthesis proEram rvould initially
admit tllis whole space for a given demand profile and
then evolve the optirnal values of constraints on an
objective basis. During its evolutionary search,
horvever, the procedure must reproduce the performance
of a plant built to the constraints which are imposed-
This conf-ines the system operation to a definite TT
track for a partj-cular store condition when the solar
radiation, ambient temperature and demand are given.
Furthermore ' if the CSIRO engineering detail- is
ir,rposed, the synthesis program should reproduce the
operations expected frorn the CSIRO plant itself " That
it does so within understanclable lirnits over a rvide
range of varying conditions wilI be a demonstration
of the program's engineering discipline-
L5.2. Synthesis Program.
The enEineering of the CSIRO plant is reproduced
in a synthesis program containing just that one
configuration. The free evolution is stopped and
the evolul-ionary search is stopped except for one
execution in each unit time-interval in which the
CSIRO el-ernent sizes, their characteristics and
controls are al-1 imposed as constraints.
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With the entry of an Íntial store condition and the
entry of solar radiatJ-on, ambient temr:erature and
demand as Input Data for each unit time-interval, the
program identifies the one matched TT 'brack of system
operation for each unit time; and therefo::e predicts
the whole CSTRO plant performance over a given extended
time-interval.
The program is detailed to the CSIRO configurationrs
TT diagram, Fig.D4,pL32, expressed in a flowchart,
Fig.D5,pI33. Engineering information is obtained frcm
on-site examination, physical measurement and
manufacturerrs ratings. It is lisLed in Table D1,p138,
expressed in unified terms as a separate subroutine
for each element. Objective ínformation is not
requirecl for the engineering demonstration. Trans¡-ro::t
(pumping) energy may be included in both the
col-lector and heat exchanger subroutines. Thermal
losses may be included in the collector and store
subroutines. TT Field search increments, and hence
the prog'ram precision, is I DEG C.

15.3. Simulation by TRNSYS.

In I975, the Solar Energy laboratory of the University
of Wisconsin, l.ladj-son, U.S.A., published a computer
program TRNSYS f.or simul-ation of the performance
of a sol-ar heating plant under transient thermal
conditions. The program is nolr available at
the University of Adelaide, Version 7.5,L916. (nef.15).
It must be sl-ressed that TRNSYS is onJ-y a simulation
program, not an optimising or synthesis proqram.

A TRNSYS simulation of a particular plant is obtained-
by ordering the engineering detail and interconnection
of a number of TRNSYS program modules, one for each
element in the plant configuration, then observing
the computed change in plant operation r¿ith given
changes in externaf variabl-es. Each module is a
mathematical equation describing the element's
engineering performance. Program modules are
connecLed to each other and to external conditions
with a set of prevailing technical- and physical
variables. For given solar radiation, ambienb
temperat.ure and demand, the program solves the
whole set of interconnected equations simultaneously
to identify the plant's operating conditions.
The TRNSYS simul-ation can be conducted on an ordered
time-base, identifyi-ng the operat-ingr conditj-ons in
each unit-time over an exl-ended period under changing
externaf conditions. Time-dependent functions like
energy storage are included, together with a solution
of their dif ferential equatiorrs.

The TRNSYS simulated perforrmance
shoul-d, of. course, be similar to

<sf the CSIRO plant
the performance
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measured f rom the pJ-ant iLse1f . The
of CSIRO tests over a long period is
examine and report on this.

initial series
intended to

Valid technical inforrnat.íon contained in the TRNSYS
program shoul-d equally be contained in a correspon<1ing
synb-hesis program. Both programs organise element
information into separate subroutines and both can
be conducted on a selected time-base. Apart from
this , hor,vever, the two programs are quite indepenclent
in origin and detail. For the present vrorkr rro
al.teration has been made to the standard TR\ISYS
program.

15 .4. Simulated Dernonstration.
The CSIRO pl.ant may be expected to show the performance
predicted in Tabl-e D2,p139 and Fig.D6,p134 for a typ-ica1
set of clear-sky solar r:adiation and ambient temperature
conditions, with a 30 KWTH (tOB MJ PER IiR) continuous
demand over a 24 hour period; Two sets of predicted
figures are given, one obtained from the special
synthesis program (S) and one from the TRNSYS simulation
(T), both using the same collector and heat exchanger
performance characteristics and both on the bas:Ls of a
TRNSYS type, two-node, hot water storage tank.
(nef .15,p4.4-1) .

Ear:ly in the mornirg, at 0700, the demand is meL
by auxiliary heating (OA) alone because there is
initially no heat in store and radiation is too l.ow for
solar collection. As collection of solar energy (OC)
increases duríng the day, however, -ì-t j-s delivered to
store as hot water, top store temperatu.res (THII()
increase, the store supplies an increasing part. of the
demand and auxiliary heating is correspondingJ-y reduced.
Top store temperatures and stored heat reach a maximurn
for the day in mid afternoon at which tirne auxiliary
heating is a minim.utn. During the remainder of the periocl,
the store supplies a decreasj-ng part of the demand,
store top temperatures decrease and au>:i-liary heating
again increases. At 0600, the store is virtuaì-Iy
exhausted, with auxiliary ireating again supplying
nearly the whol-e demancl. Integrated for the day, after
setting transport--energy and store losses zerol
collector enerqy (EXTQC) + auxiliary energy (EXTQA) =
total demand of 2592 I4J + nett gain in stored energy.
The only significanl- difference ín the performance
predicted by the synthesis and TRNSYS programs is the
small one of top store temperature (and therefore heat
drawn from store) at certain Limes, leading to a
corresponding small- difference in auxiliary heating
at. those times. As store temperatures are rising or
fa1ling, TRNSYS predj-cts sligh'Lly lower or higher values
respectively. This is because TRNSYS resolves the
incoming and outgoing heat-rates as a simultaneous
equation while the synthesis program merely adjusts
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the top store temperaLure for the incoming rate and
out"going heat.-::ate in sequence. The synthesis
program is an approximation in this case but the
effect, particularly over the rvhol-e day, is very
small. The subject -is discussed further in
Section 15 .5 . bel-ow.

The i.mportant result of this demonstration is that,
over a wide range of varying conditions, the ability
of the synthesis program to represent the performance
of the CSIRO plant in both dynamic and nu¡aerical terms
is virtually as good as the independent TRNSYS program.
Certainly both have been supplied with the sane external
and internal informaLion but thej-r mechanisms are quite
independent and different. Synthesis conducts a search
of the TT operating fields of the whole system
configuration unti1, for the imposed constraints, a
matched track of system operation is identified. TRNSYS
obtaíns a simultaneous solution of all the given
anal.ytical equations by successive substitution and
reiteration.
15.5. Hot Water Storaqe.
The difference between the TRNSYS and synthesis storage
behaviour originates with the definition of stored
energy for synthesis in Section 5.9,p59 - a concept of
accumulation of hot water in a var:iab]e vofume ral-her
than the TRNSYS concept of accutnulating heat in a
particular volume. (Ref.f5) " Although the synthesis
condition may be approached by a disti-nct, tlvo-level
tank stratificat-ion, such a condition could strictl-y
only occur in the CSIRO tank if the upper hot and
lower col-d sections of wat-er were separated by a
moving or flexible diaphragrn. The important fact is
that in a synthesis procedure we want to evolve a
particular stored energy capacity, not merely impose
a particular tank capacity as an engineering constraint.
The TRNSYS concept is therefore of l-ittle significance
in synthesis.
For the present engineering dernonstration witfr TRNSYS 'howeverr w€ have no alternative but to adjust the
synthesis progiram to conform as closely as possible to
the TRNSYS store tank volumes and equations. This is
done by accumulating hot water in the usual way but
then changÍng to an equal heat content in the larger
TRNSYS volume at a lower temper:ature. This adjusted
store temperature is then the one which r'-s available
to meet the demand, after which the heat in store is
again adjusted to the TRNSYS tank volume. This
sequence is computed -i-n each unit time-interval. As
shov¿n in Fig.D6,pl34, the result cotrforms closely to
that predicted by TRNSYS.
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The predicted performance of the CSI.RO plant
operating with the synthesis defined hot water
storaqe, with the same Input Data as Fig.D6rp134,
but with collector outlet temperature control
rather than flow-rate control, is shown in Fig.D7rp135.
fn this case auxiliary heating varies directly
with the difference between the demand and solai:
colJ-ection, no residual- storage occurs and the
day's total- auxiliary heat is similar to that of
the former method of storag.e and control. Thís is
a demonstration of the norma.I engineering content
of a synthesis program for this system configuration.
No general comparison betrveen the two col-Iector
control methods is justified as the whole approach
of synthesis is that there v¡ill be one correct
solution for each system and each demand profil-e
that- different systen constraints or controls
require a search for: the set which is most
objective in each case.

15.6. Measured Test.
It would have been informative to arrange a
measured test on the CSIRO plant under sj-milar
conclitions to those used in Section 15.4 . far the
relation of the synthesis and TRNSYS programs.
The CSIRO test scheclule has been concentrated
initially (1977) on collector performance, however,
and makes no attempt either to set the demand or
operate the auxiliary heater or measure the
performance at the heat exchanger. The only control
exercised is to shut dorvn the col-Iecl-or circuit at
times of low or zero radiation, to start the load
circuit when the top store temperature has reached
a relatively high value and to stop the l.oad
circuit when that temperature has fallen cl-ose to
a partly stabilised load return temperaLure. In
this mode, the whol-e operation of the plant is
passive, being entirety dependent on and subordinate
to the collection of solar heat.

A set of test measure¡nents on the collectors ' store
tank and a passive load on store are available,
though, for a few weeks in Julv and August, '1977.
One dty, 6th August, is arbitrariÌy selected frorn
the CSIRO records for detailed examination here.
The measured performance of the plant on that day
is summarised in Table D3 rpl40, plotted in
Figs. DB and D9,ppl36-I37.
Early in the morning at 0700 the heat. in store
is 100luJ, 2.5 DEG C above the l-ov¡est botton store
temperature. Solar racliation (G) and solar heat
collection (AC) is intermittent throughout the day
due to cloudy weather but the integrated, measured
heat. coll-ected and. del-ivered to store betrveen
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09/10 and 1540 is 159 I4J above the measured collector
inlet- t-emper:atures. Collect.or f l-ow-rate is
v-i.rtually constant at 890 KG PER UF. although the
pump is shut dor¡n at tir'.res of very low radiat-ion -the total shut time being about I hour in the B hour
radiation perioa. Heat is discharged from store to
a passive load through the heat exchanger between
1200 and 2000, the integrated measured total for
the period being f66 I'{J above the measured load
retur:n temperat-ures. Load circuit f low-rate is
virtually constant at l-660 KG PER HR. By the end
of the dty, at 2100, the residual heat in store,
2.4 DEG C above the iniLial bottom store temperature'
is 96 MJ, 4l4J lower than the heat in store at 0700.

Radj-ation on the collector plane, temperatures ancl
fl-ow-rates are electrically measured and automatically
logged at I0 minute intervals. Heat-rates at those
times are derived from temperature difference x
flow-rate x specific heat of ivater. Temperatures
reported here are measured inside the plantroorn,
adjacent to the store tank, Fig.D2rp130, so they
include the effect of exterior therr¡al- losses at
the cc¡llectors. They similarly include the effect
of pumping energy in the load circuit but exclude
measurement of the pumping energy in the coll-ector
circui.t. Thermal- losses from the store tank are
about l-.1 I\tJ per hour, derived from the fall of
store temperatures ove::night rvhen the plant is
shut down. During the day of the test from
0700 to 2100, tank losses of about 15 MJ are
therefore almost exactly offset by collector
pumping.

The impo::tant result of the dayrs operation j-s the
close equation of the heat collected and' nett draw
from store (163 t'iJ) with the heat clischarged to
load (166 t'iJ) . ('Iabte D3,p140) . This is only to be
expected from such an uncontrolled, passive test.
The bal-ance verifies, however, that the CSIRO
temperature and flow measurem.ents are generally
correct.
A TRNSYS simulatlon of the CSIRO plant ope::at-ing
in this passi.ve mode, with the measured solar
radiation and ambient ternperature, predicts the
performance summarísed in Table D4,pIA:., and
overplotted in Figs. DB and D9. In this case the
program simulates â 'fully-mixedt storage tank.
(nef.I5,p4.4-I) . Neither the collection performance
nor the .l oad performance predictions conforr¡. closel-y to
the r,reasured test and the differences requj-re
expla-nal-ion. lïote at once though, that like the measured
test, the predicted day's heat collectiou (279 Ì1J) is
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clcsely balanced by the day's discharge to
plus nett gain in store (2-/6 liJ). This at
verifies that the program simulation j-s
representative of the pJ-antrs passive mode
operation.

load
least
of

The predicted day's collection of 279 MJ (rabl-e D4,p141)
is much higher than the measured coll-ection of f59 MJ
though it must be recalled that the latter is
derived from measurements in the plantroom,
including the ef f ect of exterior thermal -losses,
while the TRNSYS pr:ogram collector equation would
expect measurement at the collector itself. The
CSIRO log does include temperatures closer to the
collectors and they indj-cate a day's heat co1]ection
of 230 IIJ but there is some evidence that these
rûeasurements are subject to a local heating and
cooling error due to their exterior location.
Comparison of the predicted and measured
col-lection graphs -in Fig.DB,p136, shows the two
to have similar transient characteristics,
particular:Iy at times of decreasing radiation.
At times of increas-ing radiation, particularly
in early morning, t-he measured col-lection trails
behind the prediction both in tj-me and numerical-
vaIue. This indicates that the difference may
wel-l- be due to ambient cooling of the whole
collector structure and its contained liquid;
which then has to be heated up from overnight
temperatures j-n the early mornings and, to a
lesser extent, after solar i-nterruption during
the day. This could be aggr:avated by poor
control methods delaying the start of the collector
cj-rculating pump. The deficiency will yield to
continued experimental investigation and that
is the purpose of the CSIRO test program.
Meanwhile, the pred.iction of solar heat coll-ection
by TRNSYS (or a corresponding synthesi-s program)
must be considered too high¡ or at least suspect,
for the design of heating systems similar to the
CSIRO plant.
The (program) predicted day's load of 233 l1[..¡-

(table D4,p14l) is also much higher than the measured
day's load of L66 ItîJ but, with passive plant operation,
this is a direct consequence of the higher predicted
day's heat collection. Top store temperat.ures are
then hi-gher so ¡ for the constant load flow-rate of
1660 KG PER HR, the heat d.ischarged to load is
correspondingty hi-gher. It is rather the different
character of the load profile (rig¡$,p137) which
deserves explanation here. Store temperatures resulting
from the fully-mixecl tank of TRI{SYS areì uniform and
rise or fall proportional.ly with the collection and
load heat-rates respectively. The rapid f,all with
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a high load and poor collectj.on between 1200 and
1300 :r:eflects this, âs does the rise between 1500
and 1.600 when the coll-ection rate exceeds the l.oad
rate. On the other hancl, the measured load p::ofiIe
does not show the same rate of response, partly
due to less collecti-on but also d.ue to a considerable
degree of stratifj.cation of hot watei: in the upper
hatf of the tank. Stratifi-cation is indicated by
a record of tank water temperatures at various leve]s
and particutarl-y shorvs in the rapid fall of load as
the upper hot water is exhausted soon after 1800.

Like the earlier demonstration, predictions of the
load profile by both TRNSYS and the equivalent
synthèsis program are virtually identical. This is
nõt tabulated here but, instead, the load profiJ-e of
the synthesis program operating with the measured,
rathei than its predicted, solar heat collection is
shown in Tabl-e D4 and Fig.D9rpl37. Approximating the
fully mixed tank, the character of the load profile
is then sti.lt similar to that of TRNSYS but the
numerical values now closely correspond to the
measured test at both the load starting condition
at 1200 and for the whole day's operation. This
Ís a practical level of correlatíon of the synthesis
l-oad profile with that of the measured test -
further adjustment of the program for tank
stratification will not be pursued in view of the
synthesis definition of energy storage, (p59) 

"

15.7. Summary.
All methods of design of thermal energy systems
require engineering calculations based on technical
knowledge. The synthesis procedure brings that
knowledge and those calculations under an organised,
unified discipline which perrnits numerical
optimisatíon. Nevertheless, it remains an engíneering
design cafculation.
TRNSYS i s an independent method of engj-neering
calculation rvhich verifies the synthesis method
of calculation for solar,/auxiliary hea'ting plant
over the range of operating condit-ions demonstrated
in Section L5.4. It is only Llne method of
calculation which is verified, however, âs the
measured test:
1. Shows there is a significant defi.ciency in the

calculated quantity of heat delivered from the
solar collectors;

2. Omi.ts , for CSTRO reasons, all oemand setting,
auxiliary heating and measurement of the
system Ï-¡etow the store tank.
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In time, the CSTRO experimental program will
bring an understanding of the apparent deficiency
of the TRNSYS calculation. The findings can then
be readily formulated into l¡oth the TRNSYS and
synthesis programs. Until then the engineering
calculations eml¡odied in both programs are partly
inadequate for the design of industríal solar
heating p1ant.

The engineering demonstration for the present work
ís ended by saying that the synthesis method of
design calculation for steady and time-varying
thermal systems is at least as good as other (L976)
methods of calculation for such systems. The
demonstration also emphasises that no engineering
calculation should be used in practice until it
is thoroughly established.
lVhile recognising the above limitation of the
synthesis program for design, we can still use
the program now to demonstrate that it will identify
the optimal system for a given numerical objective
and given engineering information.
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CSIRO PLANT

SYNTHESIS PROGRAM . TECHNTCAL INFORI,IATION

ELEMENT SUBROUTINB

SOLAR COLLECTOR

ENTRY G
TAIVIB
FMC
TTC

MATCH TI]IC
RETURN TTC

Qc

ELECTRIC HEATER

ENTRY FM2 (859 KGIHR)
TTA

RETURN TTA
QA

HEAT EXCHANGER

ENTRY TTl
Qr
EM2

r.rATcH Q2

RETURN TT2
Q2

HOT WATER TANK

ENTRY TTK
QSrO (TLOK)
THIC,QC
p3
TLO2,FÈr2

R-ETURN TTK
QSTO (TLOK)

* Indicates I{ULTIPLICATI()N
*,( Indicates EXPONENTIATION

F1=0.97
TA=(0.71'r0.89)
[JL=I2 .42

SYS (REF. 15)

cP=4 . 19 (KJ /KG DEG C)
SZC=86.4 (SQ 14)

XI=-F 1 * LIL t,S Z C / ( FI¡rC * CP )
x2=L- (2 .7IB 3-¡ *X1)
FR=F}4C* Cp *X2 / (S ZC*UL)

OC= ( (C,tSZC*¡.6) * (FR*TA) )

- (szc*FR*uL* (TLOC-TAMB) )

CP=4 .19
QA=FirI2* ( THIA-TLOA)'tCP

SZ2=3.25 lgg I{)
CU=7OO (W/SO M DEG C)
CP=4 .19

TDlr= (THTHX-TLOHX) /
ALOG (THIHX/TLOHX)

Q2=S Z 2*CU*TDM

TAIIK-9 50 0 (I(c)
NN=2 (APPROX TRNSYS 2 NODE)
CP=4 .19
VOL=TANK/NN

QSTo:QSTO+QC- (Q2-QA)
THrK= (0STO/(VOL*CP ) ) +TLOK
TLOK:TLOK
OR
TLOK:TLOK

+ (F1.12* (TLO2-TLOK) ) /VOt'
QSTO=VOL*CP t (THIK-TLOK)

(w,/sQ M)
(DEG C)
(e33 KGIHR)

TABLE DI



CSIRO PLANT. SYNTHESIS A}ID TRNSYS PROGRAMS.

DEMAND TTD 15 DEG C' QD 108 MJIHR (3OKWTH) CONTINUOUS' TDEL 40 DEG C.
FMc 933 KG,/HR, FM2 859 KGIHR. INITIAL STORE ZERO, TLOK 35 DEG C THROUçHOUT.

AUXIELEC STORE TO LOAD
^möl

TIME
0700
0 800
09 00
1000
1.10 0
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
lB00
i900
2000
2 I00
2200
2300
2400
0l(,0
0200
0 300
c400
0500
0500

85
232
395
532
63E
7r0
672
599
482
328
16r

31
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I

L4.
15.
r6.
18.
18.
19.
20.
2r.
2L.
2r.
20.
20.
19.

40.
47.
54.
58.
61.
60.
s7.
52.
46.
38.

40.
48.
54.
58.
62.
60.
58.
53,
46.
39.

108
108
104

91
86
75
63
55
51
49
53
62
69
75
BO
B4
8B
91
93
96
97
99

i00
r02

35.
?<
36.
39.
4r.
45.
48.
50.
51.
5l_.
50.
48.
46.
44.
43.
4]-.
40.
39.
39.
38.
38.
37.
37.
36.

35.
35.
36.
10

42.
44.
47.
50.
51.
51.
50.
48.
46.
44.
43.
42.
41.
40.
39.
38.
38.
37.
37.
37.

COLLECTOR.S

G TAMB THICS THTCT QAS QAT TI]IKS THIKT
108
10E
103

95
B4
73
61
53
4B
47
51
59
67
74
BO
B5
8B
92
94
97
99

l-0 0
I02
103

QCS QCT

00
21 2T
49 49
74 73
91 9I

104 104
99 99
87 87
68 67
42 4I
l-3 l_3
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
EXTQC

648 64s

QKS

60
6l-
57
49
4T
34
2B
23
20
16

QKT

0
0
4

11
22
33
45
53
57
59
55
46
39
33
2.8
24
20
I7
15
T2
11

9
I
6

0
0
5

13
24
35
47
55

P
u)

T4
11

9
I
6
5

VALUES AT ONE HOUR UNIT TIMES
INTEGRATED FOR. THE 24 HOUR DAY:

EXTQA + EXTQK = EXTQD = 2592 MJ/DAY
EXTQC - EXTQK = QSTO AT END OF DAY

EXTQA
1971 1985

EXTQK
62J. 607

S: SYNTHESiS. T: TRNSYS.

TABLE D2.



CSTRO SOLAR HEATTNG PLANT AT HÏGHETT

}IEASURED TEST 6 AUGUST L977 SAIVJPLE.

Fruc 890 KGIHR. Fivi2 i660 KGIHR.

COLLECTORS
AT

TII{E

Q MJIHR. G üTISQ M.

STORE TO LOAD

G TA-I\íB TLOC}4 THTCM QCM TLO2M THIKM

TEMP DEG C.

0
0
0

30.
11.
75.
25.

159

+4

0 700
0800
09 00
r000
1I0 0
I20 0
I30 0
r400
1s0 0
1600
170 0
1800
1900
2000
2L00

0
163
266
548
345
75L
430
243
524

2B
0
0
0
0
0

8.6
10.rlr. s
14.7
l-5.2
17 .0
16.7
16 .0
I7 .2
rs .6
13 .4
L4.4
13 .6
13 .3
10 .5

24.7
48.1
48.7
47 .4
49 .r
49 .6
50 .0
45.6

32.9
56 .3
51.8
67 .s
56 .0
5r .4
58.7
46 .7

46 .4
49.0
49.2
L4 1

48.0
47 .7
48.1
47 .7
47 .4
44.5

5L .4
52.8
53.0
tr.) o

51.5
50.8
50 .5
48.3
48.0

QKli
0
0
0
0
0

34.
26.
26.
26-
)4,
2r.
16.

6
6
0
7
7
4

I
4
4
4
3
6
7
2
2

6.
32.

0
0
0
0
0
0

PÈo

¿,

4.
0

VALUES AT IO }1IN UNTT INTERVALS
INTEGRATED FOR THE 15 HR DAY:

HEAT IN STORE ABOVE INITIAL
BOTTOI"I STORE TEIIP: 0700 100 MJ

2200 96 MJ

]-66

NETT DRÄV,I FR.OI4 STORI]:
163 MJ 166 nJ

TABLE D3



CSIRO SOLAR HEATING PLANT AT HIGHETT

SIMULATION OF MEASURED TEST - 6 AUGUST 1977

FMC 890 KGIHR.
M: MEASURED.
REFER TABLE D3.

AT
TII!E

FM2 1660 KGIHR.
TRNSYS PROGRAM.T

TEMP DEG C. O MJIHR.
S : MEASURED COLLECTION/SYNTHESTS PROGRAM LOAD.

STORE TO LOADCOLLECTORS

THICM THICT QCM QCT THTKM THIKS THIKT QKT

0700
0 800
0900
1000
IIOO
_1200
r300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2r00

VAIUES AT IO MIN
INTERVALS INTEGRATED
FOR THE 15 HR DAY:
NETT CHANGE IN QSTO:

0
0
0

30.
11.
75^
25.

159 279 MJ

32.9
s6 .3
51. I
67 .5
56.0
5r.4
58.7
46 .7

52 .0
65.9
58.2
77 .4
63.5
55.2
67.6
51. I

5l_. 4
52 -8
53,'0
52.9
5i_. 5
50. 8
50.5
48.3
48.0

51. 4
5l_. 6
51" I
51.6
51. 4
50.7
50.2
49 .9
49.5

sg . o
53.1
53.3
53.1
53,0
52.I
51.4
s0.9
s0.4

QKM

0
0
0
0
0

34.
26.
26.
26.
24.

QKS

0
0
0
0
0

34 .5
18.3
17 .B
r7 .5
23.2
2L.0
14.8
15 .3
14. I

0

0
0
9.9

59.0
24 .2
92"6
?O A

7.2
54.5

0
0
0
0
0
0

6
6
0
7
7
4

6"
32.

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

45.

PÀ
P

9
5
3
B

2
5
9
6
I

I
4
4
4
3
6
7
2
2

2I.
16.

¿,

A

0

28.
28.
27.
34-
30.
22.
2L.
20.

0

l-66
-4

1s6
+10

233
+43

l'62 166 276 MJ

TABLE D4
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16.0 OPTIMISATION DEMONSTRÀTION

The diffuse nature of solar energy requires large,
new and costly engineering to harness its heat
even at relatively 1ow temperatures. The
intermittent nature of solar energy requires that
it be combined with other energy sources for aII but
the most passive applications. All this implies
that the sound introduction of solar energy into
industry j-s not a matter of replacement of
traditional thermal energy systems but rather an
optimal blend of the two. Every design can be
expected to be different so it is a subject to
which our procedure for system synthesis can be
well applied.
The CSIRO plant configuration will be suited to many
industrial applications involving a heating demand
below atmospheric water boiling temperature.
We have demonstrated the mechanical engineering
aspects of a synthesis program for this confi-gurat-i-on.
We will noh/ use the program to demonstrate that
it wil-I prescribe the optimal system and its
associated engineering plant over a wide range
of conditions from the point at which solar energy
is utilised to a maximum extent up to the point
at which it is positively rejected.
The demonstration case for system synthesis is
that of a smal-I factory in Adelaide requiring a
liquid product heat-ing process, the demand profile
for which is known. (Fig.D10 'p151). Two energy
sources are available, natural gas and solar.
For physical reasons, energy is to be transported
around the factory as hot water. Solar hot water
storage is admitted. The factory's objective
is economic - that the total annual owning and
oper:ating cost of the energy system should be
minimised in terms of the factory's own cost
equation.
With this sole statement of requirements, availabilities
and objective, the synthesis procedure must be shown
to prescribe the optirnal- combination of energy
sources, engineering p1ant, storage capacity and
operating conditions throughout the year.
16. 1. Ob ective.
Industrial objectives for .investment in thermal
energy systems may well need to be strategic but
we will confine them to economic measures for the
present purpose. Even with this limitation, a major
investnient in solar energy shoul-d be evaluated many
years into the future based on projected costs of
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alternative energy sources. Tt will be a clearer
demonstration, ho\n/ever, if we pursue here the
simple annual cost objective just outlined. The
objective function in use is that expressed in
Section 6.L,p70, as follorvs:
V = ANNUAL CHARGE ON CAPTTAL (CPC) x CAPITAL COST

+ FUEL COST
+ OPERATING POWER COST
+ OPERATING I,ABOUR COST
+ MIAINTENANCE COST
+ OVERHEAD COST

The structure of the objective function is fixed in
the synthesis program and for any given case for
synthesj-s its cost rates r,vould also be fixed. For
demonstration, however, one of its most important
cost rates, annual charge on capital (CPC), is to be
entered as a variable. This has the effect of
changing the industrial cost equation, for
exploration of the nature of the optimal solar
heating systern over a wi.de range of the objective
function.
16 .2. Input Data.
As in Lhe engineering tests on the synthesis program,
solar radiation, ambient temperature and demand
are to be entered as Input Data for each unit
time-in{-erval of the extended period. unit
time-intervals of one hour are used, to obtain a
reasonably good representat.ion of collector
performance throuEh each transient d.aiI1z cycle of
radiation and aml:ient temperature.

Radiation and ambient tenperatures vary not only
each hour but also seasonally through the year so
every single hour of the year's operation should
strictly be computed separatel.y. But this is too
long for the present level- of computinqr develol:ment.
While aware of its limitations ¡ the present
demonstration is therefore based on hourly dal-a for
an average day in each of the twelve ntonths of the
year in Adelaide.
Radiation information is derived from 13 yearsl
records of average daily horizontal totals for each
month, published by the i^laite Agricultural Research
lnstitute of the University of Adelaide. (nef.16).
This is converted to estirnated average hourly
horizontal values for each rnonth by the method.s
of Liu and Jordan (Ref.17) then gcometrically to
a particular collector planer llORTH, 35 DEG.
(nef .1-2,p15) . It is a wide extrapolation, pe::haps
typical of that made uecessary -Í.or l-ocations with
poor radiation record.s. Ifhile this data j-s suf f icient
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for the pr:esent demonstration, it can be used for
design only with great reservation. The generation
of long-term hourly radiation records for Adelaide
is an important subject for the future application
of solar: heating" A monitoring station will be
operating in 1978 at the South Australian Institute
of TechnoJ-ogy at The Levels, north of Adelaide.
The resul-t of three years' study of radiation at
Flinders University, south of Adelaide, is also
being published. in 1978. Ultimately, when long-
term hourly records are in fact available, there is
the statj-sticat task of extracting a 'typical year'
from them for system design.

Hourly ambient temperatures are derived from average
monthly maxima, 0900 and 1500 values', published
for Adelaide. (Ref .18) .

The demand energy-rate (OD) is 30 KVüTH' initial-Iy
24 hours a d.y, to heat the product liquid
40 DEG C (TDEL) above its incoming temperature
of 15 DEG C (TTD) . A change in demand is examj-ned
later.
A typical monthrs average Input Data is shown in
Table D5,pl59.

16. 3 . Synthesis Program.
The demonstration program is virtually the same
as that used for the engineering tests in Section 15
but now , of course, with the CSIRO plant constraints
removed and with the free evolution and evol-utionary
search now operating. TT field increments are
5 DEG C and element size increments are 52 of
datum. The annual extended time-interval is
8760 hours, amplified from 2BB hours, the latter
representing the 24 hour average day for each of
12 months.

The program is based on the synthesis definition
of storagie and the col-lector outlet temperature
control explained in Section 15.5,pI25.

Technical information in element subroutines is
similar to that used previouslY, Table Dl'p138,
but now without the CSIRO constraints. But a
change is made in the collector performance
characteristic to simplify cornputing - the Cooper
form listed in section L4.2,pII7. being used instead
of the TRNSYS form, Table D1'p138. The two are
compared in Fig.D1l ,pL52, but the rnain reason
for the choice of the cooper form is íts independence
of collect-or at:'ea, a desirabl-e form for syrlthesj-s
v¡hich imposes TT and Q conditions to obtain all area.
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In '¿iew of tfr" o"t"ured test result, Secti-on L5.7 rpI2B,
bottr equations may be inadequate for large scale
indtistrial plant. In any case they apply only to
co-llectors of tlre particular CSIRO (Beasley
Irrdustries) construction. They are used here only
fo:: demonstration - normally a col-lector subroutine
would include an array of information about
different details for search and objective
sel-ection during the f ree evolution.
Objective (cos't) j-nformation is now also contained
in each elemenL subroul-ine, Table D6 rp160. Each
subroutine also incl-udes the formulation of i-ts
objective value factor according to the structure
of the ob jectirre f unction, Section 16 .1rp143 "Solar collector costs are set at $100 PER SQ"M. The
gas (fuel) rate is set at 0 .5 CENTS PER IttJ but a
change is examined later" Install-ed costs are
der:ived in arr approximate way as 1.5 x element
prirle costs. Direct operating labour does not
appl.y to plant of this kind but maintenance
requi.rements are estimated and costed in each
element subroutine. Transport energy is included
for pumplng in the coliector and heat exchanger
subroutines, costed at a nominal rate for electric-ity.
Ove-rhead costs are omitted for simplicity.
Datum values are set for both collector area and
he.at- exchange area at the maximum values encountered
during the fi:ee evolution. A search or datum is
not required for the auxilia"ry heater síze as it is
to be 30 KI^7TH, capable of meeting maximum demand
in the event of prolonged bad weather leading to
total loss of solar or stored heat.
The collector outlet tenperature datum is set at
the value corresponding to the collector area datum.
The program retains a fixed flow-rate in the
auxj-liary heater circuit, the datum value of which
is set to correspond to the heat exchanger area
datum.

The orientation and inclination of the solar
collector plane are cons traints which normally
cleserve inclusion in the free evolution as they can
be expected to require matching to the sf¡stemrs
annual denand profile. The plane is fixed here,
however, ât NORTH, 35 DEG (latitude) to the
horizontalr âs a reasonable plane for satisfactory
annual total heat col-l-ection in Adelaide . (net .12, p55 )

A lirnit may be set in the program on the
stora.ge capacity - the effect of this is
of the demonstration.

sys tem t s
a subject
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L6.4. Tests and Demonstration.
A long series of synthesis solutions is obtained
from the program rvith aIl external and internal
information as described except that the annual
charge rate on capital investment, CPC, is
deliberately varied over the range from zero to
B.6A a year. The values of the objecti.ve function
and sizes and costs of the mai-n variables of
the solution are listed in Table DTrpl6l-, plotted
in Fig.DI2,p153. Each solut-ion is a specífication
of the optimum solar/gas heating system for the
particular cost equation set by the value of CPC.

For thís series of solutions, a high limit of
24 hours at full- load is placed on the systemrs
energy storage capacity. Below and up to this
1imit, optimal storage capacity is evofved in
association with optimal coll-ector area on an
objective basis.
The most important result is the regular behaviou.r
of the value of the objective fuuction, V, over
tlre whore range ' (Fig 'DL2/r,p153) rrre value results
primarily from a competition between investment
in sofar collectors and the annual cost of
auxiJ-iary fuel. When the capital charge is low,
the evolved collector area is high, auxiliary fuel
consumption is low and the value of the objective
function is low, At the other end of the scale,
if the capital charge exceeds a limit of about 8.5%
a year in this case, investment in solar coll-ection
is abandoned, atl heating is done with auxil-iary
gas and the value of the objective funct-ion is hígh.
Íne regular behaviour of the objective function shows
that, whatever the nature of the engineering sol-ution
being evolved by the program, the numerical search
and optimisation procedures are working reliably.
This -is also borne out by observation of the
progressive improvement in the objective value of
the solution obtained at each step of evol-utionary
search and by the frequent experience during program
development that errors in the search procedures
are exposed at once by its irregular behavj-our.
That the values of the objective function are
nurner:ically correct, that they are in fact the
total- annual cost of the energy system specified
as the solution, is verified by simple arithmetical
calculation.
Once we are satisfied that the objective search
procedures are correctr w€ can turn our attention
to the nature c:f the engineering so.l-utions whj-ch
they pose. Again, the regularity of the val-ues
of the enginee::ing constraints over a wide range
of solutions is a necessary indication of the
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reliability of the evolutionaTy procedure. The
\rafues wilI change in steps, however, because they
are extracted in discrete increments - whether the
5 DEG C TT increment of the field search, ot the
52 sLze incremenL Of the evolutionary search used
in this demonstration.

solar collector area, storagie capacity and. collector
outlet operating temperature are the three variables
whiih esäential.iy späcífy each engineering solution "

(The effect of "ñr.t-g"r iñ other engineering constrainl-s
is small. ) The firãt two are tabulated, and plotted
inFig.Dl.2/2rpl54,foraconstantcollectoroutlet
tempeiature oi 65 DEG C, a value set throughout. the
rurr-g. of- solutic¡ns at its free evolutiollary dal-um.
We ,íift examirre changes in this operating temperature
l-ater but excl-ude them at first to expose the
detailed behaviour of the collector area and storage
capacity solution bY itself.
vùhile it is only to be expected that the optimum
collector area ãhould increase as the cost of its
capital investment decreases, there is a clistinct
point of discont-i-nuity j-n its rate of increase over
ïf,. solution range. ihete are two such points in
the value of storage capacity and they a'11 requi-re
ã"pr"""tion. The nature of- this behaviour is
exþlored by conducting the synthesis over the same
ran9e:
I.Withthestoragecapacitylimitat6hoursof

fuII demand (instead of 24 hours) and at zeYol
i.e. with storaqe suppressed altogether' The
three sets of sólutions are plotted as collector
area in Fig.DI3,PJ-55.

2.withstez,eotypeinpu.bdata(constantradj.ation
400 w PER SO M and constant an-rbient temperature
IB DEG C from 0700 to 1800 throughout the year)
alsofortheSameLhreedifferentlimitson
storage. (ni9.Dl4 'Pl56 . )

The first set of solutions is based on irrput data
i"pt.""rrting (approximate) annual solar radia'tion'
diiferent each monthr so different search datums
are evolved under d.ifferent conditions and the
precise steps of the evolutionary search are partly
ãbscured. The stereotype tests el_imj-nate these
dif fererìces, always sett-ing the same datum' They
show the precisioã of the collector al:ea search
stepsandthewayinwhiclrthesetsofso].utions
*"r-g. at the points of cliscontinuity'
It is seen that- the point of d'iscontinuity
only when storage j-s adrnitted and that its
depårrds on the ãxtent of the storage limit;
explarration is as fol.lorvs:

occul:s
positi-on

The
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" Without storage, the optirnum col-lector alîea can
only be a function of direct utilisation of solar
energy during daylight hours as CPC decr:eases the
area j-ncreases steadily up to a maximum value lirnited
only by the <lemand prof-ile itself and the small
effect on objecLi.ve value of operating and rnaintenance
costs . (Point- A, Figs .D.13 and Dl-4 , ppl55 ¡ 156 ) .

. I^ii-th 6 hours store 1imit, optì-mum coll-ector area
increases rapidly as soon as the cost of excess
daytj-me col-Iect-i-on and its consequent storage becomes
objecl-iveIy favourable for utilisation at night -recallj-ng that the dernand is 30 KI^/TH for 24 hours a
day. Once the store limit is fully util-ised, ho\,rever,
the rapid increase is arrested. (Point B, Figs.Dl3 and
D14) " Furthe:: increase in col-lector area is again
only a function of direct solar utilisation in daylight
hours.
. With a large (24 hour) store limit the rapid increase
in col-l-ector area (supported by storage) is arrested
by objectivity, not by the store limit. (Point C,
Figs.D13 and D14). The stereotype solutions indicate
this sharply - collector area increases untj.l fue-l
consumption is negl-igible after which any fr,rrther
increase of area is redundant. With seasona.l
radiation (rig.DI3) a redundancy of collector area
first begins to take (objective) effect in winter
months. But. sufitmer utilisation continues to support
further increase of area (and storage) until the store
l-imit is reached at CPC = 2eo. This is the second
point of discontinuity in the plot of stor:age capacity.
(point t, !'ig"DL2/2) . As may be expected, there is
indicati-on of such a second discontinuity itt the plot
of coll-ector area (nig.Dl3 at CPC =2%) but it is
partly obscured by the search steps.
A present empirical rule for design of scll-ar water
heating systems is that storage capacity should be
50 to 75 lj-tres per sq.m collector: area. (Ref "2L,pI20) .
Such a value is approached (as a maximum) in the ranqe
of solutions of Tabfe D7,pl6l" At CPC = 22, storage
is 55 litres per sq.m. At lower or highe:: values of
CPC, storage per sq.m is less due 'to the imposed store
limit and lesser objectivity respectively" The use of
synthesis to explore bhe nature of storage capacity
generally may prove to be a valuable subject of
solar energy research.
There is a limitation on the precision of the
solution for collector area and storage capacity which
is related to the Input- Data usecl for the demonstration.
The use of- an average day of radiation for each month
would suggest to tl-re p::ogra¡n that solar heaLj,ng is
avail-able on evetîy clay of the 1z€r¿¡, even jf
quantita.tively adjusted to take j-n1*o account tÏie days
of litt,te or no r:ad-iatio¡r. As out-l-ined in Section 16 .2,
p143, the use of a fu1l, typical year's radiation data
woutd overcome the limitation l¡ut extend the present
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cornpuLing times beyon,J reason. That the engineering
sol-ution is sensitive to the present limitation is
inclicated by the broi<en line plotted in Fig.DI2/2,
pI54 " This is a set of solutions obtained by
arbitr:ari1y discarding the ettergy j'n store at the
end of each month, thus simulating a monthly
occurrence of a period of prolonged bad weather.
While the objectJ-ve tralue of the solution is little
af fected by this, the engi.neering in terms of
collector area and storage capacity is changed over
the range of solutions for whj.ch energy storage is
significant.
Notwithstanding the gualification due to the Input
Data, there is still a demonstration here that the
synthesis procedure is generating engineering solutj.ons
regularly over a wide range. Each solution will be
'optinial' for the given conditions, for the engineering
constraints searched and within the precision of the
program search steps. That a solution is numerical}y
correct is verified by sirnple arithmetical calculations.
Up to this point we have searched only for the most
objective coll-ector area and its associated storagie,
holding atl other engineering constraints at their
datum val-ues set in the free evol-ution. If the
datum-setting strategies are based on sound exper:ience,
and changes in unsearched constraints are l<nown to have
litt1e ob jective signif icance r \^/e may choose to accept
the present level- of optimisation. Before a thermal
energy system i-s committed to construction, however,
the procedure must be executed again in the region of
the likely solution - with changes in all signi-ficant
constraints searched in fine increments. We can
dernonstrate this here by including now a search of
collector outlet control temperature for the same
conditions as Table D7rP16I.

The results of two tests; are shown, ât CPC = 3Z and
5Z respectively. (n'ig "D15 ,p157 ) . The solutions
marked X are those obt-ained previously with the
collector temperature he-lc1 at its datum of 65 DEG C.
The solutions marked 'Ã are no\^¡ more objective when
the temperature constraint is searched concurrently
with collector area. Both tests show an improvement
in objective vafue accompanied by a change in
collector area- and opera.tion at 75 DEG C. No general
conclusions may be drawn from these curves as they
all apply only to this demonstration case. They
simpl-y indicate the sensitivity of the solution
to èollector outlet temperature and shorv again the
regularity of t-he optirnisation procedure. A further
ret-inement could- be a sea-rch for the opt-irnal control
tempera'Lure for each mon'hh of the year.
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Irre wíIl end the demonstration of the numerical
optimisation by examining the behaviour of the
synthesis sol-ution, in terms of coll-ector area'
when:-
I. The fuel rate is changed from 0.5 'Lo 0.3 and
0.7 cents per MJ. (Fig.DI6/Lrp15B). The curve shape
is maj-ntaj-ned as it is displaced - investment in
solar collection being functionally similar but
merely less objective as fuel costs are decreased.
2. The demand profile, still at a steady 30 I(IVTH'
is changed from 24 hours, to f6 hours and B hours
a d.y, from 0800. (l'ig .DL6/2,pl5B) . The curve is
no\^r suppressed as it is displaced - investment in
solar collection being both functionerlJ.y inhibited
and less objective as system utilisation'is decreased.
In both these examples the end of month storage has
been discarded. (pl 9) .

16.5. Summary.
Exploration, examination and an understanding of the
behaviour of a range of sol-utions like that iust
described is an essential part of a synthesis
procedure. Once a program is established in this
way it can be used within its limitations to evoll'e
and specify the optimal system design for many
similar applications. Design solutions can then be
obtained directly from an interactive computing
terminal and each sol-ution can be expected to be
unique

If the proving and estaT¡IisTtment of a synthesis progran
appears curnbersome, this is due partly to the long
explanation and partly to the unfamiliar nature of
solar energy. That the rnethods are in fact highly
organised, unified and readily executed is a
consequence of the underlying discipline of
Part A and the practical meLhods of Part B.

While we have demonstrated here that the synthesis
program for a solar/gas process heating system
is rvorking reliably and in one sense ready for
use, we recall from Section 15 that its predict-ion
for solar heat collection is suspect. We also
recall that the radiatj.on data for Adelaide is only
an approximation. Both these problems require
research and resofution before we can obtain real-
synthesis solutions for design and construction
of solar heating systems in Adelaj.de. l'leanrvhi.Ie,
we have exposed something of the nature of optirnal
solar heating systems, partj-cu1ar1y the interrelation
of optimal collector area and energy sLorage capacity.
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DEMON.STRATTON CASE FOR SYNTHES TS.
FACTORY LTOUID PRODUCT HEATTNG SYSTEM.

EXHAUST

SOLAR ENERGY

DEMAND

}TATURAL GAS

D PRoeEss HEATERS

STORE

HOT IVATER TRANSPORT

SYNTHESISE OPTTMA],
SYSTEM FOR MTNIMUM
TOTAL A}INUAL COST.

FTG DlO
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CSIRO SOLAR COLLECTORS.

PREDICTED PERFORMANCE

AT TAMB = 20 DEG C, TLOC = 35 DEG C,
V,IATER FLOV{-RATE (FMC) = 933 Kc PER HR.
AREA = 86.4 SQ M, FIVE CIRCUITS.
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TOTAL RADIATION ON COLLECTOR PLANE
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COOPER:

TRNSYS:

WATTS PER SQ M

REFER SECTION l-4.2 (p117)

REFER TABLE DI (p138)

COLLECTION HEAT-RATE (OC)

COOPER

TRNSYS
MODE 1

FTG Dll
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SoLÀR/GAS HEÀTING SYSTEM SYÌ{THESIS
DE}{ONSTRÀTION CÀSE

SOLUTION SCHEDULE - TABLE D7
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SOLAR,/GAS HIIATING SYSTE¡,I SYT{THTìSTS

DEMONSTRÀTION CASE SOLUTION SEHF]DT'I,F: TÀBLE D7.
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SOLAR,/GAS HE:ATING SYSTAI\Í SYNTHESTS

DI:I\TONSTRÀTTON CASEì

SOLUTTON SCHEDULES E:FFEET OF STORE I,IMTT
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1234s6789
CPC CAPTTAL RATE PER EENT PER YR
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I
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I
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i

I
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2

1

STORE LIMIT
24 HRS (TABLE D7)

STORE
LIMIT
6 ÍIRS

STORE
ZERO

COLLECTOR AREA
DEMAND 30KÏ,üTH 24 HRS/DAY
GÀS O. 5 CENTS PER ¡{J

0

FIG DI3
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S HEATTNG SYSTEM SYNTI{ESIS
DEMONSTRÀTTON CASE

EFFECT OF STORN LIMIT . STIIRE:OTYPE DATA

soLAR RADIATION CONSTANT 400T^7/sO M 0700 To 1800.
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DEMAND 3OKWTH
24 HRS/DÀY

GAS 0. 5 CFìNTS/I4J

0
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SOLAR,/GAS HEATTNG SYSTEIq SYNTHESTS
DEMONSTRATION CASE

COLLECTOR OUTLET TEMPERATURF: S EARCH

ePc 5.0

OBJEETI\¡E VALTJE

cPc 3.0

50 60 70 B0 90
COLLECTOR OUTLET CONTROL TEMP DEG C
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Þ
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SOLAR,/GAS HIïATING SYSTEM SYNTHESI s
DDMONSTRÀTION CASF

EFFECT OF CHANGE OF GAS RATE ÀND DEMÀND PRO FÏT,N

246810
CPC CÀPITAL RÀ,TE PER CENT PER YR
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GAS 0.5 CENTS PER MJ
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DEMÀ,ND 30KT^7TH, HRS/DAY AS SHOW¡I.
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SOLAR,/GAS HEATING SYSTEM SYNTHESIS

DEMONSTRATION CASE

INPUT DATA SAMPLE

ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRÀLIA.
AVERAGE DAY IN MARCH.

TTD TDEL TAMB

lr

I
0
0
0
It
1
1
I
I
1
I
I
I
lt

03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03

03
03
03
03

r
TTD

QD

TDEL

TAMB

G

700
800
900
000
r00
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

15.
15.
15.
15.
15.
15.
15.
15.
15.
15.
15.
15.
15.

QD

30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30. 0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30. 0
30.0
30.0

40.
40.
40.
40.
40 "40.
40.

18.
19.
20.
22.
23.
24.
25.
25.
26.
25.
25.
24.
23.

G

B7
260
475
64I
766
854
836
749
617
439
224

47
0

40.
40.
40.
40.
40.
40.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

il It

15. 30.0 40.0 I7. 0

TIME OF DAY, PRECEDED BY MONTH NUMBER.

DEMÄND TEMPBRATUR-EJ, DEG C.

DEMAND ENERGY-RATE , I(WTH, PROCESS LÏQUÏD.

DEMAND DBLIVERY TEMP, SET BY PROCESS, DEG C.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (COLLECTORS), DEG C.

SOLAR RADIATION, TOTAL ON COLLECTOR PLANE,
AVERAGE FOR THE MONTII, T{ PER SQ M.

CoLLECTOR PLANE FTXED, NORTH, 35 DEG ABOVE HORTZ.

llll

03 0600

TABLE D5
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SOLAR,/GAS HBATTNG SYSTEM SYNTI]ESIS

DEM()NSTRATION CASE

OBJECTIVE INFORMATION AND

ANNT.]AI, OBJECTIVE VALUE FACTORS.

CAP-
cPc
TRANS
RPR
SZ:
O
CTNST
ELEC

CAPITAL COST PREFIX
CHARGE ON CAPITAL, PER CENT PER YR
TRANSPORT ENERGY, ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVEN
MAINT'ENANCE COST
ELEMENT SIZE
ELEMENT ENERGY-RATE, SOURCE SIDE, KWTH
INSTALLED,/PRIME COST MULTIPLTER ' 1. 50.
MOTOR POWER COST, 3 .0 CENTS PER KVüH .

SOLAR COLLECTORS

CAPSOL
TRANS
RPR

100 .0
7.5
3.0

$ peT SQ M COLLECTOR AREA
WATTS PER SQ M AREA
$ PER SQ M AREA PER YR

(oc >0 )
(QC>0)

$ PER KWTH MAX RATING
$ PER KWTH MAX RATING, PER YR
CENTS PER MJ

VC (CPC*SZC*CAPSOL*CINST) + (RPR*SZC)
+ (TRANS*SZC*ELE C/L00000 )

HOT WATER STORE

CAPSTO = 1.0 $ PER LITRE CAPACITY

VK : (CPC*SZK*CAPSTO'ICINST)

GAS WATER HEATER

CAPGAS
RPR
GAS

= 250 .0
= I0.0
= 0.5

VG (CpC*SZG*CAPGAS'tCINST) + (RPR*SZG)
+ (cas,rQG*3.6)

PROCESS HEATERS

CAPHX
TR.A,NS
RPR

= 600.0 $ PER SQ M HEATING SURFACE
= 250.0 WATTS PER SQ M HEATING SURFACE
= 5O.O $ PER SQ M SURFACE PER YR

(cpc*sZHX*CAPHX*CTNST) + (RPR*SZHX) (O2>0)
+ (rnaNs*SZHx*ELEC/]-00000) (Q2>0)

VHX =

x INDICATES MULTIPLICATION

(

(
QG
QG

>0)
>o)

TABLE D6
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SOLAR/GAS HEATING SYSTEM SYNTI]ESIS.
DI'MONSTRATION CASE

SYNTHESIS SOLUTION SCIIEDULE RANGE OF CPC

DEMAND 3 OKWT'H ( 10 8 MJIHR) CONTINUOUS
STORE LIMIT 24 HRS FULL LOAD
GAS 0.5 CENTS PER IV1J

0.0
0.5
r.0
1"5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
8.6

CPC

cPc
v*
COLL
STORE
FUEL
CAPITAI,

THIC,
TLO2 |

v*
3042
3525
3968
437 9
47 87
5l-64
55 17
5B4B
6IB2
649 4
6803
7005
7 L53
7 286
7 4r2
754r
7 663
7778
7797

COLL
388
366
293
293
283
258
250
238
238
22L
2l-3
116

87
72
69
69
53
52

0

STORE

15 466
l-5466
15 466
l-5466
1-5 466
13299
12022
10590
10590

8944
8s09
240 4

878
286
163
163

0
0
0

FUEL

797
895

1255
l-255
1322
15 61
l.67 2
r829
L829
209 4
2217
3794
4268
4506
4559
4559
482t
4B3B
57 02

CAPITAL
BB81B
85539
7 4546
7 4557
7 2960
67 ).02
64573
6 1413
61413
57266
55625
34855
28993
26233
25628
25628
23086
22937
15107

CHARGE ON CAPITAL, PER CENT PER YR
OPTTMAL SOLUTTON, OBJECTTVE VALUE, $/yR
EVOLVBD COLLBCTOR AREA, SQ M
EVOI,VED STORAGE CAPACITY, LTTRES
ANNUAL FUEI cosr, $,/yR
TNSTALLED cosr oF wHoLE PLANT, g

THIK, THt2
TLOK, TLOC

(cor,r,ncroR ourLET)
(LOAD RETURN)

GC
GC

DE
DE

65
25

TABLE D7
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17.0 CONCLUSION.

The present work began with a question in search
of a scienLific procedure for the desígn of thermal
energy sy'stems. (p2) . Subject to the permanency
of 'black bodyr radiation as a foundation, I contend
that the question has been answered in two ways:-
(1) The synthesis procedure is scientific
because it is based on the precise laws governing
the rperfect' radiant system and has then been
shown by a series of logical steps to apply to
all thermal processes for which a state-couple
can be identified. Those processes can be small-
enough and el-ementary enough to be expressed also in
scientific terms - as determined by the best methods
of mechanical engineering science.
(2) I arn conscious that steps of scientific
progress are not necessarily absolute. Nevertheless,
for the present state of knowledge, the pr:oposed
synt-hesis procedure appears to be the scientific
procedure because it is wholIy determined (as a
search of TT'Q to determine SIZE) for a 'perfect'radiant sysLem and therefore excludes all other
methods of synthesi-s for such a system. The same
procedure (search of TT,Q to select the values of the
other functional parameters which determine SIZE)
is then preserved as the working substances and
other physical constraj-nts are introduced during
the synthesis of all- real systems.

The question arises whether rblack body' radiation
is a sufficiently fundament.al premise on which to
state the above conclusions. The exploration of
this question is of considerable importance to
the foundation of the whol-e science of thermodynamics.
Such an exploration j-s prompted by Bridgmanrs
"t\.,/o strong impressions (of 1-hermodynamics) :
first of a subject not yet complete or at least
of one whose ultimate possibilities have not yet
been exploredr so that perhaps there may still be
further generalisations awaiting discovery; and
secondly and even more strongly as a subject
whose fundamental- and el-ementary operations have
never been subject to an adequate analysis".
(nef .Irp6) . But for our pr:esent state of
knowledge I rely on:-
. The 'bl-ack body' and other rad-iation laws of
Prevost, Wien, Kirchhoff and Planck - summarised
as far as the present rvork is concerned by the
Stef an-Boltzmann relat.ion applied to a state-couple. (p11)

163
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. 'rllhe success of thermoclynamics in (cavity radiation)
circumst-ances (as being) perhaps the strongest
evirlence v¡e possess for regarCing the laws (of
thermodynamics) as valid in all physical situations
to which they can be app1ied." (net.22,p77) .

The rigi-dity of my answers , ( I) ancl (2) above, ffiây
appear to have been weakened by discussions about
setting objectives (p70) , engineering elements (p76)
and computing methods (plOa). But those discussions
are concerned with tlne appli.cation of synthesis to
man's practical tasks; and any such weakness is due
only to the compromise he must often make to obtain
acceptable results from limited informatíon within
limited available time. The fundamental nature of
the syn'bhesis procedure is not affected by such
a compromise; and much of the present weakness
promises to be ovellcome by further development
in practice. (Section L7 .I, below) .

Even at its present level of development, the
synthesis procedure appears to have accomplished.
a result of immediate practical value. Thetoptimal' cost relation between solar collector
area, collection temperature, storage capacity and
auxiliary fuel consumption can be readily synthesised
for a given situation. (Section L6.4,p146). While
it has been well known that such a relation exists
(nef .L2,p215) , and many solar roptimisation'
studies have been undertaken, the explicit solutions
indicated by Fig.DL2/2 (pI54) and Fig.D16 (pt5B) do
not as yet appear to have been publj.shed. Such
synthesis solutions can be used at once to support
decisions about solar heating in industry - subject
to the avail-abílity of correct design information
and reliable radiation data. (Section 15 .7,pl-28) .

In addition to the above specifJ-c result, the
synthesis procedure appears to further our knowledge
about:
. The 'optimisationr of time-varying systems
where so much published work is restricted
to steady systems (e.9. Refs.3 and 19).
. The funcLional role of energy storage e.g" the
dif ference bet-ween the I active I and tpassive I roles
discussed in Section 10.5(p9 ) and the relative
inadequacy (for 'optimal' system design) of
'mixedr hot water storage discussed in Section 15.5
(pL24) .

Synthesis also al-erts us to the potential value of
organising thermaf information generally on a
unified basis. (p53) . This does not in any way
reduce the continuing need for analytical studies
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of thermal processes - because those studies are
tlre solLrce af such information. But the unified
basi-s means that the results of those studies can
be quickly rnade available to a wide field of
practice.
17. l. Limitations and Future Study.
On the debit side of a claim for the present value
of synthesis is the fact that its demonstration has
so far been limited to but a sirnple application.
(Part D) . This has been due to the
. limitations of present computing development
(Section I1.4,pt06) and the
. nêêd for independent verification of the
developmen'b application (by TRNSYS and by
experiment, Section 15rpI20) .

Synthesis has not yet been demonstrated with
thermal processes involving phase-change, flow
energy, cooling and mechanical worlc. This is
an important step whicÌr will- be undertaken as
soon as possibte. The need was foreseen at an
early stage (Ref.7) but capital for the required
experimental plant was not available.
Even after demonstration of rati.onality, every step
in applying synthesis to the design of industrial
and commercial systems must be taken cautiously -w-ith great professional care - until alI practical
details of the procedure are thoroughly established.
The computing limitations (Section 11.4rp106) have
to be overcome and methods continually improved
for rapid, efficient synthesis.
A whole library of subroutines about thermal
processes and engineering efements has to be
investigated, programrned and tested to become a
broad information base for general synthesis
applications. It is not new knowledge - rather it
is the conversion of existing information into ttre
unified terms which is needed. No store of
knowledge is necessarily complete, however, and aI1
applications of synthesis will be limited by the
scope or accuracy of the informatj-on available.
The foregoing limitations appear to pose no problems
which cannot be overcome with an immediate effort.
The synthesis procedure may then be applied widely
at an engineering level. But some limitations
(to be discussed below) remain to be stutiied before
it. can be said that the synthesj-s procedure has
universal- applJ-cation to the whole of man's
endeavour in the field of thermal energy systems.
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Our synthesis procedure assumes we have the powerof decision over arr the system relations wilrrintheir known constraints. This may be so for many
comrnon industri-al or commercial applications. somedecjsions nay have a behavioural_ aspect, however,such as the extent of fuel- combustion affecting theenvironment, depleting the population and reduðirrgthe demand for the system's services. We may have
some information about such relations and we maytry to predict them but we do not have the poweiof decision over them. To that extent theopt.imality of our synthesis solution is weakened.It is hoped that intelligent use of predictedinformation and tests of the sensitility of theresults will aid the sol-ution of many problernslike this. Strictly, however, a proòedure basedoh, and requiring, ri-gorous decisíons cannot beapplied to systems involving significant
behavioural relations. The adaptation of synthesisfor this is a subject for further study.
Even when rigorous technical decisions are valid,
we may frequently have incomplete information
about some of the system rel_ations. We do not
know , for example, exactly how much sofar energywill be availabl-e in a given month. We may preãictit within limits, but we cannot be certain, ancl theoptimality of our synthesis is again weakened. Ifthere is only one incomplete item of information,
and the solution is not too sensitive to j_t, we
can perhaps still evolve a sound synthesis.Strict1y, however, the synthesis procedure is notyet able to handle such a situation and the subjectawaits further study and development. One greatincentive to this, íf it be possible, isextrapolation of the work into optimal planning
of energy systems for the future, taking strategic
and forecast information into account, with theirprobabilities.
The synthesis procedure requires that the objective,
and the system variables contributing to it, bedefined j-n the same numerical terms e.g. dol_Iar costs.A minimum cost objective is then quite compatibl.ewith, sayr ârr attempt to minimise effluent from afurnace provided the effluent rate is also expressedin cost terms. It is not compatible with a
simultaneous objective to minimise the rate ofeffluent in physical terms and yet that may beexactly what ís required. Devel_opment of synthesisto manage such multiple objectives is al-so a subjectfor further study.
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I7 .2. Signifj.cance.
The Institution of Engineers, Australia, recently
received the report of its Task Force on En.er:gy.
(nef.23) . It represents the gathering of knowledge,
the generation of understanding and the projection
of wj-sdom for the engineering profession's management
of energy. All this wj-Il- become ef fective j-n practice
only through the decisions of men - whether at the
strategic, planning, design or operating levels of
enel:gy utilisation. Modern enerqy decisions are
diffi.cult. In almost every situation t.here are
many conf licti-ng alternatives. Very of ten the
greater the knowledge of the decision-maÌ<er, the
more complex his decisj-ons become. So we must
face one major consequence of the work of the
Task Force - that we have to improve our faculty
for energy decision-making.
Strategic energy decisions today belong to the
field of international- ethics. However sound they
may be at one timer wê can be sure that their
basis witl contj-nually change. In additíon to its
famil--iar short-term eng-ineering decisions, the
profession therefore afso has to be equipped for
sound decision-making in a directional ortnavigational-' sense. In essence this means the
evaluation of al-l feasible alternatives in a given
situation, the preservation of some as options,
their reduction to positive deci.sions for action,
continual monitor:ing of options for subsequent
decisions and, at all times, avoidance of
irrever:sible error. Founded as they are in a whole
discipJ-ine of energy operations and decision
procedulles, our methods of synthesis promise much
support to this complex and dynamic task.
In all- walks of life, t-he word 'professionr means a
discipline of thought and act-ion - of conscience,
decision, skill ancl timing. So the organisation
of knowledge and procedures presented here for
thermal energy system synt-hesis complement-s the
decisions and work of the engineer practising
in this field. In his everyday tabk of assessing
and deciding on energ'y sources, engineering p1ant,
investment, energy storage and operations for
industry and commerce he will have the coml¡ined
power of knowledge, the computer and his own executive
action brought together by a common objective
discipline.
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Sup¡:orted in every way
an engineer wil-I:

by the synthesis discipline,
. Conceive a thermal energy plant only after he has
helped its owner define its demand profile and
forrnulate a rational objective.
. Gather factual- information about the availability
and quality of all f easibl-e energy resources.
. Carefully maintain, improve and apply his stock
of technical and objective information about
available thermal- processes and their technology.
. Synthesise and study the nature of the optimat
energy system before committing it to construction
or operation.
' Continualllz monitor and adjust the operAting
systenr to optimality as its future objectives or
conditions cirange.

He aspires to this now, of course, but is
overwhelmed l:y the traditions and presence of cheap
energy technology, of consequent ad fuoc methods
of system design and the sheer magnitude of
undisciplined optimisat-ion tasks. The procedure
for synthesj-s wiIl help him achieve his aspiration
with greater certainty.
The work of a profession also includes its own
advancement, by research and education. Energy
decisions have to be made here afso because research
resources are limited and. everything we want
cannot be pursued at once. The discipline and
procedure for synthesis wiIl provide a unified
basis not only for prior evaluation of energy
projects but also for reporting their results
thus supporting decisions on the allocation of
resources ancl project co-ordination.
The engineering worJ< available for synthesis is
wide. It can l¡e used to:
. P::escribe nevr' thermal systems f,or new factories,
buildings and institutions.
. Prescribe alterations and additions to existing
systems.
. Re-optimise the operations of existing systems as
technical or economic conditions change.
. Expose and prescribe objective opportunities for
energy storage in all- systems.
. Provide a un-iform and rational organisation of
knovrledge and procedures within energy departments
of governmen't, industr:y and commerce.
This is the field in which it will gro\^¡ through
application, hard work and experience.
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Proficiency and results will. not come overnight.
The synthesis discipline and procedures needstudy and training. The stated lirnj_tations have tobe overcome. Nevertheless, the l¡asic structureis complete and a joint effort of practice,
development and research will build on it. Aprofessional engineer can already begin tothink in this wây, to organ_i_se his information,
to train staff, to replace inferior methocls andto contribute his own effort to its development.
Yet he must realise it will not resolve all hisproblems. Outside a thermal system, in itssurroundings, 1ie biological and social systems
and constraints of whi-ch he is becoming
increasingly aware. Possibly he witl then seehis new discipline not just as an end in thermal
systems but as a start to the coupl.ing of
mechanical engineering knowledge with otherworld knowledge - and thermal systems with otherworld systems. That is the goal which remainsto be pursued by the engineering profession
in concert with other professions on aninternational scale. This thesis is offered
as an opening contribution.

Mechanical Engineering Department
University of Adelaide.
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THERMAL ENERGY SYSTEM SYNTHESIS

GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLIC NAMES.

Area
Composition of working substance
Specific heat of working substance
Charge on capital, per cent per year
Heat transfer coefficient
Total solar radiation on collector surface
Energlr-rate integrated over time
Extended objective value
Mass flow-rate
Numerical function of:
Heat exchange element
Unit time identifier, and as subscript i or (I)
Source,/conf iguration id.entif ier
Extended time-interval
MasS
Objective information (about process and element)
Pressure of working substance
Functional parameter, p17.
Set of physical constraints
Flow energy of working substance
Heat-rate. or energy-rate for synthesis generally
Auxiliary heat-rate
Q, conversion element C

Q, demand-rate
Energy function specifically
Q, storage element K
Q, exchange element N

Q, residual function
Q, source
Energy in storage element at time I
Functional parameter, p16, process or element size
Condítions in system surroundings
Abbreviation of SIZE
Temperature of working substance
Ambient temperature
Minimum temperature approach (e.9. heat exchange)
Temperature difference of final delivery to TTD
Minimum temperature difference (e.9. heat exchange)
High temperature of TT state-couple
Low temperature of TT state-couple
State-couple temperatures of process
TT, conversion element C

TT, demand point
Increment of TT for field search
TT, storage element K
TT, exchange element N
Terms of the synthesis simulation, p14.
Internal energy of working substance
Objective value. (or volr.rrne where defined locally)
'Optimal' value of objective function
Track value, configuration J
V'lork-rate

I

Þ-

A
c
CP
cPc
CU
G

EXTQ-
EXTV-
FM-
FUNC
HX-
T
J
L
M

OBJ-
P-
PATH
PHYS-
PV

a-
QA
Qc
9D
QE
8K
QN
QR
QS
QSro (r)
SIZE
SURR
sz-
T-
TAMB
TAPP-
TDEL
TDIF-
THI-
TLO-
TT-
TTC
TTD
TTINCR
TTK
TTN
TT,Q
U-
V-
vrt
VJ
!v

I

I

I
ti

i
3Ìi

{,,

Excludes symbols used only locally and defined locally.
- Indicates frequent use of symbol with subscript 1,2,CrN etc.




